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1. 

PART I. 

CHAPTER I.  

1. 1. INTRODUCTION. 

A space structure may be defined as a three-dimensional 

assembly of end-connected bars, lying in more than one plane. 

Examples of typical space structures met in engineering 

practice are: laraced domes, towers, guyed masts, cranes, bridge 

trusses of triangular cross section etc. 

The usual assumption regarding the analysis of these 

structures is that bars are connected at their ends by 

frictionless spherical hinges and that the external loads are 

applied at the joints only. Such spherical hinges are never 

realized in practice and normally the bars are stiffly jointed 

by riveting or welding, introducing therefore bending and 

torsion. The rigidity of the joints introduces some 

redistribution of stresses and reduces to a great extent the 

actual deflexions of the structure. 

Introduction of rigidity of joints into analysis of space 

structure complicates, the computations very considerably. 

The assumption of pin-connections, though an approximation 

which yields rather conservative stress values, leads in most 

cases to a fairly reasonable solution of stress distribution 

fairly quickly and therefore is often accepted in the analysis 

of space structures. There are, however, some types of space 

structures which cannot be solved with this simplifying 

assumption and which demand exact methods of analysis. 
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It is interesting to note that, while the variety of the 

possible forms of structure is much greater in three than in 

two dimensions, in practice, however, the number of space forms 

used in the design is limited. 

It is probably due to the fact that only relatively few 

designers have practical experience in the design of these 

structures; others prefer to copy existing structures of similar 

spans. The tediousness of the calculations of space problems 

does not allow, in the usually short time at the disposal of 

the designer a full investigation of stresses and a comparison 

of different systems of bracing. These circumstances explain 

why in the past, as in the present, very few different systems 

have been used to cover large areas. 

1. 2. The Equilibrium of Space Structures. 

Any general system of non—concurrent forces in space can 

be reduced to a resultant force applied at an arbitrary chosen 

point and to a resultant couple. Equilibrium of such a system 

of forces in space will therefore exist only if 

R= 0 and 	M= 0 simultaneously. 

This condition is generally expressed by the six equations 

of equilibrium: 
4.zn 

V 
X 4 = 0 

t..=1 

(4i Yi= 0 

— 0 

Mxi ° 
6.7  

m
yi 	

0 

MZ1= a  4.1 

• • • • • • /11 



In the case of a system of concurrent forces in space, the 

equilibrium will be obtained when 

/Xi= 0 
i=n 

Yi= 0 	T   /2/ 

zi. 0 

sine: the remaining equations involving moments are 

autc2atically satisfied. 

Tbe six independent equations of equilibrium given in ...(i\ 

enable one to determine the support reactions of any space 

structure under the action of external forces, if the reactions 

have, in all, six independent components. 

With more than six unknowns, the structure becomes statically 

indeterminate;with less than six, it is incomplete. 

There are three different methods of attaching a point to 

the foundation: 

a/ by a spherical hinge which is equivalent to three 

reaction forces not lying in one piano. 

b/ by a ring guide - sometimes called "the roller-type 

support".- equivalent to two reaction forces. 

c/ by a hinged bar or "the ball--type support", in which 

there can be no horizontal reactions, as this support 

has a freedom of movement in the horizontal plane. 

Structures with statically indeterminate reactions are not 

necessarily internally redundant. 
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Under the assumption of pin-joints the members carry axial 

loads only, hence there is only one independent component of 

stress for each bar of the structure. 

The equilibrium of any joint of the framework requires the 

application of the three equations ... /2/ and if there are only 

three bars meeting at this joint, the stresses in them can be 

eva3%)ated directly. 

1ite first step in the analysis of pin-jointed space 

structures consists always in the detection of inactive 

membcrs. 

Space structures are generally divided into 3 main types: 

a/ simple space frameworks  

are formed by attaching the first joint to a foundation 

by means of three bars-not lying in one 14„ane - and 

establishing each additional joint thereafter by three 

more bars. 

Simple space structures are always statically determinate. 

The bar stresses are found by the method of joints in the 

reverse order from which they were set up in the 

formation. 

b/ compound space structures  

are obtained by the interconnection of several simple 

space structures, each of them by six bars arranged in 

accordance with the requirements of complete constraint 

of a rigid body in space. The usual approach in the 



stress determination is by the method of sections. 

c/ complex space structures  

denote all space structures which cannot be classed as 

simple or as compound structures. 

I. 3. The statical determinancy of space structures  

Before proceeding with the determination of the stresses 

in a space structure of any kind, it is necessary to ascertain 

whethar or not the structure is statically determinate and to 

inveigate the static stability of the framework. 

A number of criteria can be formed for space structures, 

expressing the relationship which exists between the number of 

bars and number of joints in statically determinate structures. 

Each bar produces one unknown; each joint allows the setting 

up of a system of 3 simultaneous equations of equilibrium.../2/.. 

Any space structure composed of "b" bars, having "j" joints 

and supported on a foundation, will be statically determinate, 

if 	b = 3 j a 

where "a" denotes the number of the unknown reaction 

components. 

A just-stiff, self-contained space framework requires that 

= 3 j - 6   /4/ 

In the case of a space structure, consisting of "k" rigid 

bodies and "j" free joints, not belonging to any of the rigid 

bodies 

b = 3 j /k 1/6 

/3/ 

/5/ 
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The fundamental equation ... /3/ is often slightly modified 

and the following formulae can frequently be found. 

The general criterion for a statically determinate structure 

having "j" joints and "r" points of support is 

b = 	3r+ s 	. 
whore "s" is the number of reaction components, if any, that are 

eliminated )1y the method of construction, either by fixing the 

directi)n of certain reactions or by eliminating certain 

reactions entirely. 

If the structure is connected to the foundation by a number 

of different supports the total number of reaction components 

a = 3 a3+ 2 a2+ a1 

the number of fixed supporta /giving 3 reaction 
components/ 

a2= the supports having a freedom of movement in a predeterminated direction /2 reaction components/. 

a1- the supports resting on smooth plan,2, /1 reaction component/. 

Using this notation, equation .... /3/ becomes 

b = 3 j - 3 a3- 2 a2- a1 	/7/ 

Cases occur in which bars forming a joint all lie in the 

same plane, 

These joints can resist forces acting in this plane only. 

If there arc fj"such joints eq. /3/ is expressed now as 

b - 3 j +2 	- a 	40111 /8/ 

is 

where 
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If the number of bars /including the supporting bars/ is 

greater than 3 j, the structure becomes redundant. 

The number of the redundant bars gives the degree of the 

statical indeterminancy of the framework. The analysis of such 

a system requires the consideration of the elastic deformations 

of the bars. If k 	a <3 j, the structure is statically 

unstable and not suitable for any practical purpose. 

All the criteria discussed above represent only the necessary 

condition of the statical determinancy, but may not, in some 

cases, be sufficient. 

Many space structures can easily be found, whose number of 
which 

bars and joints satisfies the criterion, butrEVvertheless are 

evidently mechanisms. 

A structure is statically determinate and stable only if 

two conditions are fulfilled: 

1/ the number of bars and reaction components is equal 

to the number of available equations, 

2/ the determinant of the system of the simultaneous 

equations of the equilibrium does not vanish. 

If these two conditions are satisfied simultaneously, the 

considel'ed structure under the given loading yields one, and 

only one, set of values for the axial forces that satisfy the 

conditions of equilibrium at each and every joint. 

If the determinant & = 0, the structure is non—rigid, or 

statically unstable and in its "critical form". 
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The general method of detection of the critical form of the 

structure is the solution of the 3 j simultaneous equations; 

this may be a very tedious task in frameworks having a large 

number of joints. In practice this method is rarely applied 

and other, more practical, approaches are used. 

1/ the method of inspection applied in simpler cases- 

careful observation of the rules of formation of simple 

and compound space trusses-can avoid the critical form. 

2/ the "zero-load test" method. 

This consists in assuming a zero load at each joint and 

considering the equilibrium of the structure. 

If no set of values different from zero can be found to 

satisfy the conditions of equilibrium at the joints, the 

structure is statically stable, but, if ambiguity is 

discovered regarding the internal forces, the determinant 

A. evidently is zero and the structure has a critical 

form. 

The formation theorems stated by Henneberg and developed 

later by Geiringer /52/+can be in some cases very helpful. 

These theorems deal with the successive formation of 

statically determinate frameworks Fk  having "k" joints from 

the just-stiff frameworks 	of "k-I" joints. 

numbers in parenthesis refer to the bibliography given at 
the end of Part II. 
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A statically stable and determinate space framework Fk can be 

obtained from any statically stable and determinate structure 

of the smaller number of joints 	in the following ways: 

a/ by adding a new joint to three arbitrary points 1,2, and 3 

of the Fk-I 

b/ by removing from 	a bar "1-2" and adding a new joint 

by means of four bars, forming this joint and connected 

at their other ends to 1,2, and to arbitrary joints 3, 4 

of the FI k-I 

c/ by removing from 	two arbitrary bars "1-2" and 113-411, 

not meeting at the same joint and adding a new joint 

formed by five bars, connected at other ends to I, 2, 3, 

4 and 5, where 5 is an arbitrary joint of the Fk-I' 

d/ by removing from Fk_, two bars "I-2" and "I-3" and leaving 

bars -"I-4" and "I-5", all meeting at the same joint "I", 

which is composed of at least four bars, and adding a new 

joint consisting of five bars, connected to 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5. 

Euler's theorem stating the relationship between the number 

of faces, edges and apexes of any closed polyhedron permits the 

classification of a large group of space structures as just-

stiff and statically stable. It proves that any self-contained 

space structure of the polyhedron form, without internal 

diagonals, having its p1Rno sides triangular or divided into 

triangles, is always statically stable and determinate. 
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The importance of Euler's theorem is increased by the fact 

that these complex structures are often used in actual design, 

as they possess the advantage of having their inner space 

free from any obstruction. 

= = = = 
= = = 
= = 
= 
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CHAPTER 2. 

GENERAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS APPLICABLE TO SPACE STRUCTURES 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BRACED DOMES. 

2. 1. Statically determinate structures. 

The analysis of stresses in statically determinate pin-jointed 

braced domes leads in all cases to the fundamental problem of 

the resolution of a known force into 3 components acting along 

given lines and meeting at the same joint. The problem can be 

tackled by various methods, graphical or analytical. 

/i/ Standard graphical method /or Culmann's method/. 

The given force W in 'space is represented by orthogonal 

projections on vertical and horizontal planes, W' and W44  , 

respectively. 

The three directions "OI", "02", "03" are defined by the 

orthogonal projections 0I', 02', 03' and OI", 02", 03". Fig.l. 

First, one has to determine the line of intersection of the 

plane containing the force W and one of the bars /say 0I/ and 

the plane defined by the remaining two bars. Next the load W 

is resolved into two components, one along the axis of the bar 

01, and the other one along the line of intersection of the 

two planes. 

Finally the latter component of W, acting along the line 

of intersection and therefore lying in the plane of the other 

two bars, is easily resolVed into 02 and 03. The true values 

of load in the bars can now be determined without difficulty:, 

as the orthogonal projections of each bar are known. 
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/ii/ Muller-Breslau's graphical method./16,41/+ 

This method allows the construction of the forces polygon 

without the determination of the resultant. 

The given external load W is represented by its, orthogonal 

projections W' and W". At each end of these projections 

parallel lines are drawn to the directions of two bar forces 

/say OI and 03/. Fig.2. The problem now is to find a position 

of the force 02 /whose direction is known/ such that its two 

ends A and B would be located on the lines OI and 03. 

The two trial positions of the force 2 give the orthogonal 

projections 2a and 2a  ; 21', and 	each drawn parallel to the 

known direction of the vertical and horizontal projections 

of the bar 2. These two completely arbitrary positions of 2 

do not satisfy, in general, the condition that the ends of 2 

should be located on I and 3. However, they enable us to 

construct a line connecting X and Y /the vertical,  rojections 

of the right end of 2/. 

This line intersects the projection Ib  in B4. 

The determination of B' and correspondingly, B" allows us 

now to draw the final position of 2' and 2", passing through 

the known point B. 

This construction is based on a theorem from projective 

geometry which states: 

+/
numbers in parenthesis refer to the bibliography given 
at the end of Part II. 
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"If n sides of a polygon turn about fixed points, arranged on 

a straight line and if, at the same time, /n-I/ apices of the 

polygon move along given straight lines, then the remaining 

nth apex also describes a straight line". 

Fig.3 illustrates this theorem in a case of a simple polygon 

consisting of four sides AB, BD, DC, CA. 

The sides turn about points E, F, G, H lying on the same 

Three apices A, B, C, move along three given lines0C,11  

It can be proved that the displacements of D will form a 

straight line also. 

Returning to the actual problem, the study of Fig.2 or Fig.4 

will reveal that any arbitrary choice of "2" gives a four-sided 

polygon a' b' b" a" or generally a' bk  b" aft  rr r 

The corresponding sides of all these polygons are parallel, 

i.e. all these different polygons can be considered as derived 

from the same polygon by turning its sides about infinitely 

distant points lying on the same infinitely distant straiight_ 

line. Three apices of this polygon move along straight lines 

/two apices on the horizontal projections of I and 3, and the 

third apex on the vertical projection of 3./ 

The above-mentioned theorem requires the fourth apex of the 

polygon to describe a straight line, whose two points X and Y 

are already determined. The intersection of the line defined 

by X and Y with the vertical projection I' locates the fourth 

apex, allowing us to draw the complete polygon of forces and 



V 
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to determine the forces in all bars. 

The description of this method takes much more time that the 

actual application. In fact this method is very rapid and still 

prefel7ed by some designers to the standard method. 

/iii/ The semi—graphical method /or the moments method/.Fig.5. 

This method is based on the principle that for any space 

system in equilibrium the algebraic sum of moments of all 

forces in respect to any axis is equal to zero. 

First the points of intersection A, B, 0, D of the bar 

directions and of the external load W with a horizontal larne 

are determined. 

At these points the bar loads are resolved into horizontal 

and vertical components. Then a line connecting two of the 

points of intersection is chosen as an axis about which a 

moment equation is formed 2_N= 0, allowing us to fin1 the load 

in the third tar directly. In these equations only the vertical 

components appear, since the horizontal components lie in the 

rarne of the axis. 

Considering the system represented on Fig.5 7- m. 0 gives; 
VA.eI= VWe ?. VAW  = V. . e  = TI—L1-- • = SA S  

1= the true length OD,. h= the height of the point 0 above 

the horizontal plf.ne. 
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This method allows us to determine the bar loads individually 

from one equation only. The distances e and eI can be scaled 

directly from the figure. 

/iv/ Analytical methods. 

The resolution of concurrent forces in space can be 

carried out by analytical methods also. 

a/ The applied force W can be resolved into three components, 

acting along 3 mutually perpendicular axes X, Y, Z giving: 

X =tit .cos 

Y = W .cos 

Z = W .cos 

wherec(1(1?, 	are the angles formed by the line of action of 

the force W with the axes x, y, z respectively. 

The equilibrium of the joint requires: 

X = 0 	Y=0 	Z = 0 
i 

or 

c + s2cos°S 	+ s3 
	3 
cosc4  + X = 0 

Sicosri + S2cos 2 	+ s3cosP3  + Y = /10/ 

Sicos + S2cosT2 	+ S3 
	3 cosR + Z 

where :7)., 
2 	3 	1 	2 p 3  and 3 

are the angles formed by Si, 520,S3  with X, Y, Z correspondingly. 

This approach, though theoretically simple, is however in 
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practice rather tedious, requiring the determination of the 

angles first. Usually a slightly different approach, known as 

the tension coefficient method is used. /41,48,70/ 

b/ According to this method the stresses in all bars are 

assumed initially as tensile and denoted by TI, T2, T3  etc. 

The ratio of the tension in any bar T to its length is called 

the tension coefficient, or generally tr  = 
Tr 

kr 
The three equations of equilibrium are: 

 

\-- 
	

Cl r 
L Tr . Li, 

Tr 
. br 

Lr 

Tr   
,. 	r 

Isr• 

+ X = 0 

+ Y = 0 

+ Z = 0 

  

   

   

where 

  

ar,  ,brl cr  are the mutually perpendicular projections of the 

bar "r" on the axes x, y, z. 

Using the notation of the tension coefficients, the 

equations .... /11/ can be expressed by: 

Ytr.ar  + X = 0 

tr.br  + Y = 0 

Z = 0 

   

  

/11a/ 

  

  

The valuesarl br,crl being the projected length of the 

bar "r" on the x, y, z axes, can be taken directly from the 

drawing. 
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As initially all forces have been taken as tensile, a 

negative result for the tension coefficient signifies that the 

force in that member is compressive. 

After determination of the tension coefficients, the load 

in any member is found by multiplying its coefficient by the 

length of the bar. E, g. for a bar "AB": 

Tab= tabs lab= tabPxb-x, /Yb 

The tension coefficient method can be applied to statically 

determinate or redundant pin-jointed structures. 

If the joint considered consists of only 3 bars, the forces 

introduced into these bars by the applied load W can be 

determined from a system of three simultaneous equations, each 

involving three unknowns. 

tI.aI 	t2.a2 + 
t3.a3 

+ X = 0 

tI.bI + t2.b2 	t
3
.b
3 

+ Y = 0 

tI.cI + t2.02 	t
3
.c
3 	

+ Z = 0 

the solution of these equations gives: 

X a2   a3  

Y b2 b3 

Z c2 c3 

a/2 

tx 
	Wet 
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al 
	a3  

bl Y b3  

t
3 

al  a2 X 

h, 	b2 	Y 

cl 	c2 	Z 

a a1 	, 	a-3 

b b1  , t3 

0 c1 	2 	03 

   

/12/ 

   

    

     

where ,„ 

    

     

     

If A ..,. 0 the equations do not yield a definite solution 

for the axial forces. This is always an indication that the 

joint considered is in "critical form". /e.g. all three bars 

by which the joint is attached to the rest of system lie in 

the same pinnei. 

Mohr claims to speed up the procedure of solving a system 

of three simultaneous equations by the use of three 

simultaneous equations by the use of virtual displacements 

) 
() 	

which are taken as the components of the virtual 

displacements of the joint in the x, y, z directions. 

The values of the unknowns can then be expressed by these 

formulae: 



t2 = 

t 1 

t3  =x• 

$2 
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Y • 1 
	

+ Z • )1 
1 

	

+ Y•
(2 	

+ Z' 

4 	Y • r) 	+ Z. 

	

3 	3 

/13/ 

It is doubtful, however, whether it helps much, as the 

determination of the auxiliary coefficients, ? , 5 	also 

requires a considerable amount of time. 

All these methods, applied in turn to each joint of 

statically determinate domes of the simple type, allow us to 

find the stresses in all members due to the applied loading. 

It is now worth while describing in some detail another 

graphical method which, in general, is not very well known, 

but which possesses several advantages. 

/v/ The method of conjugate forces. 

The graphical methods of analysis of space structures 

are rather tedious owing to the three-dimensional nature of 

the problem. 

B.Mayor/34/ was the first to avoid most of these 

difficulties by substituting the space system of forces by a 

corresponding system of co-planar forces, thereby reducing 

the whole problem to a simple analysis in one planee 



;9.6. 
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This method was subse.--quently developed by Mises and 

Constant/8/ 

Any three-dimensional system of forces can always be 

reduced to a single force "R" applied at any point and to a 

couple "S"; both can be represented by vectors, acting at this 

point and making an anglel, with each other. 

If the point of reference is moved, "R" will remain 

unchanged, but "S" changes its magnitude and slope. There is a 

special position of the point of application of "R" and "S",'. 

where both these vectors coincide with each other; i.e. 	• 	0. 

This line is called the central axis. The particular value 

of "S" along the central axis is denoted by "M. 

At any distance "d" from the central axis "R" remains 

parallel to this axis, but "S" is now inclined with respect 

to "R", forming an angle, and lying in the plane 

to "d". Fig.7. 

The value of 4, is given by the formula: tg Ck 

for d.0 /i.e. for the central axis/s' = 0 

normal 

Rd 
So 

OQ 	 = 2 	900  

The component of the couple "S" in the direction of "R" 

is always constant and equals So  = S cos 	. This can be 

proved by considering Fig.6. "R" and "Sc; acting along the 
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central axis C-A are equivalent to a vertical force "WI and 

couple 'IS" applied at 0, distant nd" from A. 

S is represented by a vector forming c-  with R. 

The vertical force "R" can be treated as a vertical 

component of a force F = OJ, forming 	with the horizontal 

planO 

The horizontal component of OJ is Fh= OH." The intersection 

of the horizontal plane C B E D with the inclined plane 

GDEL gives the line E D. It can now be shown that 0 H,, 

the horizontal component of F and a force E K, equal in value 

but opposite in direction, acting along E D, form a couple 

equal to "S", because 

R S -to( 
to. d 

It is dear now that the forces F = OJ and.EK = 11' are 

equivalent to the original system consisting of "R" and "S". 

These forces are generally called "the conjugate forces". 

If b= the horizontal distance of F' from Fh, then 

di. far  
cr,c  

tan Ck = 	= 	

4can 
\.),0 

but as 	/if a - 	/ 

therefore b = a tan 1)   /14/ 

The distance "b" depends only upon the constant "a" and the 

of the force F. As nothing is known about the 

= a may be given. any, 

inclination 

original /central/ system, 

convenient value. 
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The greatest inclination of all applied loads F should 

therefore be taken into account when choosing "a", if the 

drawing in to be done to a convenient scale. 

It is seen from the above considerations that any force F 

acting at a given point 0, has its conjugate force F4, lying 

in a horizontal plane and distant b = a'tan 

horizontal projection of F. 

Any system of forces in space 

from the 

F 	F2, F3 	Fn can be 

determined in this way by the corresponding conjugates F'1, F'2,.  

F'3 	F'n. 

Each system consisting of F and its conjugate F' is equivalent 

to a couple So  and a resultant R, acting along a central axis, 

perpendicular to the plane containing F'. 

Vectors R and So are different for each system but in each 

case they are bound to satisfy the fundamental requirement 

5 
= a,,which is based on the fact that nothing is known about 

the original systems, except that all central axes are parallel. 

As the selection of "a" is arbitrary for each of these systemsl, 

the same value of "a" may be used for all. Hence, all the 

forces F and their conjugates F' can be reduced to a single 

central system system defined by this relation= as/ R 
4.- 	 4, 

The equilibrium of the forces F requires 7R = 0, which in 

turn gives 4.  So  = o =) F'ib 	= F •a•tan 

This last condition means that there is no rotation of the 
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system in a horizontal plane, proving that the conjugate 

forces F°  are in equilibrium also. 

It is now clear that forces meeting at any joint of a space 

framework can be replaced by an equivalent system of co-planar 

forces in equilibrium. Their values Di°  can be found by the 

ordinary methods applicable to planar forces. 

Since the conjugate forces are parallel and equal to the 

horizontal components of the original forces, the latter may 

be found by dividing each conjugate force by the corresponding 

value of cos` 0 If the force F is horizontal, then 

= 0 , F°  = F and b = a.tan 	= 0 

If the force F is vertical, then 

7. 1r , F°  =0 	b 	, F = RI  

and 
	

So= R.a = F.a. 

If F is nearly vertical, F' will fall beyond the limits of the 

drawing. 

In such cases F is usually replaced by its vertical and 

horizontal components. 

Using themethod of conjugate forces only the horizontal 

projection of the structure is needed. Each joint in turn is 

regarded as the centre 0 and the conjugate lines are drawn 

for all external loap applied at this joint and for all 

members meeting at this joint. The horizontal forces pass 

through the joint and coincide with the corresponding lines 

in the plan view. 
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The conjugates of the sloping members or forces are parallel 

to their horizontal projections and aredistant b = a.tan 

The conjugate force is alwys located on the right side of 

the horizontal projection of F, looking along F as it ascends 

from the horizontal plane. If several members meeting at the 

same joint lie in the same plane„ their conjugates intersect 

in a common point, this can be used as a check of the degree 

of accuracy attained in the drafting. 

Application of some of the discussed methods to the 

analysis of stress distribution in a simple dome of the  

Schwedler type. 

As an example of practical application of these methods 

a braced dome of the Schwedler type was chosen and the stresses 

in its bars were found under a concentrated and inclined load 

W = lot applied at the joint Cl. 

Three different methods were applied: 

a/ the standard graphical method /Plate 1/4' 

b/ the tension coefficient method 

/+ 
c/ the method of conjugate forces /Plate 2/. 

First the inactive bars in the dome were determined. They 

are denoted by thin lines in the drawings. The Plates /1 and 2/ 

show the graphical construction of the force polygons. In the 

case of the method of conjugate forces the constant "a" was 

/ all plates are at the end of Part II. 
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chosen = 40 length units, giving convenient values of 

Table I gives a comparison of stresses in bars due to W 

according to the different methods. 

TABLET 

Stresses /tons/ 

BARS Tension 
coefficient 

method: 

Standard 
graphical 
method: 

Conjugate 
forces 
method: 

Bs- A7 +10.207 +10.17 +10.20 
Brir  - AB  -15.078 -15.23 -15.10 
Ba - C, -21.161 -2145 -21.22 
B8 - Bi  +20.515 +20.81 +20.60  
01 - B, + 1.120 + 1.06 + 1.18 
CI - Ca  -27.259 -27.50 -27.30 
Br - A8  -34.914 -36.30 -35.20 
Br - Ar  +33.762 +34.40 +34.10  
Br - Ca  +27.456 +27.50 +27.50 
Br  - B2  -27.350 -26.50 -26.80 
C2 - B2  -19.560 -20.10 -19.55 
B2 - Al  +41.134 +41.80 +40.60 
B. 	B3  +12.993 +12.10 +12.65  
B2- A2  -37.002 -37.40 -36.90 
B3- A2  -13.247 -12.70 -13.10 
B3- A3  + 8.283 + 8.00 + 8.10  

The differences between the analytical and graphical values 

are small, proving that graphical methods, if properly applied, 

yield results with sufficient accuracy. One of the advantages 

of the tension coefficient method is probably its mechanisation; 

once the equations of the equilibrium are set out, no occasion 

arises to consider the directionsof forces during the purely 

mechanical solution of systems of equations. 

The standard graphical method, though extremely simple in. 

principle, always requires first the determination of two 

orthogonal projections, from which the real values of stress 
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can finally be found, and also a considerable precision in 

drafting. When a large number of bars is involved, the 

drawings become complicated and easily liable to errors. The 

method of conjugate forces seems to be more advantageous, even 

in such a simple dome as the one considered. The fact that 

only the horizontal projection is necessary results in more 

accurate answers when compared with the standard graPhical 

method. 

All the above discussed methods can be applied directly 

to simple, statically determinate, braced domes; in every 

case, at each joint in turn, a resolution of a known force 

/or a resultant of several known loads/ into 3 given 

directions was repeated. 

There are, however, statically determinate domes of complex 

type, which do not allow application of the method of joints 

or the method of sections. The majority of braced domes are 

of this type. In these cases the bar exchange method, 

introduced by L.Henneberg, can render great services. 

/ /vi/ Henneberg's bar exchange method 16,19,37,77/+  

Complex space structures can be transformed into simpler 

systems by removing a number of bars 1, 2, 3, ... n from the 

structure and substituting an equal number of bars al  , a2, 

+1 
numbers in parenthesis refer to the bibliography 
given at the end of Part II. 
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a3  11.00 a • n 
in other convenient places in the structure. 

The bars, which have beer removed, arc replaced by external 

forces X1, X2, X3 	XII  acting along the axes of the 

removed bars. 

Such an exchange of bars can usually reduce the system to a 

simple space structure, or to another complex structure, which 

can be analysed more readily. 

On this new, fictitious structure, in addition to the 

external loads P, unit loads X1= 1, X2= 1, X3= Io 	X '7-7 I 

are applied in turn. The external loads P cause forces Si in 

bars of the new structure, the unit loads X produce forces 

sii, si2, si3  ,„, sin. Applying the principle of 

superposition, the total stresses in any bar due to the external 

loads P and all XI'  X2, 
X3 
	X

n 
loads acting simultaneously,, 

can be expressed as follows: 

S,= Si 	I + s.I  •XI 
 + 

si2.X2 
+ 

 

s
i  °X n n 

 

The forces XI'  X2, X3  ..... Xn will be found from the 

condition that the forces in the substituted bars 

SaI' 0a2'' Sa3'- 	 San 	have to be equal to zero, if the 

fictitiolzs structure has to become LidenticA.1 with the primary 

structures  i.e. 
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aI= SaI 	saII 'XI 	sa12.X2 	saI3.X3 + 	+ s .X = amn n 
I 

Sat= sat 	sa21 •XI 	sa22'X2 4-  sa23'X3 + 	+ sa2n'Xn 

• • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • a • • • • • • • • 

a • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,  • • • • • • • • • • II 	• • • • III 

San= San 	sanI'X1 	san2*X2 + san3'X3 
+ .... 	s ann'Xn= 

From this system of n simultaneous equations the unknown 

bar stresses X1, X2, X3 .... Xn can be determined provided 

that the determinant 

sari 5a12 
sal3 	s

aln 

„ S, 	s, 	s, 
'21 	'22 	"23 	

S 
 °14  2 n 

s „ 	. . . . s 
a31 a32 4ct33 	a3n 

• • • • 	• 	0 • 	• • • • 	 • • • • 

s 	S 	S 	. . • • S , 
and ant 	ann 

If this condition is not fulfilled /i.e. when 	= 0/, the 

structure is in the critical form and non-rigid. It cannot be 

used for any practical purpose as a pin-connected framework. 

Using Henneberg's method question arises as to which bars 

of the system to remove and where to place the added bars. 

In general, any bar can be removed, but the added bar must 

then be so placed as to restore the rigidity of the frame, 

since otherwise the fictitious structure will be statically 

unstable. 

0 
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The general tendency is to limit the number of the removed 

bars to a minimum and to reduce correspondingly the number 

"n" of simultaneous equations. It can be shown, however, that, 

in the case of cyclically symmetrical domes, it is usually 

better to take advantage of the simplifications in the solution 

due to the symmetry and to choose instead a greater number of 

/41/ "exchange bars" located symmetrically. Muller-Breslau 

shows that it may often be of particular advantage to use for 

the X values not the bar stresses, but other values which are 

related to the bar stresses by simple linear equations. 

Henneberg's method is in common use, when dealing with 

network, - Zimmermann - or plate-type domes. It does require, 

however, extensive practical experience to decide which bars 

have to be removed in particular cases, if the analysis is to 

be made in reasonable time. 

2. 2. Redundant Domes. 

/i/ Classical methods. 

In cases of redundant, pin-jointed braced domes, the 

number of. equations that can be obtained from statics is 

insufficient to determine the unknown axial stresses in all 

bars. 

In analysing such systems the elastic deformations of the 

bars must be considered. 
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If the redundancy is not too high, strain energy methods are 

usually applied and the principle of least work used. 

If there are "n" redundant bars in the dome and the axial 
forces in them are denoted by XI, X2, 	Xn, then the forces 

in all other bars will be found from the equation: 

Si= S1 + s.XI + si2GX2 + 	in Xn 

where ,o the force produced by the external loading in any 

bar "i" of the primary system /i.e. of the system 

remaining after removal of redundant bars from 

the dome/ The primary system should be statically 
determinate and stable. 

sin= the influence coefficient for bar "i" due to a 

unit load applied in place of Xn. 

the total strain energy stored in the dome is expressed by: 

) L 	 Xa  L t, 
2. AL. 	

4- —4-4- 	
v 
1\  La 1- 	n  

	

2 Cli.EL 	2A2. Ea 	2 VII  

St, .cet,  f  X ta . c(1 	Xaa .0(2. 	

Czn  where 

ALEi. 
Application of the principle of least work gives: 

au Si_ti,  . n: ,__ 	"-- Siel.E;  
Z,X, 	

= 	
RiEt; aY., 	(-- 11;.Ei. 	"-` . 

. 	... /16/ 

96400 

raU 	7 Si,t.(: .. S, 	s• St; Li: 	. 	. 	. 
`)( t.,  = (-- Ri,Ei: 'a)(n  	 - pi,. 	/4  1.,  ' 	'11 
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The solution of this system of " " simultaneous equations 

gives the redundant values X. 

The above strain energy equations have to be modified, if the 

calculation is carried out in terms of tension coefficients.
/4a/ 

The force in any member of the framework expressed by a tension 

coefficient is 

= 11eti 

Similarly, if Xk  is the load in a redundant member "k" having 
length lk  and tension coefficient tk  

Xk= 1k itk 
then 

Si= f/W/ 	sii.tI.1I 	si2st2•12  + ....+siitilk  

where 

hence asp  
f/W/ is the contribution from the external loads. 

= ik 1k - 	 
ate 

/41K..1-K. 
atw 

 and the partial derivate of the strain energy of the structure 
in respect to Xk can new be expressed: 

SELL 	S, = 	-t 
ZX\c. 	AL:gi, ax e, 

3 
•Li: Co+,  _ 	.Li, 

ALE.L 	L i  at, 	 - AL EL 

atL 
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In the general case, the principle of least work gives therefore 

-e)U = 	-L43 ( I ) 	 
aX~ )tt,Er: 0-1 	0 

"DU 	7 	 .(i). 2itc 
al(a- 	La) TaTa 	

0   /17/ 
3 -- 

rat) 5 	0 
zoc, 

Strain energy methods are very elegant mathematically, but they 

lead in cases of highly redundant domes to a large number of 

simultaneous eqUations and thus require a very considerable 

amount of calculation. 

/ii/ Modern methods. 

All classical methods of analysis are primarily 

concerned with the determination of stresses. The determination 

of the resulting distortion of the dome is always a problem in 

itself which can be tackled /with much additional labour/ after 

calculation of the redundant values. 

The methods of analysis developed during the last twenty 

years, on the other hand, pay primary attention to the 

determination of the distortions. dhen they are known, the 

actual stresses are then evaluated. 

Deformation methods. 

The joint displacements and ,joint rotations are assumed 

in all deformation methods as the unknowns. 

Knowledge of the six deformation components at each joint 
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enables the determination of axial loads, shearing forces, 

bending moments and torques. 

These 1-ethods were mainly developed when dealing with rigidly 

jointed space structures. 

The main disadvantage of deformation methods is the necessity 

of solving a very large number of simultaneous equations. This 

is very tedious and in some cases may be practically impossible. 

The gradual elimination of unknowns can introduce increasing 

errors to such an extent that the results may be far from the 

correct ones. This diffulty resulted in several suggestions 

and "new methods", each concerned practically with some 

improvements on the solution of systems of simultaneous 

equations. 

Nowadays the deformation methods are relatively rarely 

applied and generally the preference is given to the relaxation 

methods. 

Southwell's Relaxation Method/72/ 

This method avoids all simultaneous equations and is 

primarily concerned with the determination of the deformation 

of the structures The fundamental operation in this method 

is "the unit problem", which consists of calculation of 

stresses in a structure caused by a unit displacement or unit 
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rotation of any joint of the framework under the assumption 

that all remaining joints are held fixed. Thus, knowing the 

forces and moments exerted on the joints by every possible 

joint displacement, one can deal with.any specified load 

applied to the structure. 

Initially, all joints of the structure are fixed in 

position by some constraints such that every member is 

unstrained and so that all external loads applied at the joints 

have to be taken completely by the imaginary constraints. 

If any joint is permitted to displace in any direction, the 

force from this joint is transferred fully or in part to 

adjacent constraints)  which were held fixed during this 

operation. If now these joints move, their constraints will 

be relieved of their forces and in turn will throw some force 

on all neighbouring constraints. 

This process can be repeated indefinitely, - each 

relaxation affects not only the forces on the constraint which 

is relaxed, but also the forces on neighbouring constraints, 

therefore loads will appear, again on constraints which previousi 

were completely relieved of all. loads. 

The forces acting on the constraints tend in general 

steadily to decrease and after a number of relaxations the 

structure practically takes all the applied load, leaving only 

negligible forces on the constraints. 

These unliquidated forces acting on constraints are called 

"residuals o by continuing to impose displacements or rotations 
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the residual force can be brought below any defined limit. 

The solution obtained by the relaxation method is approximate 

in the mathematical sense, but its approximation may be 

carried on to any desired limit of accuracy. After a 

practically sufficient approximation the total displacements 

or rotations can be found as a sum of all deflexions imposed 

during the relaxation process. When the distortion of the 

structure is known the resulting forces in all members can be 

determined. 

The analysis of space structures by the relaxation method 

can be divided into 2 groups: 

a/ analysis of space pin-jointed structures 

b/ analysis cf space rigidly, jointed structures. 

In the first case it is assumed that the bars are connected 

at their ends by ideal spherical hinges and that the 

connections are frictionless, - therefore the constraints at 

any one joint have only to control its three component 

displacements, as rotations of the joint introduce no stresses. 

The "unit problem" consists in determination of forces in 

any bar MF, caused by displacements "u", "v", "w" imposed on 

one end of the bar, while the other is held fixed. 

Let F denote the fixed joint 

	

.111 	 the moved joint 

u -"- displacement in the X-X direction 

_It_ 	 Y-Y 

	

W 
	 Z -Z 
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The component forces exerted by the .Qember MF on the joint 

M and F in consequence of displacements u, v, w imposed on M 

while F is held fixed, can be expressed by the following 

equations: 

mFt 	X • Li, 4- A% 	.0/. 6,x .4fyz . (A)) 

YF = -YM= 	mF(49. At‘)( 	6.92  • V + Ay .©Z. 

= -z ty, 	MF cAaa '40( 'tot ±Az•Ay .Y At. (4) 
where EA 

A - the cross-sectional area of the bar MF 

L = its length 

E 	Modulus of Young of the material from which the bar 

is made;Ax, 	4S z stand for /xm- xF/, /ym-yF/0  /zm- zF/ 

respectively.. The equations .... /18/ are usually expressed 

in a more brief form using the "influence coefficients". 

 

X 	= XX'
gF 

w 

	

U + xvv 	xz.  

YF 	xvu + yyF. v 	+ yzc,,w 

ZF= zx.1.1 + zy.F.v 	zz.w 

  

/19/ 

   

   

where 

   

..-, 	r,  
XX F  = —XXri 	St viF• ( A )()

z. 

e". 
3YF 	= -Y .  Y in  =-SI - plp ( A ()z  

f-N 	r's 
ZZ F 	=—ZZ ivi  = SL F. ( n7..) t  
ek 	rs, 	 e4 	/6+ xy; 	= —xym  = ._ -(Ax•av).= yx = —yxm  

rtir 
y. z 	= — yz m• = SilmF(Aci,nz)= zyF  = — ym 
• ,.—n rvi  ._-• St,(zsz,6x) = fsz ZX P 	 MP 	F = —xz m  

  

/le/ 
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The influence coefficients are properties of the member 

whose points are moved. These coefficients should be prepared 

for all bars of the structure and tabulated /see e.g. Table VI, 

Part II/. Having such a table one can calculate all the forces 

exerted by the framework upon the constraints in consequence 

of a displacement imposed on any joint. The forces developed 

by unit displacement in the XX direction u = I with no 

displacements in the directions of other axes, can be found 

by using the equations .... /19/. 

XM  

Ym  

ZM  

_1 XX
F  

01/4  
xyF  
ob. 

= - zxF 
• 

If the point M has a number of bars connected to it, such a 

unit displacement /u = I, v = w = 0 / introduces by 

superposition 

XM = - 	XXF  

YM   yxF  

ZM - = z r 
es.  
xF  

The effects of unit "v" and "W" displacements would be 

X = - / )%I 	Xm  = - 27 
n 
x M 	 zF 

YM  = - ... 	YF 	Y ''.  m  = - Z yZF  -  

ZM  = - 1 31F 	
Zm 	-- es  = 7 zzF respectively. 

The summation includes all members connected to M. 

These effects of unit displacements are tabulated and 

presented in the "operation table". 
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There are two lines associated with any joint displacement. 

The first gives the forces due to unit displacement; in the 

second the largest of these forces is reduced to some convenient 

value and all remaining forces and deflexions in proportion. 

Actually the second line is wanted for the relaxation purpose 

as it shows directly the deflexion of any joint which is 

necessary to "liquidate" the residuals acting upon this joint. 

After preparation of the operation table the actual 

relaxation starts4 Each joint is given in turn a displacement 

which would have most effect in reducing the residuals at this 

joint. When the residuals at all joints are brought down to 

negligible values, the total displacements are determinbd 

and the forces in all bars can be calculated by the use of 

the known formula; 

• / = TMF = / 	/1\/iF = 	MF /4x.0  AY'v  

xm 	xF//um  uF(4/ym  yF/•/VM - vF/ 

/z/v  - zF/ • /wm / 
wF/ 

 

  

As seen from the above, the labour of computations depends 

almost entirely on the number of joints in the structure, 

the redundancy therefore loses the importance which it has in. 

"classical" methodso 

The relaxation technique possesses still greater advantage 

if it is applied to rigidly jointed structures. In these 

frameworks, to define a configuration completely one must - 
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specify not only the positions, but also the directions, of 

the ends of all bars. In this ease three components of rotation 

have to be controlled in addition to three components of 

displacements. In pin-jointed space structures the constraints 

sustain "residual forces" - in rigidly connected structures 

the constraints will sustain "residual forces and residual 

moments", as in stiff-jointed frames the joint rotation 

transmits couples to adjacent joints due to the shearing and 

torsional actions, 

The unit problem is, as previously, the investigations of 

the forces and couples produced by terminal displacements in a 

member MF, but it is now much more complicated owing to the 

necessity of resisting rotations of the joint. 

The orientation of the member MF is arbitrary, the central 

line MF is taken as the direction ox', and the principal axes 

of inertia of the cross-section as having the directions oy' 

and oz°  respectively, where x', y', z' are related with fixed 

directions x, y, z by the orthogonal scheme: 

x y z 

x
. 1 m n 

. 
Y lI 

r 
mI nI 

z
.. 

12 m2 n2 

where 

1, m, n, etc. are the direction-cosines and satisfy the 



condition that 

  

  

= I 

 

12 	m2 	n2 

 

   

   

If the component displacements of the moved joint M in the 

directions ox, oy, oz are um, vm, wm  respectively and the 

component rotations of M about axes parallel to ox, oy, oz 

are pm, qm, rm  respectively, then the forces and couples 

acting upon the moved end of the bar MF can be expressed 

conveniently by the general equations using the influence 

coefficients: 
0-, 	r **, 	 n 	n 	n 	

x
^ 

X = XX.11m + xy.vm  + xz.wm + xpipm  + xq.qm  + r. rm 
n 	n 	n 	^ 	n 	r• 

Y = yx.0m + yy.vm 
 + yz.wm + yp.pm  + yq.qm  + yr.rm 

r., 	0. 	0-, 	^ 	n 	^ 
Z = zx.0m + zy.vm  + zz.wm 

+ zp.pm  + zq.cim  + zr.rm 
^ 	n 	^  

Mx 	p rNx. um  t nr.vm  + pz.wm + pp.p + polit.‘m  + pr.rm -  
n 	 n 	n 	n 

= qxum + cly.vm + qz.w + qp.p
m  + qq.qm  + qr. 

n 
rm Y 

rs, 	n 	 n 	n 
+ rr.r 

r\ 
M

z 
. rx.0m + ry.vm + rz•wm + rp.pm  + rq.qm 	m 

 

... /20/ 

The values of the influence coefficients depend upon the 

type of connection of both ends of the bar MF to the structure. 

Members can have both ends stiffly jointed, or one end 

stiffly, the other freely jointed. There can occur cases in 

which no resistance is offered to one, to two or to three 

components of joint connection. 

Case A 	moved 
	

fixed 
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in this case both ends are stiffly jointed and all components 

of rotation and displacement are resisted. 

The influence coefficients are as follows: 

B. 1 m.2  n2  / 

B/.n.12. / 

B. 
I 
 1.mZ  / 

,••, 
rq 

pr 

qp 

px 
r•-• 
qx 

= qr 

= rp 

= pq 

xp 

= xq  

= --Emn + 
	

B.2_m.2na / 

= 	+ 	1:-/B;n:1+ B.n.z1z  / 

+ 1-/B.1.I m + B•/l•am 
6 
--17./B z- B1  /. 1 12  

/B2_•1 ma  - 

PY 

clY 

ry 

pz 

qz 

rz 

rx = xr = 

= yp 

= yq = 

= yr = 

= zp = 

= zq = 	B• n•m Lz 	z t 

= zr 

—L /B21, n L4  7- 2- 

/B La 2 
B • In • n Lz 	2. 	z 

,__../B•n• 1 
Lz Z 2  

La 2. 
B 	2 / 4  n; n 2  
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. 
Case B 

Moved 
F 

Fixed 

In this case, as the end F is pin-jointed the pf, qf, rf  

are unresisted 

]2.- 	3 	• , 
xx = 	-11.7 //B. 	+  

Y-‘Y = 	EA m7-4. 	+ Bi m2z-/ 
• 7.7 

a zz 	- -1.3 /B2: r).2-i  + B; n1/ 

rs 
Zy = yz = Z mn + 	./Bim; ni  + 13; mInz/ 

rs. 
XZ = zx = 

EA 
na. + 3- 1B • n i• 1 t  + B t• 2 n .12  / L..$   

yx = xy = EA lra + L3  ./B2: 1.1  nit  + B • 1. • m z 
• , 

a =• ir 
3 
 ./B 1  1.,

L 
 + 132! lz/ 

cici = -!-- ./B 1  . mL+ B .zm/ 

	

1 	z. 
✓ z 
rr = 1/B; nL, + Bi n/ 

q
r 	3 T. / rq = r = 

	

	./ Bril 1  nl  + az  nzn2/ 

3 / ▪ & 
n 	

17 = rp = 	. /B: n:1, + Binil/ 

✓ r. 
qp = pq = 	.5:-. ID: m1.11  + B;.lmz/ 

3 / 
px = )23 = IT '/Bi  - Bi / ' 1;12  

es 
qx = 14 = :-N •./132:1.•ma  - B li m 1  / 

r
r 	rs 
x = xr = q!57.  ./Bil i nz  - B ;1Z n i  / 

a =• ;1) = ix jBi rry la  - B; milt / 

es 	3 -EL y/ qy = yq = 	B 2, - B1 / • rn;m a  
I.1 

r Y• = yr = lz  ./Bimi na  - B : min, / 

a = zp = lz  ./132  ni.11  - B; nil, / 

n 
qz = zci  = .T!-:  -/B in mz  - B; nim 1  / 

r
rs 	rs 
z = zr = ..iir  -/B a  - 131 	t / . n. n 2 
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Case C 

/, 

M 	 F 
Moved 	 Fixed 

	

In this; case pm 	qn, rrn  can occur freely, as the end. M 

is pin-jointed. Therefore Mx= ley = Wiz = 0 and the general 

equations are greatly modified 

	

h 	P  
X = XX°11M + Xy'Vm  + XZ'W  

	

h 	^ 	n Y = y.1.1m  + yy.vm  + yz.w m 

	

n 	n 	f-% Z = zx.u.M + zy.vm  + zzilm m 
where 

"x = Ec 11+ : 3 / B21  + B• 1  / 
" 
YY = .t.,  La z- + --13.7 /Bima  + Bi 4/ 

r,z =  L 	--L-3 /  / 	2. EA n - + 	Bin, + Bt. nz/ z  
f. FA mm +  zy = yz = 	 I5  /BIrn i n i 4' Bi. mind 
xz = zx = E-L1  nl 	 B.nZl2 /  
yz = xy = EA 1m + T3._&  /B11; mi  B 	m1/  

The quantities x, Y, 
	 Mx, My, Mz are the forces and moments 

which come upon the member at its end M, which moves 

The forces and moments which in consequence are exerted. by the 

member on constraints are as follows: 

1/ at the joint I.! which is moved. in relaxation 

Xra, Ym„ 	, M
( 4cmJ (by) m, M (z) m  = 	/X, Y, Z, Mx , My  Mz  

2/ at the joint F which is held fixed 

Xf' Yf' Zf X, Yo  Z 

M(x) f =l°rx +L/nY—m.Z /  

M • 	= 	L /1Z -, n,.!X 
	 /21/ 

(y) f 	Y 
+ L /171.X - 1.Y / M  (z) f 
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As seen above, the forces X, Y, Z acting upon the ioved 

and fixed joints are eau al in value, but opposite in sign. 

On the other hand the couples appearing at the fixed end 

owing to the movement of the other end are completely 

different from couples applied at the moved end. 

The equations 	/21/ are rarely used in this form, as 

their application for the determination of moments requires 

much additional work. It is easier to modify the values of 

the influence coefficients which must be inserted in eq. ../20/ 

to give directly the forces and moments on the fixed and the 

moving joint. 

They are rather complicated in the general case, but can be 

greatly simplified, if the members have the same flexural 

rigidity against bending in all planes i.e. B1= B2= B. 

In practice,.. unfortunately, this is not a very frequent case. 

Under this assumption; a member having both ends stiffly 

jointed possesses the following influence coefficients: 

Case A' 

    

A 

Moved 	Fixed 

 

Coefficients 

For the moved joint 
	

For the fixed joint 

X̂Xm=
B 	 ^ 	B 

- 12 -Dr- Fl - 	xxf=12-0 + Fl 

yYm---.. - 12 --11- - F-m2-- 	§Yf=1215  + Fm' 
r, 	

- 	
r. 
f 	

8 zzm= - 12 --T 	F• n' 	zz =12 -- + FnlFn'"  L. 
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r Fmn zyf= yzf= Fmn 

Fnl xzf= Ex f= Fnl 

Flm ixf= cyf= Flm 

zym= yzm= 

xzm= zxm= 

yxm= xym= - 

PPm= - 4 	 - G 11  

6174m= — 4 8  - G my  

rrm= - 	- 

1"qm= qrm= - G.m-n 

prm= rpm= - G.n.1 

cam= Ar a= - G m 

am=Pm=6Ym=i4m=1;m=Er m=0 
q m.zqm..o.ry-rryrffi= 6 --1.1 
1-• 	n 	r% 	^ 	B 

f:Xm  - ,m  =-Fzm=-EiDm= 6 IL m 

pym=ypm=4.km=-)fcgm= 	n L '  

f\pf= -2 	+ H-11- 

af= - 	2 • + 1: 
cl-f= - 2 	+ H-n2-  

igif= El' f= H m.n 

prf= FPf= H n•1 
rs qpf= pqf= H 1.m 

r 	r pxf=xpeqyryqf=rr  zrzrf=0 
r r r _ qzf-_ -zqr-ryf=yrf- 6 1 
r r 
rxr-xrc-pzrzpf= 61y. m 

r pyr-ypr-qxf=xqf= 617i n 

where 
F = 

G= 

	

EA 	 a 12  

	

L 	L3  
c- 48 

   

H 28 

 

For a member having one end stiffly, the other pin-jointed 

Case B' 

M 
Moved 

  

F 
Fixed 

 

the following values for the influence coefficients will be 

obtained: 
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Coefficients 

For the moved joint 	For the fixed joint 

r. 	3 	r 	B 
- Fi. 1

a 	 +F' 11-  xxm= - 3 7) 	xxf= 3 -0 
B 	a 	rs 

YYm= - 3 7.7 	- F'. m 	YYel 3 lb + r. ml  
r 	B zz m= - 3 13 	- F. n2-  ZZI 

r 
p= 3 --:-s 	+ F..  - n2-  

n n 	 zy 
n n 

zy 	z III= - F. m.n 	
f= yzf= F'• m•n 

m=y 

X ek 	 ^ ^ 
Zm  ,--=, Z eN 	 x 

	

Xm  =-- — F'. n .1 	zf= zxf= F'. n.1 

y
r r

m 	
r r 

	

x m  =xy = - F'• 1.m 	
yxf= xyf= F". 1.m 

rpm= - 3 7: 4- 3 i: 1 

cralm= - 3 6  7: + 3 5  - ma 	All other coefficients for the 
fixed joint are equal to zero and 

rrm= - 3 
B 	3  . nz- 	the final formulae are: r 	17 + 3 L 

r‘qm= qnrm- 3 
5 m.n 	X ^ 

 
f
= xxf.0m+ ftyf.vm  + xzf.Wm r 	7: 

es- 	r
m= 3 

B 	r 	A 	A 
n.1 	Yf= yxf  .0m  + yyf.vm  + yzf.wm

, prm= rp 	7:  

qAm= 3 - 13-1  ..-: - 1-m 	Z f= z 
es  
xf.0m+ ryf.vm  + zzf

.Wm t-- m  

es 
m px m  . pm  =qym  =yq m=rz m=zr =0 

-
r
z m=-

r 

  
  

m=
r
y  

  

m=
r
r 

 m=-3  1LL1 
-
r
xm -

r
m*pzm=

r
pm.-3_L. m 

 

M
tx, f

=0 

(y) 	0 

M  (z) f"' 

-pym=-ypm=qxrri=xqm= -3 	n becauseF is pin-jointed 

where 	F' EA 	B 

 

   

These coefficients have to be determined for all members 

in the structure and special care has to be exercised during 

these calculations, as any error or mistake in sign made here 

cannot be checked until the final results are obtained; in: 

such a case all the time spent on the relaxation would be 

wasted. 
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Having calculated these influence coefficients the effect 

of any joint displacement upon any particular member or soup 

of members meeting at a particular joint can be readily found 

and the operation table constructed. 

The relaxation technique is the same as previously. By 

successive approximations the residual forces /X, 17.,Z/ and the 

residual moments /M M, 1( are liquidated to negligible values, 

the total distortions found and the resulting stresses in bars 

determined. The main advantage of the relaxation method lies 
R 

in the fact that the redundancy has a very small effect upon 

the time required for a solution. The total work depends 

mainly on the number of joints which can be moved. The number 

of bars in the structure :affects only the time required for 

the preparation of the influence coefficients table and the 

operation table. 
• 

Once these tables are prepared, the main relaxation 

process - the liquidation of the external loads - does not 

depend upon the number of redundant bars in the framework, 

as the relaxation process deals only with the deflexions 

of joints in the structure. The relaxation therefore gives 

not only the stresses in bars, but at the same time the 

distorted shape of the structure due to the applied loads 

One of the major practical problems in the relaxation 

technique is the speed of convergence. Block and group 

relaxation are used to this end. Their application reduces 
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the total number of separate operations in the liquidation 

process and therefor.:: reduces the time required to solve 

particular problems. 

These groups and blocks, properly chosen, simplify very 

considerably the relaxation process and permit much more rapid 

approximation to the result. 

The fact that relaxation is based on the principle of 

successive convergent approximations allows the use of 

"engineering intuition" which usually permits starting the 

approximation by reproducing the main features of the 

displacements of the structure and by applying, as a first 

approach, the deflexions appearing in the assumption. 

Such a step always reduces the amount of relaxation in the 

first phase. It is worth noting that the use of even very 

simple and crude models can help very much in this instance. 

The deflexions measured quickly on such models by means of 

simple devices can always be treated as the first approximation 

of the distortion of the framework and used in the relaxation, 

which will improve them rapidly. 

Errors or mistakes can be eliminated during the actual process 

of relaxation, as at every step the relaxation starts afresh. 

It would not be right to create the impression that errors 

can be detected and removed very easily, - in practice one has 

to be very careful, as errors, mainly caused by a change in 

sign, can be introduced extremely easily into the calculations. 
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Checking consists of summing all displacements up to a 

certain point, - in calculating the residuals at all joints 

caused by these displacements, and comparing the resultant 

residual at each joint with the force left in the last step 

in the relaxation process. 

It is true, that the actual computations in the relaxation 

tables involve only simple addition, subtraction, multiplication 

or division, but they are so numerous and so monotonous, that 

they often cause danger of boredom to the operator, especially 

if the number of columns is very large. 

In complicated rigidly jointed space structures the amount 

of calculation is such that, with the use of ordinary desk-

machine computors, the analysis requires a team of several 

assistants working under the guidance of experienced relaxation 

men for several months. 

It is certain, that the use of electronic computors could 

lighten the labour very considerably and reduce the time used 

to a small fraction of the time necessary at the moment for 

these computations. It has to be realized, however, that on 

the other hand such complicated space structures could never 

be analyzed succesfully by any other method and especially 

in cases of highly redundant space structures having rigid 

connections the relaxation method remains the only 

practically possible analytical method of attack. 

= = = = 
= = = 
= = 
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CHAPTEK  

THE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF BRACED DOMES. 

Manifold possibilities of formation of space structures 

result in a very great variety of forms. 

Braced domes possess a special importance for engineering 

practice. They are composed of members lying on a surface of 

a solid of revolution or of straight members connecting points 

lying on that surface. This arrangement of bars avoids any 

obstruction of the inner space and is very desirable for 

purposes of utility. These structures consist usually of ribs 

or inclined bars pin-jointed to a number of horizontal polygonal 

rings. To prevent any displacement of joints under unsymmetrica, 

loading the quadrangles are subdivided into stiff triangles. 

The principal types of braced domes are: 

1/ SCHNEDLER DOMES 

2/ NETWORK DOMES 

3/ PLATE-TYPE DOMES 

4/ ZILT2,,ERLANN DOMES 

3/ RIBBED DOMES 

6/ STIFFLY-JOINTED DOMES. 

This classification is,of necessity, far from being 

complete, but most existing domes can be classified under 

one of the above listed types. 

3. 1. Schwedler domes are the oldest type of braced domes, 

mostly used in the past and often constructed even now 
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owing to their relative simplicity 'of design. 

Domes of this type have ribs lying in the meridian planes 

and pin—jointed with the sides of the polygonal rings, thus 

forming quadrangles, stiffened in turn by diagonals. 

Symmetrical loading introduces no stresses in the diagonals, 

but unsymmetrical loads can introduce tension or compression 

into them. It is most desirable to avoid compression in a long 

and slender diagonal which, owing to buckling, would require 

a large sectional area and lead therefore to an uneconomical 

design. 

The danger of buckling is practically eliminated by providing 

each quadrangle with two slender diagonals, of which one would 

be active, taking tension; the other, subjected to compression, 

yields, being very slender, and does not take any load. 

Schwedler type domes are statically determinate, if they 

are of the ''open type" i.e. if the meridian ribs terminate 

at the lantern ring and do not form a crown joint./Plate No.3, 

Fig.1/ 

3. 2. Network domes are a typical example of Euler's 

polyhedra. Their surfaces are composed of triangles 

only. These domes can be derived from Schwedler domes by 

rotation of each polygonal ring in respect to the lower ring 

through an.anglec> =- — /where n = number of sides/. During A  

this rotation each trapezium transforms into 2 triangles, each 

lying in a different plane. The difference between the rib 
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meridian bars and the di,..gonals, so distinct in Schwedler 

domes, does not exist any longer in the network domes. 

If the number of sides of the supporting ring is even and 

the ring is regular in shape, the network dome is non-rigid 

and cannot be used in practical applications. These domes 

are statically stable only if the number of sides is odd. 

/See Chapter 4.2./ 

3. 3. Plate-type domes derive from Schwedler domes of a small 

number of sides, having their side planes filled in by 

several bars forming a network bracing. The domes represehted 

in PLATE 3, Fig.3 illustrate the three most popular types: 

a/ Foppl's type Fig.3a 

b/ Schlink's type Fig.3b 

c/ Zschetsche's type Fig.3c. 

The plate-type domes can be statically determinate by a 

proper arrangement of supporting bars. All of them, however, 

belong to the complex space structures and their analysis 

requires either the method of bar exchange or the solution 

of a system of a large number of simultaneous equations. 

3. 4. The main feature of Zimmermann domes is that each lower 
ring has a double number of sides in comparison with 

the higher ring. The formation of these domes is carried out 

in the following way: initially both rings are assumed to 

possess the same number of sides, then the "n" corners of the 
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lower ring are cut off,. forming "2n" corners which are connected 

with the "n" corners of the top ring by triangles. 

To retain the static determinancy of the dome, "n" supports 

are constructed as "ball bearings" /i.e. possessing complete 

freedom of movement in the horizontal plane and resisting only 

vertical reaction components/, the remaining "n" supports 

have their reactions fixed in direction /i.e.they can be 

replaced by two supporting bars/. The horizontal thrusts 

acting at the supports can be eliminated by applying at all 

"2n" corners ordinary "ball" bearings /i.e. taking only vertical, 

reactions/ and fixing the middle points of every second bar in 

the base ring by special bearings which carry loads only in 

the direction of the bars. 

Such an arrangement does not change the static determinancy 

of the dome. If these "3n" reaction components are replaced 

by a corresponding number of supporting bars, the one-storey 

Zimmermann dome is transformed into a two-storey dome. /See 

Plate 3, Figs.40 and 4e/ The bottom part of the dome now 

consists of an equal number of alternate triangles and 

quadrangles. 

3. 5. The ribbed domes consist of stiff meridian ribs 

interconnected only at the crown point. They are 

divided into two groups according to the method of connection 

with the foundations: 
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a/ unstiffened i.e. having all ribs directly connected 

to the foundation blocks, 

b/ stiffened i.e. possessing a stiffening elastic 

base ring. 

The more complex cases are redundant, but simple hinged 

domes can be statically determinate, if "n-3" supports are 

constructed as "ball" bearings and the remaining "3" supports 

have fixed directions for their reactions. /Plate 3, Fiz.5c/ 

This type can also be provided with a lantern ring, but 

in this case "n-3" bars are necessary to stiffen the ring in 

the horizontal 	and the additional "3" bars have to be 

introduced in the side panels in order to retain the static 

stability of the dome. If all the support reactions have 

fixed directions, the dome remains even in this case, 

statically determinate. /Plate 3, Fig.5d/ 

3. 6.. All the above-mentioned types of braced domes are 

usually analyzed under the assumption of pin-joints. 

This assumption is introduced only as an attempt to simplify 

the calculations and does not represent the actual conditions, 

as in practice all joints of a space structure are either 

welded or riveted, producing continuity moments. The stiff-

jointed domes denote space frameworks that cannot be analyzed 

as pin-jointed, because under this assumption the structure . 

would be a mechanism. Often these domes are called -

"No-diagonal domes" and are the space equivalent of the 
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Vierendeel plane trusses. 

The stiff—jointed domes consists of meridian ribs and 

polygonal rings, rigidly connected at all their intersection 

joints. These domes constitute highly redundant structures 

demanding exact methods of analysis and leading always to 

lengthy calculations. 

= = = = 
= = = 
= = 
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CHAPTER. 4. 

DISCUSSIO OF LETHODS OF ANALYSIS APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL 
TYPES OF BRACED DOMES. 

4. 1. S CH WEDLER DOMES 

/i/ Analysis of pin-jointed framework. 

One of the most common types of domes used in practice 

is the Schwedler dome. A large number of these domes has been 

built since 1863, when J.W.A.Schwedler Constructed for the 

first time a steel dome of this type to cover a 100ftw diameter 

gas tank. The Schwedler dome consists primarily of bars lying 

in the direction of the main forces under a symmetrical u.d. 

load. 

These bars friatm meridian ribs and polygonal horizontal 

rings. Such a structure, under the assumption of pin-joints, 

is stable only under symmetrical loading. To ensure its 

rigidity under any loading system, diagonal members have to 

be introduced in each trapezium formed by two rings and two 

meridians. 

The analysis of this structure under the action of 

symmetrical vertical loading is very simple. 

Fig.7 shows a meridian rib of a 4-storey dome, under 

concentrated loads P applied at the joints. 

P1/P2'P3'I'4'P5 = the joint loads 

/P1  includes the weight of the lantern, P
5 

is directly taken by the end support and 

does not appear in this analysis/. 
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SI,S2,S30S4  t  the rib forces in the meridian, 

RI,R2,R3,R4  = the forces in the rings, 

C-'0CRteck3,-4  = the angles of inclination of the rib bars. 

The diagonals D are left unstressed owing to the symmetrical 

loading. Considering the equilibrium of each joint, the rib 

bar stresses can be found very quickly from the following 

formulae: 

PI= SIsin cki  

PI  + P2  S2  sin sin CK 	I 

P
I 
+ P

2 + P3= S3sin 0(3 

PI+ P2 + P3  + P4= S4sinc(4  

  

/22/ 

  

The ring stresses can be determined by the equation of 

 

equilibrium of all horizontal components of forces acting 

at each joint: 

2R1 	n sin-- 1r = qI 	
4 _ cos ,i 

2R2  sin sin 	= SI 	Ci cos 	,1 - S2 cos 	2  l  

2R3 
	n 
sinl = S2 c o C>c2o 	- S

3 
cos ...s 

2R sin It 4 	IT . S3  cos csk.
3
- 54 cos dcA  

2R -t _24.  caLs(. 41  
5
sin = q 

 

   

  

/23/ 

  

  

where n = number of meridians. 

The following general laws have been stated by Schwedler: 

1/ The ribs are in max.stress when the whole dome is loaded.  

2/ A ring is in max.tension when all the dome above the 

ring is fully loaded, and in max. compression, when the 

dome below the ring and the ring itself are fully loaded. 
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3/ The diagonals are not stressed when the dome is . 

symmetrically loaded. The diagonals in a panel are 

in mat. stress when the dome on one side of a meridional 

OLANE passed through the centre of that pannel is fully 

loaded and the other side is unloaded. 

As seen, the diagonals can be stressed only by live loads L. 

Ifjk4 2 	are angles made by the diagonals with the ribs 

the stresses in diagonals D can be expressed by these formulae: 

DI— 	2 sin c:4, 14.3  Ft, 

D2- 	sr2c.442. 

L 

+ La  

1-1 + La+ L3 
D3— sinci5  043  

L I  + 42+ L3 
D4= 	 2 sihai 

Li + Lz  -1-L3 + L-4 D
5

— 2 	i'r)0(5 cm 

/24/ 

In fact all the above formulae, usually referred to as 

Schwedler's formulae, are only a rough approximation leading 

practically in all cases to the over-estimation of the real 

stresses. These formulae can be used only in the case of 

vertical symmetrical loadings. 

In the general case the methods discussed in Chapter 2 can 

be applied. The preliminary step in such an analysis is the 

determination of inactive members in the dome under the 

applied load. 

The standard graphical method of resolution of a known 

force into three given directions, which can be applied in 

turn at each joint of the Schwedler dome, though giving 
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sufficiently accurate results, is rather laborious. Then a 

large number of bars is involved, the drawings become 

complicated and easily liable to errors. 

Of some interest is the method used by Landsberg./27167/ 

Its application to space structures is based on Ritter's 

method of sections, often used in analysis of plane structures. 

Any part of the dome, cut off by a section has to be in 

equilibrium under the external loads acting upon this part 

and under action of the forces in the cut members. The six 

equations of equilibrium have to be satisfied. 

Landsberg considers a special case of supporting when a 

space structure has more than six support bars. In addition 

to the usual six static equations of equilibrium, "n-6" 

equations have to be formed for the determination of "n" 

reaction support forces. 

Landsberg finds out special axes, about which the cut-off 

part of the structure can rotate. The resultant of all 

external loads acting upon the cut-off part and the resultant 

of forces acting upon the remaining part of the structure, 

have to pass through such an axis, called by Landsberg a 

"hinge-axis". This condition means that the algebraical sum 

of moments about a hinge axis, of all the forces on one or the 

other part of the structure has to vanish. 



fig. 8. 
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Each hinge-axis allows us to formulate one additional 

moment equation different from the general three static 

equations I'Mx  =LK = ILEz = O. -  

This method is advantageous in special cases, but it 

requires some practice in locating these "hinge-axes" and on 

the other hand the solution of "n" simultaneous equations can 

provide practical difficulty, if "n" is large. 

MUller-Breslau /41/  in his method applied to the analysis 

of Schwedler domes resolves any force acting upon any joint 

into 3 components, Qs  acting along the meridian rib, Qi  and G IZ  

acting horizontally in the planes of the side panels I and II 

respectively. Fig.8. Panel I is considered now as a plane 

structure supported at "a" and "b" and loaded with QI at "01  

in the plane of the panel. 

This analysis allows us to find stresses in all bars of the 

panel; a similar L.nalysis is carried out for panel II, whic]n is 

under load QII. The rib member m-b is under the action of Qs  

and QsI 	/C6sI and 	is the stress in the bar m-b caused by -  

Q1  in the panel I, similarly Q11  causes Qs,, in the same bar./ 

This procedure is repeated for all loads acting at all joints 

and the final stresses in any bar are determined by superposition  

of the effects of the single loads. 

This method is semi-graphical and was used very often in the 

past. 
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Schwedler domes are statically determinate, if properly 

supported, therefore the method of conjugate forces can be 

applied directly to the analysis of these structures. In fact 

the method of conjugate forces is very rapid and gives the 

results with greater accuracy than any other graphical method. 

This is due to the fact, that only one projection is used and 

the three dimensional systems of forces.are substituted by 

co-planar forces. PLATE 2 shows the application of this method 

to the determination of stress distribution in Schwedler dome 

acted upon by a concentrated load W. 

4. 1./11/ The influence of the rigidity of joints upon the  
stress distribution in Schwedler domes. 

Under the assumption of pin-joints the bars of a 

loaded dome remain straight, changing only their position and 

very slightly their length. The angles between members can 

vary freely without any influence upon the stress distribution. 

Owing to the rigidity of the joints, however, the angles 

between the tangents remain constant, introducing bending of 

all bars. The members of the dome are therefore under the 

combined action of axial loads and bending moments. The axial 

forces in the bars do not remain the same, as in the pin-. 

connected system, being modified by the presence of the bending 

moments. 

In an attempt to analyse domes more closely to the actual 

conditions, some methods of analysis pay due attention to the 
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rigidity of connections. In practice, however, only in very 

special cases is the rigidity of all joints taken into 

consideration. 

It is obvious that the rigid connection of some members in 

the dome has greater influence upon the stress distribution 

than of some other members. 

4, 1. /A.A./ Usually only the meridian ribs in Schwedler domes 

are considered as rigidly jointed., leaving all 

ring bars and diagonals pin-connected to the meridians, This 

problem is fully dealt with by Sayed Schasly in his report on 

Schwedler demos./67/ 

He considers the meridians as continuous girders supported 

on elastically yielding supports. Fig.9 shows a part of a 

Schwedler dome, having Stiff ribs. The meridians are denoted 

by 1,2,3 	n. The rings are denoted by I', I", ...nIr  

m+I .... T/starting from the top to the bottom/. 

The external loading is resolved into 3 components in radial, 

tangential and lateral directions /X,Y,Z/; each component is 

analysed separately. The "primary" structure used for the 

calculations is a dome with pin-jointed members. 

The elasticity provides the following equations involving 

bending moments Xi  in the meridians. 
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"eimilar equations h ,v, to formed f)r all joints of the 

structure. 

These equations state that the change "a" of th- angle 

b tw--n two bars of the meridian rib meeting at the same joint 

is equal to zero, as the joints are rigidly connected. 

a
111' 

= the change of the angle between two bars of the meridian 

I meeting at the joint I' due to unit b-nding moment acting at 

the joint I'; i.e. 	I. = I. 

• = the change of the angle between two bars meeting at the 

joint T' in the primary pin-connected structure, caused by the 

external loading. 

or generally 

a
ik 

= the change of the angle between the two meridian ribs 

in the joint "i" duo to unit bonding moment acting at the 

joint "k". The required change in the angle is obtained by 

application of Castigliano-s First Theorem which gives: 

7 St.t,t; Me, 
= 

The generalized force corresponding to this angul.r 

'6U 
a 
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consists of two equal and opposite couples X = I acting at the 

joint considered. -These couples applied at the joint produce 

support reactions-1E 	acting perpendicularly to the bars. Fig.lO 

Owing to the cyclic symmetry of the Schwedler dome 

a hi 	= a ifti 	= a3i3s = 	= • • • • a nin ,  

- 	 • 6 • 
	a , 

a`'2' 	= a2,5, 	ae4r = . . . . ane÷i i= . • .. a nu 	etc. 

For each meridian rib there are to be determined /m-1/ unknown 

bending moments. A dome having n-sided and /m4-I/ rings requires 

the solution of n/m71/ simultaneous equations, before the 

bending moments in the ribs can be evaluated. 

Clerk-Maxwell's rqciprocal theorem reduces the work connecte 

with the determination.of the influence coefficients aik. 

Any external•loading is always resolved into symmetrical 

and skeweymmetrical loadings, simplifying very much the 

calculations, but, even so, the amount of work is considerable. 

The detailed numerical analysis of Schwedler domes shows that 

the flexural rigidity of the meridian ribs has a substantial 

influence upon the stress distribution in dome members. In 

contrast to the pin-jointed dome there are no longer inactive 

members. The stress distribution is more even and regular -

all bars "help" in sharing the load. Some bars exhibit a 

decrease in their values of forces. The deflexions are much 

reduced; the bending moments in the meridian ribs influence 

to a'great extent the stress in these bars. The neglecting of 
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the rigid connection of the meridian rib with the base and 

lantern ring results in bending moments at the intermediate 

supports being to7) large. 

4. 1. /iib/ Influence of the connection of stiff rings to the 
meridians,, 

a/ Stiff lantern ring. 

The stiff connection of the continucus meridian rib to a stiff 

lantern ring causes a distribution of any B.M. acting there into 

three components Ms 	1 	r Mi. 

As all joints are in equilibrium, the sum of all components 

of moment in any plc.no is equal to zero. 

Mi 	 (A.) 
- /M 	2 1  + 	/.sin --= 0 

 

/26/ 

 

where 

Ms= the bending moment in the meridian rib with reference to 

the main axis of the cross-section, perpendicular to the rib 

pima; 
1 r Mt= the components of the bending moment'in the ring girder', 

acting on the left and right of the joint "i" 

CA) = the angle formed by two adjacent ring elements. 

The moments are represented in Fig.11 by their vectors. 

As the meridian and the ring bars are rigidly connected, 

their ends at "i" rotate through the same angle of rotation. 

	

.r  • V 	' =Ibis   	 /27/ 

r 	

L°/ 

C _ 	 are the angles of rotation of the bar ends 

, 	1 due to Li  = I, Li  = I, Mi  = I respectively. 

where 





-u 
owing to the cyclic symmetry,  

and 	c, 

or Mri  

= 

/29/ 
t..41L. c.)/2 	tvIS 

= M1 . c.3/^ 
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Equations 	 /26 and 27/ can be expressed in terms of 

angles of rotation, giving 

• sin 

 

/ 28/ 

  

The ratio of the bending moments in the top ring and in the 

meridian rib 

Ms 	2 sin./2  

is dependent only upon the angle Co or upon the number of the 

ring bars. 

4. 1. /iib/ Stiff intermediate rings. 

The stiff connection of the intermediate ring to the 

continuous meridian rib in4troduces moments in the ring bars 

eand M1  

The equilibrium of the joint "i" under the action of bending 

moments in meridian rib and ring requires: 

- 	- /M1. +Mi./. sin 14 0 

where M1  MP• are the components of the bending moments in the i" 

ring bars on the left and on the right, 

respectively,.of the joint "1" 

WI° 	Mu  are the moments in the continuous meridian 

rib. Fig.12. 

The rigidity of the joint 11 1." providesanother equation 

involving the angles of rotation of all bars meeting. at "i" 

/30/ 
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/31/ 

 

from which follows 

jc • 	+ 7 	7- (.44   /31a/ ) sin  
c. 0  

Owing to the .cyclic symmetry 

,r 
= 

and the equation can be expressed in the simplified form; 

1 	I , 	Co 
= 	  /31b/ C r  

The values of 	depend upon the type of connection of the 

ends of bars in the adjacent nodes e.g. 

for a pin-jointed connection 4-• 	30 
fpr a rigid, not yielding connection <„ = -7FT- ; 

It can be proved that the ratio of Mr 	is generally a small 

M. 

value and therefore neglecting the stiff connection of the 

intermediate ring girder does not produce results differing 

much from the real stress distribution. This is especially 

valid when the moment of inertia of the Meridian ribs is 

greater that of the ring bars which is the usual case in: 

practice. 

4. 1. /iii/ Analysis of Schwedler domes under the assumption. 
of stiffly jointed meridian ribs and rings and  

Lin-connected diagonals. 

The stiff connections of the meridian and ring bars 

cause bending moments Xt  in the meridian plane and Yi  in the 

horizontal plane. 
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In a dome having "na meridian ribs and "m+I" rings, under 

asymmetrical loading, there are "2n.m" redundant moments Xi  and 

Yi' which require for their determination the sate number of 

simultaneous elasticity equations. A dome having pin-connected 

bars is taken again as the "primary" statically determinate 

structure.. At each joint "i" the moments Xi  and Yi  are applied 

to the bar ends as unknown forces. Fig.13. 

Two equations have to be - formed for each joint. Owing to the 

rigid connection of meridian and ring bars meeting at the 

considered joint, the changes of the angle between the two bars 

of the meridian rib /in the vertical plane/ an. between the two 

bars of the ring /in the horizontal plane/ are equal to zeroi 

These equations can be expressed as follows, e.g. for the joJ1t 

n tt 

1/ change of angle in the meridian plane 

av x 'X  I  4 a
v 
x *X  2  4 a

v 
x.X 3+..-a

v 
x*X n-..4a

v 
y  ey I  4 a

v 
y .Y  2 +..+a

v  
o . 0 i 	z 	3 	n  

  

1 	2  
2/ change of angle in the plane of the ring girder 	• 

ah .X + ah .X + ah .X -1-.*ah .X 4-..-1-ah .Y 4- ah •Y +..-1-8,h  = 0 nx
i 
I 	nx2. 2 	nx3 3 	nxn  n 	nyt  1 	ny2 	t 

/ 

where 

/32/ 

avnx = the change of angle in the vertical plane between two bars 
of the meridian rib at the joint "n" due to Xr., I 

anx 	
the change of angle in the._horizogtal plane between two 

r bars of the ring girder at the joint "n" clue to Xr= I 

ano
v 1 ahno  = the changes of angle between the members Meeting at the 

joint "n" in the vertical and horizontal planes 

respectively, due to the external loading acting upon the dome. 

Using this method the number of simultaneous equations is usually 

too large for a practical attempt to solve them. It can be 
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reduced, if, as the primary structure, a dome with stiff 

moriiian ribs be chosen. In this case the determination of the 

coefficients "aik"  requires much more work, as the primary 

structure is now statically indeterminate, but it permits the 

reduction of the nuinber of simultaneous ovations from "2n.m" to 

"n /a-1-V". 

El-Sayed sugusts the following steps in the analysis of 

Schwedler domes: 
1/ all members are pin-jolnted. 

2/ the meridian ribs are stiff, all remaining 

elements are pin-jointed. 

3/ the stiff meridian ribs are connected 

rigidly with the top ring bars and pin-jointed 

with the intermediate rings and diagonals. 

4/ the stiff meridian ribs are connected 

stiffly with the top and intermediate ring 

Girders and pin-,jointed to the diagonals. 

In each step, as the primary structure, the framework 

considered in the preceding step is assumed. Only by this 

gradual approximation can the final values be obtained in a 

reasonable amount of time. The main purpose of such a gradual 

analysis is to avoid a large number of simultaneous equations 

which involve a very considerable amount of work. 

After numerical calculations of several Schwedler domes 

El-Sayed comes to a conclusion that the method of sonneotion 

of only the top and base ring girders has a practical influence' 

upon the stress iistribution. The intermediate rings and all 

:diagonals can always be assumed as pin-jointed,. as the additional 
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work required to treat them as stiffly connected is not 

justified by the apparently greater accuracy. 

The distribution of load in a pin-jointed and stiffly 

jointed dome. shows great differences under asymmetrical loadings. 

If -symmetrical loadings are considered, the differences are 

much smaller, proving that in such cases the assumption of pip-

jointed connections gives very reasonable results. 

The stiff connections cause an even load distribution and 

reduce very considerably the joint deflexions. 

The bar stresses in the stiffly jointed domes, due to their 

interconnection, are in General smaller than in the pin-jointed 

ones. Most bars are therefore over-dimensioned, if their 

stresses are based on the "pin-jointedP assumption. 

Taking the stiffness of the joints into account is more 

economical, but, because of the amount of calculations involved, 

a detailed analysis will probably only be attempted for more 

important domes. 

4. 1. /iv/ SimAifications in the analysis of Schwedler domes 
due to the cyclic symmetry of the structure. 

The classical methods of analysis of redundant structures 

lead to a large number of simultaneous equations. In most cases 

the solution is obtained by a lengthy elimination process. 

In many practical cases the geometrical properties of the 

dome allow formation of a system of equations which can be 

tackled in a simpler and quicker way. 

To these cases belong; statically indeterminate structures 
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which possess symmetry with regard to a plane. Such structures 

of "n" redundancies yield-doubly symmetrical equations which can 

be divided into two systems, each compiising-P- unknowns, for an 

even n", and -1-14-1-. and -11;-- 	for an odd "Ii". 

A special case is constituted by the cyclic symmetry of the 

structure. A system possesses the nth  degree of cyclic symmetry, 

if the structure, through rotation of an angle 	about its main 

vertical axis, covers its initial out-line. Cyclically 

symmetrical structures allow many fundamental simplifications in 

their determinants. The relationship between the symmetry of a 

structure and the determinants of the simultaneous equations has 

been studied by A.Hertwig and E.Pascal., 

The application of the simplifying properties of the eyclic1.4 

symmetrical systems was first introduced in the analysis of space 

structures by L.Mann/29/ 

Later this method was applied to the determination of stresses 

in Schwedler domes by W.Kaufmann/24/ 

This method is based on the characteristics of cyclically 

symmetrical systems, which allow a transformation of the 

determinants.' Kaufmann considers first a dome having a stiff 

ring girder. The rigidity of the joints in the ring, introduces 

the moments Yi acting in the horizontal plane. 
	The rigidity of 

the joints allows us on the other hand to form "n" elastic 

equations, equal to the number of the unknown Y moments, as at 

each joint the angle formed by two adjacent bars of the ring 

does not change its value during the distortion of the dome under 
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the applied ext.ci•nal 1)ink;. These equations form a system 

of "n" unknowns: 

ah 
I .Y1 	1 +ah 

 .Y2 	1  +ah 3  . Y3 	I + ... + a •Y + ah 
o w 0 1

h 
n n I 

ah 
1 .Y1 	2 +ah 

 .Y2 	2  + . ah 
 ay3 	

h
n  + ... + a ay n  + ago 	0 2 	 2  

a31.y1 +a3h  2 .Y2  +a3h  3.Y3  + ... + a3n.Yn+  a30 = 0 

6004 /33/ • • 0 • 	 9100 	 •••• 
	 •610 	•••• 

6.44 	 •••• 6••• 	•••• 

ahnI .YI n +ah2  .Y2 n  +ah3  Y3 	n + 	+ ahn  .Y + ano  = 0 
•  

The solution of these equations by the usual methods would be 

a lengthy process. However, owing to the cyclic symetry of the 

structure. 
aII = a22 = 404 a rr 

a21 	a32 	• • . ar/r-1/ = 

a31 = a40 	06O a re 
• • • • 06 	 • 0• 

• 09 	••• 	 004 

so that the •general denominator determinant of the equations 

may be reprasented in the' following way: 

t , 	a l 	31 

e 

D 
n--; 

-5  

D is called the cyclic determinant of the nth order, whose 

solution by E.Pasbal allows the expression of the absolute value 

of D as ,1 	 2( Z ) , zo) 	 -• 2 , 
(4) k ; 1  -- z 
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where 

0)' 

represent n factors of the L:;€,,,mral form 

Lp (0(  , zk  
where 

zo ,  z I 	**•• zn-I  are the n roots of thr) binomial 

- /z  n 1/ 

therefore 
zk = cos 

 

2.0-C + i sink 

  

The cyclic symmetry allows several mathematical transfprmations, 

C> +
2.  Zlc 	Z

k 
	. . . . 

— \   

( zn.I 
+O(, k 

of the results. which lead to a general simplification 

Finally, the redundant values are: 

for an even "n" 

Y
I ai •  UI +/a2  +a n / U -2  +/a2 ' n-i  + 	/. U3  + 

Y2 2 a u +/a +aI  u2  +/a4  + a /. U + D 	3 	 n 	3 

am: for an odd "n" 

b 
Y2 

ai.U, +/ 2+an/,U2  

UI  +/a3+a,/,  U2  + 

/a3+an_i/. U3+  

/a4+an A U3+  

+a n+  / U 

	

n.-1-3 	...A.tI 

y. 

	

... 

a
'F''' 	

U 	

) 

+ . / n+Iz. 
L. 

341•0/ 

	

0 • 9 • 	 0 I 0 • 	• • 0 • 

• • • • 	 • • • • 	 • • • • 

Yn = 15A an! UI 

where Ur  

+ /a2  +a 	/. U-+ .•.+/a 	+a 2  
• L 

C O S 

• * • 0 

• • • • 

• • • a 

• • • I 

n+ 

for an even n 
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21 or n 
+ 	c 	Zr-T,/ k 1' (- for an odd n ( 

s1 	(crs , 7-44. 	j
n 

Ic 
 

n = number of si:les of the polygonal rinr., r= in 

The above expressions will be much more involve:., it two stiff 

rinc,s in the same structure are consif.ere-.7.. The general elastic 

equations will be formed in the same way, but unfortunately the 

determinant is no longer cyclic. Kaufmann tries in this case 

to resolve the determinants of the.2nth order into a product of 

"n" aeterminants of the 2nd order. The required calculations, 

however are in this case rather tedious and complicated. 

The introduction of stiff meridian ribs into the Schwedler 

dome can be carried out in the same way. It is assumed that the 

ribs can take only moments in the vertical plane, i.e. 

neclecting any lateral stiffness of the ribs. The obtained 

equations are identical with equations given in .... /25/. As 

the determinant of this system is cyclic of the nth order the 

method of calculation used for the stiff ring can be applied 

with slight modifications in this case too. The final 

conclusion is that the analysis of domes having stiff rings 

and stiffly jointed meridian rills, though theoretically 

feasible, leads always to very laborious calculations. It is 

unlikely that, in more complicated domes, even the use of the 

cyclic symmetry would make Kaufmann's method practically 

applicable. 
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4. 2. Network Domes. 

Network domes derive from Schwedler domes, but, in 

contrast, do not possess any joints at which, out of 4 bars 

meeting there, 3 bars would be in the same plane. Therefore 

the network dome, even under the assumption of pin-connections, 

does not possess any inactive bars. A single load applied.at 

any joint produces stresses in all members of the clothe. 

Any joint of the top ring is a point of intersection of two 

sloping side bars and two horizontal ring bars. The equilibrium 

of such a joint not directly loaded requires that the resultant 

of the ring bar forces should be equal and opposite in direction 

to the resultant of the forces in the two side bars, The. 

reaction has to be applied therefore in the line of intersection 

of two planes, one contabMing the ring bars and the other 

containing the side bars. 

This arrangement of the resultant force reveals a very 

peculiar feature of the network domes. The stresses of the 

two ring bars, or the two side bars meeting at the same joint 

are always of opposite sign, one bar being in tension, the other 

in compression. The determination of stresses in a network dome,  

due to a concentrated load can be carried out graphically, 

using Fdppl's method /16,17/. 

Fig.14 shows a one-storey network dome of an irregular 

lay-out loaded by W at the joint "A". 

First the stresses in bars of the ring are found. 

The construction of the polygon of forces starts with the 
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drawing of the force "I" - since the actual value of this 

force is not known at this stage, it is assumed that the 

arbitrary length A'-13' /Fig.14a/ represents the force "I" to a 

certain sole. 

The force "2" can now be drawn from the triangle of forces 

1,2 and R where R is the resultant of the two sloping network 

bars B-b and B-c. R passes through B and is parallel to "b-c". 

It is equal, but opposite in sign, to the resultant of "I" and 

"2". Proceeding in the same way, all other ring bar stresses 

will be determined. They are all represented in the same 

arbitrary scale -„:1 used for the force "I". 

The first and the last bar meeting at the loaded joint "A" 

give the resultant horizont-11 forec: "H". D termination of itE-

line of .action t.na':,le' one now to resolve the applied load dV 

into 3 components i.e. into two sloping bars and into the 

force "H". 

This resolution gives the real value of "H", permitting us 

therefore to determine the scale in which "H" and all other 

forces of thu polygon have been drawn. 

Alen the lay-out of the dome is regular, the force diagram 

forms a closed polygon and the stresses in bars are of the same 

magnitude, but changing their signs alternatcC.y. 

A closer study of the force diagram shows another 

characteristic point, that in the ease of regular domes of an 

oven number of sides the structure is a mechanism and is not 

statically stably. 
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In this case the line of action of "H" is parallel to the 

resultant of the two sloping side. bars meeting at the 

loaded joint. The external load W cannot therefore be resolved 

into its three components, as previously, this indicating the 

critical form of the structure. The joints of the considered 

structure can undergo displacementS without any elastic 

changes in the length of the bars of the dome. 

Fig.15 represents a simple network dome of a four-sided 

polygonal ring ABCDi Owing to the even number of sides, the 

point A has the possibility of rotation about the axis "a-b", 

as any drop in the height of A produces only a corresponding 

rise of B and P and a subsequent drop of C, without 

introduction of any loads in the members. This is the 

indication of unsatisfactory constraints of the joints and of 

the criticl form of the structure. 

The regular network domes of an odd number of sides do not 

exhibit this particular property; being perfectly stable, they 

are used in practice. If.the network dome consists of two or 

more storeys, the same graphical treatment can be applied. 

First the stresses in the upper part are found and then the 

known forces in the sloping members are treated as the external 

loads for the lower storey. When the structure has several 

storeys and a large number of sides the graphical method 

becomes complicated and usually in such cases Henneberg's 

method of bar exchange is applied. Fig.16 gives a lay-out of 

a regular seven-sided dome; application of Henneberg's method 
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requires the removal of one bar and the introduction of one "a" 

bar for each storey. In the case of the upper storey the forces 

Siin the bars can be expressed in the form: Si= 	si 4XI 

The value of XI is found quickly from one equation: 

SaI SaI 	saI.XI = 
p.1) 

=   . 

I 	C 

The bottom storey is dealt with similarly, treating the known 

forces of the top storey as the additional external loading. 

4. 3. Plate-Type Domes. 

Fl ate-type domes are always of the complex type, even 

when by appropriate supporting they remain statically determinate 

The application of the bar exchange method would lead in this 

case to a time-consuming procedure, which, though completely 

legitimate and giving at the end precise results, requires a 

considerable amount of work. The methods usually applied are: 

V the transformation of the plate-type dome into a "primary" 

dome; itn analysis and the separate consideration of 

members forming the plates. 

b/ the resolution of the space structure into several 

statically determinate plane trusses. 

4. 3. /i/ FV-ppl's plate-type domes derive basically from 

simple Schwedler domes having a small number of sides/4/ 

The determination of stresses in these domes leads back to 

the analycis of the primary Schwedler dome. If all bars, 

forming the bracing of any plate, are substituted by a single 
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diagonal member, the plate-type dome transforms into an 

ordinary Schwedler dome. Fig.17. Two cases are considered: 

a/ the external load applies at the joint of the fictitious 
Schwedler dome only. 

The analysis of the stresses in meridian ribs, rings and 

diagonals of the pin-connucted Schwedler dome is straightforward 

and does not require any explanation. Such an analysis gives 

the forces in the fictitious diagonals, which replaced the 

bracing members of the plates. The stresses in these members 

will be found by the analysis of each panel under the action of 

the determined "diagonal loads", acting in the plane.of the 

appropriate panel. Fig.18. The final stresses it the meridian 

ribs and ring members are obtained by the algebraical summation 

of the "primary" stresses /in the simplified Schwedler dome/ 

and the "secondary" stresses /produced by the action of the 

diagonal loads D in each panel/. 

b/ the external loads are applied at the intermediate 

joints nf plates, e.g. joint A, Fig.l7. 

In this case the forces 4 are resolved into 3 components: 

r' WI' WII' the first acting along the horizontal ring "b-g", 

the second applied perpendicularly to the ring in the plane of 

the top plate "1" /abgh/, and the third acting similarly in the 

plate "11" /bcfg/. Fig.19. The force Wr  is taken directly by 

the ring bar to the main joint at the meridian bar; its effect 

upon the stress distribution in the acme can be calculated by 

the normal procedure, outlined in a/. 
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The components WI, and WI, act as the external loads on the 

plates "I" and 	Fig.19. These loads produce the reaction 

forces at the ends of each panel, which in turn introduce 

additional forces into the dome. The summation of the forces 

in any member due to the separate action of Wr, WI  and WIT 

gives the final stresses. 

The theoretical difficulty arises if the external loading 

is applied at intermediate joints of the top /or lantern/ ring,. 

All members meeting at such a joint are in the same plane 

and the joint is not stable for forces applied in other planes. 

Practically, the lantern rings are constructed much stiffer 

than the other rings. The us'ial assumption is that any external 

loading W acting at the top of the dome is divided into 2 

components Wv 
and W., the first is vertical and taken by the 

stiff ring bar "a—h", producingvertiCal reactions Way "d Whv 

at the meridian ribs. 

The other component WI  lies in the plane "ahbg" and can be 

dealt with as previously. 

F8ppl's plate—type domes are most satisfactory when used to 

cover rectangular areas. They are pleasing in appearance from 

the aesthaticl point of view and have been fairly frequently 

used in the past. 

This type possesses a practical advantage in that there are 

only a few groups of bars, having slightly different lengths. 

The practical importance of this point is appreciated, if 
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other types of domes are considered; in most cases they are 

composed of bars of a variety of lengths /e.g.network domes/. 

4. 3. /11/ The method of resolution of the space structure 

into several statically determinate plane trusses is 

specially applicable to Schlink's plate—type  

domes /77/. 

It is based on the principle that in a space system of 

concurrent forces, all of which lie in two intersecting planes, 

the resultant of those forces in each plane must lie along the 

line of intersection of the two planes, as the condition of 

equilibrium will be satisfied only if the resultant of the 

forces in one plane is equal, but opposite in direction to, and 

colinear with the resultant of the forces in the other plane. 

Fig.20 shows a simple Schlink's plate—type dome under the action 

of a vertical load W at the joint A. This load is resolved 

into 3 components PI, P2, P3  lying in the lines of intersection 

of the three planes ABCDEF, AFF'Af- and ABB'A'. 

Then a separate analysis of stresses in the dome due to each 

of these three components can be made and the results superimposed 

The component PI, coinciding with AA: introduces forces in the 

thick drawn bars. Fig.20b. The axial forces in these bars can 

be determined without difficulty by the method of joints. 

The component P2  acting along AB introduces forces in the 

structure, as shown in Fi .20c. The equilibrium of the loaded 

plate ABB'A' requires that the resultant of P2 and Ra should 

pass through the point of intersection of Rb  and R , whose 
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values are unknpwn, but their lines of action are given. Fi . 0d 

This enables one to find the actual values of all reactions 

acting along the lines of intersection of the plane ABB'A' with 

the neighbouring planes. After determination of bar stresses in 

the plate ABB'A', all remaining bar stresses will be evaluated 

by the method of joints. The same procedure is repeated for the 

component P3. The summation of axial stresses in any of the bars 

due to each of the three. components PI, P2, P3  gives the final 

stresses. 

4. 3. /iii/ Zschetsche's plate-type domes are derived from 

Zimmermann domes by the further subdivision of the trapeziums. 

Their analysis follows the same methods applicable to other 

plate-type domes. Nowadays this type is rarely used. 

4. 4. Zimmermann Domes. 

These domes are of the complex type and do not allow 

the direct use of the method of joints. The structure is 

statically determinate, if the supports are restrained alternately 

by "ball" bearings /each equivalent to one bar/ and "fixed 

direction" bearings /equivalent to 2 bars/. Plate 3, Fig.4aand. 4b. 

If the domes are supported on walls the middle points of the base 

ring bars are often fixed in position. These bearings are 

allowed then to carry the reactions in the direction of the wall 

only. /Compare 4c  and 4d, Plate 3/. 

Zimmermann domes are usually analysed by Henneberg's method 
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of bar exchange. Three examples will illustrate the main points 

of the procedure. Fig.21 shows an one-storey Zimmermann dome 

over a rectangular lay-out. This structure does not possess 

any joints connecting 3bars only; the method of joints cannot 

therefore be applied. Two bars have to be removed from the 

bottom ring, joint A. They are substituted by two "A" bars 

appli4d horizontally at G and D. This exchange now permits the 

step by step resolution of forces at all'joints. The bars are 

numbered in , the order in which their stresses can be determined. 

Fig.22 represents a Zimmermann dome of a circular lay-out. 

Two bars have•been removed frpm the top ring girder. The dotted 

lines denote the added fictitious bars /39, 45/. They are 

usually assumed as colinear with some bars of the real 

structure. The f1, f2, f3 ... fn are the fixed supports. The 
figures in small circles refer to the vertical supporting bars. 

Fig.23 shows a Zimmermann dome of a closed type. The structure 

will remain statically determinate, if in place of the three 

horizontal bars closing the top of the dome three diagonals are 

removed from the side plates. The dome is of the complex type 

and requires removal of four bars, all of them in the plane or  

the top ring. 

Several important domes have been built in the past as 

Zimmermann domes, mainly in Germany. 
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4.. 5A  Ribbed Domes. 

Domes of this type ensist of stiff moridian ribs 

connected together '.t the cr,vin jeint. If the ribs are directly 

pin connected to heavy foundation blocks, the dome is of the 

unstiffened4  type. If, on the )ther 1.13.1d, the ribs are 

connected at the bitty::: to an elastic base ring, the dome is of 

the l'stiffened" type. 

4. 5. /1/ Three pinned unstiffened arch-ribbed domes. 
The simplest_type consists of a number of 3-pinned arch 

girders interconnected by a comon hinge at the top of the do:le. 

Fig.24.. ;Such a structure supported on "n" points is in the 

general case redundant t the /11-3/th  degree. The usual apprlach 

to the proble77x of stress distribution in a ribbed dome of this 

type is by the comparison of the displacements of the vertex 

hinge pf all ribs. Any loading acting upon the rib is replaced 

by equivalent sylemetrical and skew-symmetrical loads. 

a/ Syiouetrical loading /Fig.25/. 

Treating the loaded arch as a plane structure, the vertical 

displacement 

	

	due t.3 laada 2 Pl.and vy  due to Y - x will be 

deter:lined. The remaining arch girders "b-o", "e-o", "d-o", 

"h-o" are equally loaded, therefore for qnp = 8 

there are 6 Y. supporting the crown hinge "0"-of.  the loaded 

arch "a-o--e". 	Owing t'7; the symmetry of the structure and of 

the applied, load there is only a vertical displacement of the 

top hinge, equal f)r all ribs. Each arch, not directly loaded, 

as e.g. "b-o--f" is then under the crown load 2 Y1  acting upwards. 
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Considering two arches "a-o-e" and "b-o-f", having the same 

deflexion at the crown, the following equations can be obtained: 

- 6 Y1  , vy= 2 Y • vo 	
v 	'Ow 

	

I by  "-"I 8 );v  
 /35/ 

y 
and frDm the triangle of forces 

	

XI =YI• r    /36/ 

b/ Skew symmetrical loading /Fig.26/ 

The horizontal displacements Sho  and hx  due to the loads 2P 

and X = I are determined. The arch ribs, "lo-o" and "h-o" which 

are not directly loaded, are under the action of X2, y2  and K2  

all of them in tension, - the arch "c-0" is left unstressed. 

Four components of the horizontal forces X2  from the ribs "b-

"d-o", "f-o", "h-o" give a resultant force equal to 4 x2-17 

and applied at the cr,wn hinge of the directly loaded arch 

"a-o-e". 	The horizontal displacement 0-0' = ()h  in the plane 

of the directly loaded arch "a-o-e" causes a displacement in the 

direction 111D-ft! = 	 2 e .0 . Comparison of displacements of all 

ribs at the vertex gives the following equations: 

bh = ho - 2 X2'5 	
for the arch "a,)-e" 

2 X2 '311.x .0 	for,te arch "b-o-f" 

giving 
X2 - 

Superposition of these two loading cases allows the calculation 

of the reactions, bending moments, axial and shearing forces due 

to any external loading. 

This simple method is often used in other analyses for 

s golf 
8 S i, 

 

/37/ 
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the preliminary determination of the cross-section and EI of ribs, 

even if the structure considered is not hinETed at the crown 

point. In practice, a ribbed dome of this type receives several 

diagonal stiffening members enabling the structure to resist 

tangential loads and strengthening the ribs in the vertical 

planes additionally. See Fig.27. 

4. 5. /ii/ Two-hinged unstiffened arch-ribbed domes. 

There are several methods applicable in this case. Each' of 

them considers a ribbed dome, having the meridian ribs pin-

connected at the bottom to the supports and rigidly jointed at 

the crown. The method discussed below is due to Diehl 
/44/ and 

it deals with the closed type ribbed domes without the base ring. 

Fig.28. A cyclic symmetrical dome is considered. The loading 

is unsymmetrical acting only on one side of a rib. 

The loaded rib is called the main rib, all other ribs are 

"secondary" ribs. This difference is introduced for convenience 

only, as all ribs are assumed to be perfectly identical in 

regard to their dimensions and material. 

The analysis is divided into two main parts: 

a/ The vertex point is assumed to be supported in such a way 

that rotations of all ribs are possible without any 

displacetents of the vertex. 

b/ The vertex point is assumed to undergo only translation 

without any rotation. 

Influence of the rotation of t''ao vortex point. 

The external loading introduces reactions at the imaginary 



fig. 28. 
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support at the vertex and their influence upon the whole 

structure has to be determined. 

The main rib, under the external load, can be considered as 

an elastic rib, pin-connected at the bottom and elastically 

fixed at the vertex point. The fixing moment at the vertex is.  

chosen as the redundant value. Its numerical value depends 

upon the degree of the elastic fixation of the rib at the 

vertex. 

The structure under consideration can be represented by a 

two-hinged rib acted upon by the external loads and the redundant 

moment "M". This two-hinged arch rib "A-3", formed by the 

introduction of a hinge at the vertex point is called the 

statically indeterminate "primary" structure. 

The degree of fixation of the vertex is determined by the 

angle of rotation (-Cc which will occur under an action of "Mu=I 

applied in the vertical plane of the rib at the top support. 

Fig.30. The fixed end moment "M" can be found from the wiloglatOm 

equation 

M 
l4r) 

M 

   

/38/ 

   

   

 

O 

   

where 

     

c = the angle of rotation of the vertex due to It Mir = I 

due to the external 
load 

r- o .= the degree of elastic fixation of the vertex 

CJ'. and Y can be determined by the ordinary analysis of the 

two-hinged arch. 



"1-40Ydw  0  the horizontal thrust caused by the 
(L2dw 	external loading. /2ig.29a/. jy  

„yhere 

oM=I = B  

88. 	U 
I 	( 

	

-E  / ._,..1 _ 	2 I, 	x dw - B2!. y2dw/ I 

) 0 	L 

= -. E. 
Lz 

M. 
i ° 

xdw - HoB y2dw/  I /- 1-•(  

L 	0 	. 
I 	

r 
xydw . 0  1-:  h.__ 

y dw 

sowooill /39/ 

..... 	/4o/ 

= the horizontal thrust due to M = I 

Ho 

0 
= the bending moment in a simply supported beam of span I 

under the action of external loading. 

ds 	= w = the "elastic” weight. 

These values are calculated on the assumption that the strain 

energy stored in the structure is due to bending only, 

neglecting the influence of axial forces. 

The reaction components are then: 

HS=  HOS + M•B 	HA= HoA  + M.B 

V-= VoS  + I 1:' M 	VA= VoA  + 1- M •  

and B.M. in any cross-section /x,y/ 

Mx= Mo HIY M  • 

The bending moment "W' at the vertex support is distributed 

between all ribs meeting there, and can be expressed as 
• 

M = MI+ M2+ M3 ....
n 

The elastic degree of fixation of the main loaded rib -2 

can be found from the following formula: 
c"7" . 	T 

0  
1---; I  + c  .--i- 4. ... 
E 	E 	L.3 	(._ n 

i 	2. 

	 / 41/ 
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E denotes the rotation of the vertex point of a system 

consisting of two symmetrically placed secondary ribs "n-S-n", 

caused by the application of M = I in the plans of the main 

rib. /0-S/. Such a system of two ribs "n-S-n", pin-connected 

at "n" and elastically fixed at "S" is called a "rib unit n". 

The moment "M"= I, applied in the vertical plane of the main 

rib O-S-0 is distributed evenly between the two ribs meeting 

there. Each rib takes therefore 	M, which resolved gives: 

M' = 	cos? acting in'the plane of the secondary rib 

and 	M"= 	sin
2  

acting in the vertical plane normally 
to 'the ri), plane. Fig.30. 

These moments components cause bending, torsion and rotation 

of the end of each rib. 

Let 	= the angle of rotation due to M = I acting in the plane 
of the rib. 

the angle of rotation due to a unit torsional moment 

Ma= I, acting perpendicularly to the rib plane. 

- /i0Ccos?/•cos 	+ /ip sin SY sin (71. ,.... 
) 

= -L /o(cos29 + ''i sn 2 

	

2 	/ .., 	
... /42/ 

can be determined from equation ... /39/ and 
% L. 	t.. 
(,,, 	 " 

6 	 iwo .'&I0  as + L'A. 'C'1;.  i A - - i ( ‘E  2. 

J 	
i G.50 z m  - ...i'D -1:—.--fz,  ..) li da-i-.2-LF-11114-1)  JCV2-d•Wu 	/43/ 

	

where)„El Vv1 	0 	• 	-I 10 	
0 	

. 

dw,- ds / 	Jp 
dw” = ds 	are the elastic weights, Z  

m = Poisson's ratio, 

= the second moment of area for the lateral bending, 

J = the polar moment of inertia. 
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After the determination of E for each rib unit and evaluation 

of the fixed-end moment "M" at the vertex, the distribution 

of this moment between all secondary ribs can be foung using 

the formula: 

Mn 	£ n 
	 .... /44/ 

whore 

A r, 
	-the distribution factor. LIL' 

Each secondary rib "n-S" takes 
	

Y, which is resolved into 

two components 

	

M!= 	//t/t. .Cos 

and 	Mll= 	.sin 

Fig.32 shows the resultant reactions' in the ribs due to these 

components of the moment M. Each rib is under bending in 

two planes and under torsion. 

Bending moment in the vertical plane 

Mx 	I &loos (p m /4- x B.y/ 
2. 

lateral bending moment 

Mix 	75- 	„..4/. sin 	m.11 

and the torque 

At sin 9 -Mev tx  

The reactions of all secondary ribs at the vertex /including,  

the reactions caused by the external loads acting directly upon 

the main rib/ can be resolved into horizontal and vertical 

components and expressed as follows: 

H 	Hs 	B .> 	V c..)s" M 	
a 

sing  v n .... /45/ 

	

1 	7" 
0 v = vs ti cos 	m 	.... /46/  

4- /— 

,••1 
	

.211 



dsinP vt" 

2 
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Influence of the translation of the vertex point. 

The external load is removed and the reaction forces, 

obtained by the equations 451  46 /which were caused by the fixing 

of the vertex by imaginary constraints/, are applied in the 

opposite directions as "actions" and their influence upon the 

dome is now analysed. This analysis is divided into two parts: 

a/ Influence of a unit horizontal force in the rib plane 

applied at the vertex. 

b/ Influence of a unit vertical force applied at the same 

point. 

2,2L. 	Instead of calculating the effect of a unit horizontal 

force)  an arbitrary horizontal displacement Ais imposed upon 

the vertex causing a horizontal force H. 

Dividing by H all effects caused by this displacement , the 

effect due to a unit force H will be obtained. 

The horizontal displacementA Of the vertex with no moVemont of 

supports is equivalent to a displacement A of all base supports 

with no movement of the vertex. Fig.33. 

The horizontal displacement od any support = 	parallel to the 

plane of the main rib, is resolved into the displacement A  cos 

in the direction of the considered rib and 6. sin\ normally to 

this direction. 

The influence of these displacements are determined separately. 

A horizontal movement of the support of the rib "A—S"•/Fig.34/ 

causes the following reactions: 

H 	= How  + kA .13 	6,0 	.... /47a/ 



Hd5 



?+'.-C k.(3 

the horizontal force H causes in addition a lateral B.M. 

H ds 	1-• Mt'k 
mit
k = 	4 sin 

( 	sin 

SA  ... /48a/ 

/48b/ 
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where 

B 
	cos M'kA= the fixing moment in the vortex 9 J 477 	... /47b/ 

fc..1\ 	̀-kt,4: 
V = •i ' Mtk4 	. 	/47c/ 

The movement A , perpendicularly to the rib plane, causes a twist 

of the rib by an angle 

and also the following reactions: 

E6 
HOA = horizontal thrust due to the displacement only = k ycuw 

M = 

and a torque 

••• /480/ 

= 	.v 	 /48d/ 

The degree of the elastic fixation of the vortex point of 

secondary ribs is expressed, as previously, by an angle of 

rotation 	I 

cr- 	. 	... , 
+ ... 1 I 	1 + 	4. 1 	+ ..i. 	,.. /49/ k +  

C. 	 E (,o C1 	i-k—I - k.4-I 	r  

which can be resolved into two components representing the 

degree of fixation of this system in the plane of the considered 

(rk t c4 
re: 	= 	%cos P 	 SOO 

k 

and in the vertical plane, normal to the rib plane 
k  

„4.1 	sin? 
k = Ld-k 2 

The moments at the vertex caused by the two components of the 

rib /50/ 
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displacement A sine and e\,,,cosc can be expressed therefore as 

a total B.M. acting in the plane of the main rib. 

Nlkb  = kA0CDSc)  + Mil 	•sin 
it& 

and this moment is distributed between all remaining ribs by 

multiplying it by the corresponding distribution factor kn 

This calculation has to be carried out for each pair of two 

symmetrically located secondary ribs. Each pair receives 

moments not only due to its own .:_isplacaments, but also due to 

the displacements of all other ribs. 

By the principle of superposition, the final results due to the 
the' 

horizontal displacement 	can be calculated and alsoKborresponding 

total horizontal load. 

This allows a quick determination of effects due to a unit 

horizontal force at the apex of the dome. 

b/ 	Influence of a unit vertical load acting at the apex of 

the dome. 

Due to the complete symmetry of all ribs, the unit vertical load 

acting upon the apex is divided equally between all ribs. 

The load causes only bending moments in the plane of each rib. 

If there are "s" ribs, the reactions at each support are as 

follows: 

j xyo  dw 
rt.-172 dw 

H and V being known the bending moments in the rib can be found 

quickly. The final stresses in ribs of the dome are therefore 

00011 /52/ 
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the stresses due to the rotation of the vortex /with no sway, 

4.5./ii/C . modified by the sway 4.5./ii/ 	/. 

The above analysis was curried out for a closed type of ribbed 

domes; it can be applied, however, without any modification to 

the case Jf a dome with a top ring girder, provided that such 

a ring is so stiff that its deflexions are small compared with 

the deflexions of individual ribs. Fig.36. 

In practice such an assumption can often be fully justified as 

the top rings, being connected with the lantern, are much stiffer 

than other members of the dome and their diameters are relatively 

small in comparison with the diameter of the dome. 

The other method, which can be applied to the analysis 

of two-hinged ribbed domes was developed by H.Marcus /31,32/  

He considers a general case of an open ribbed dome. Fig.37. 

The dome has two main symmetry planes, perpendicular to each 

other. All ribs lie in vertical planes intersecting a common 

main axis. The horizontal top ring is rigidly connected with 

the top ends of ribs, which are tin-jointed at the bottom 

sul)p)rts. 

This method is somewhat limited in its application, as Marcus 

bases his analysis on the assumption that the external loading 

is symmetrical in relation to one of the main ribs; further he 

assumes that the diameter of the top ring is small and the rings 

can be considered as rigid, carrying out the analysis in fact 

for the closed type dome. After expressing in general terms the 
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and applied load, its influence upon the main ribs is determined. 

Two ribs lying in the plane of symmetry of the loading and 

stiffly connected to the rigid top ring form a two-hinged arch 

rib "o-n". This main arch is under the action of its own 

external load applied in its plane and under the action of loads, 

contributed by all secondary ribs, connected with the main ribs 

to the stiff ring. Owing to symmetry, these loads can be resolved 

into three groups: 

a/ the vertical load, 

b/ tho horizontal load appaied at the vertex point, 

c/ the bending moments at the vertex due to the 
interconnection of the considered arch with the 

secondary ribs. 

All these loads act in the plane of the main arch rib. 

The analysis of this arch can now be carried out by the 

method of strain energy, using the theorem of Castigliano, as 

the translational displacements of all supports are equal to zero. 

4. 5. /iii/ Two-hinged stiffened ribbed domes. 

The analysis of a two-hinged ribbed dome with an elastic 

ring at the base can be carried out according to Pohl's method/51/. 

The structure is composed of "na identical two-hinged arch ribs, 

supported by a regular polygonal ring. Fig.38. 

Pohl assumes that the ribs do not resist lateral bending or 

torsion, being designed as thin and deep cross-sections. All 

ribs are assumed to be connected at the crown by means of a 
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specially constructed vortical pin, which resists all 

horizontal loads and distributes bending moments in the vertical 

rib plane from any one rib to all others, but does not transmit 

any lateral moment or torque. It is further assumed that all 

external loads act upon the ribs in their planes. The structure 

considered is statically indeterminate, having a degree of 

redundancy = "4n-5". 

The support points of the ribs are pin-connected to an 

elastic base ring. The bearings are constructed. so as to-allow 

movement of the supports in a determined direction.- .Such an 

arrangement produces in the general case a tangential reaction 

force perpendicular to the direction of the movement. 

The reaction forces acting at the base ring supports are as 

follows: Va  Vb, Vc ... Vh  = the vertical reaction components 

Ha Hb'  He *4 • Hh = the horizontal reaction components.  

Wa Wb, 	
... Wh  - the reaction forces caused by the 

restriction of the direction of 

movement of the support joints 

T
ab'bc' 

 

T  
ha the forces in the base ring bars. 

 

Forces acting upon the ribs consist of the external loads, the 

support forces and the reactions X, Y, Z applied at the vertex 

due to the connection of the considered rib with all other 

archr.,s. Fig.39. 

Ya, Yb 	 - the shearing forces 

Xa, Xb 	 - the horizontal forces 

Za, Zb 	the bending moments in the rib 
planes. 
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The analysis is based on the usual conditions of equilibrium 

and on the fact, that the translation and rotation components 

of the vortex joints are equal for all ribs due to their 

interconnection at this'joint. 

In addition to this the displacements of all sup,)orting 

points have to be compatible with the elongations of the elastic 

base ring.. The analysis is limited to vAptical forces applied 

at any point to the rib. Owing to the symmetry of the structure, 

the applied load is transformed into symmetrical and skew- 

symmetrical loads and each case is dealt with separately. 

• a/ Symmetrical loading. 

Considering a structure shown in Fig.40a  the following 

equations of equilibrium will be obtained: 

/1/ the equilibrium of the external farces 

Va = Ve 	Vb  = V- - V 	Vh 	Vc  = Vg 
 s17' V = 2P 

a, =IN e  .---, We  =Wg  = 0 	Wbdfh = 0 7.  

/ii/ the equilibrium of the forces at the vertex 

Ma = re Y = Y 	= 0 
Yb Yd Yf 	 c g ) 

therefore. 

Y =- 2 

	

Ya 	Yb 	Yae = 2Ya  

	

Ybf=2Yb 
	Ycg = 2Ya - 4Yb 

	Fi .40c and. d 

/iii/ the equilibrium of the forces at the base ring 

He = 2Tbe.sin Ha  = 2Tab.sin z, 
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W 

Tab r 	— ab 	be 	cos. 

lib 	W tgt= 2TE,,b•sin',1 

Fib = /Tab+ Tbc/•sin 

T b 	Tbc  /•cos a  

Fig.40O  

The bearingin the case considered are assumed to have freedom 

of radial displacement. These displacements can be expressed 

by the angles t , formed by the adjacent ring bars and their 
TL 

elastic elongations A = AE 

0 (7) 	Z 
sini • s in 

" b =  siriE 

9 . 	 z 40 	 2 
=  

• 0 	 - a,-
sink 

2 • ('") b sin 
C  

Fig.40f  

These radial displacements constitute the spread of the arches. 

Their relationship with the external rib loads and horizontal 

thrusts is studied separately. 

An arch rib of the same properties and dimensions, but simply 

supported is subjected to 3 different loading systems as shown 

in Fig.41. In each case the horizontal sprea, of the movable 

bearing and the vertical drop of the arch crown is fund and the 

bending moments Lh, My, MI), determined. 

0 hh = M2. ji  N 	di) • ci e.1 
0 	l 	 0 	 0 

d s 	p 	
; 

0 

1 
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The influence of normal forces upon the deflexions is neglected, 

except in the case of very flat arches. 

The principle of superposition now gives the resultant crown 

deflexions and the span increase of length 2A... 

Considering e.g.. loaded arch +a-o" Fig.42. 

4(s 
	P • 6yp  - 	yy  - H b a h Y 

c- 	1 =2\\ a = 2c.is- a  = 
	

- 	y 
 ae

.  O
hy _Ha, 	hh 

Since the vertical deflexion of the crown point is equal for 

all arches, a sufficient number of equations can be found, 

relating the 1,,y and T,and the calbulated deflexions for each 

arch. 	From these, the values of the support reactions can be 

found. If these relationshipsare expressed in general terms 

some useful deductions can be made regarding the influence of 
the extensional rigidity of the base ring upon the stress 

distribution in the dome and its deflexions. Assuring an 

- inextensible, rigid base ring and modifying correspondingly the 

general expressions, the results obtained can be applied to 

analysis of a two-hinged ribbed dome with fixed support i.e. 

without a ring. 

b/ Skew-symmetrical loading. 

In this case the general equilibrium equations sup.,-, y the 

following relationshiz: 

Ve - Va 	V 0 = - Vb 	'Vc = 0 
	/ V =0 

We = Wb / 



F I 
F •9.44. 

Mpi So de Mx  sxx Szx 
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Ye = - Ya 	Yd = - Yb 	Yc = 0 

Xe = - Xa 	Xd = Xb 	Xc = 0 

Xb 	Xd 	Hh  = X •1  

Xbf = Xadeh = 2 Xa  ilTY in the direction "b 2. 

Xae = Xbdfh 2 Xa  in the direction "a e" =  
ti 

Zae= 2 Za 	r= Z q 2 

	

bc 	

r„.......- 

T 	- 	1371- c',- .- 	T= 	ab 	w T 

	

	
jia'mti, 

cot i = ab 	'.., ..-:,,ic. 	 ,:„ 	o c. 

Hb  = \1.11,AITTe. 	We = 2 Tbc• cos .:-.: . = Ha,  co t2ce.  / 	... 

W 	= L tider 2 	. k,... 	2c, tr--;'e,''' .....7,_,- c o t 	c if  b 	2_ 	,-, 

The displacements of the base ring joints can be expressed by 

the following equations: 

, 
? 	

H , 
.. 	.. L74 	 ,-̀1'7‘ A 

0
, /I+ coti/ = P.ciLx , 2+ 2/ 2/ 

?lo 	= 	 2  I 	,-- / , 	
4 ''... 	cot E, = 0(q 	li /I + 	= ‘. 	...,:pz „s- 	•  

as cots = I + f2 in the case under consideration. 

Before the horizontal displacements and the rotation of the 

vertex point are found, the following unit loading cases have 

to be analysed and their effects upon the statically determinate 

arched beam found. 

In each case bending moments have to be calculated Mx, Ez, 

PIT and the deformations of the crown point found. /Fi .44/ 

E.I'(‘ XX = j TJi 	ds' = the horizontal displacement 

EI. zz = 412' ds' = the rotation of the crown cross-section due 
z 

to a unit B.M. 
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EIt;xz 	j 1‘1x  Mz 
 ds' = the rotation of the crown cross-section 

due to a unit horizontal force X = I, 
or the horizontal displacement due to a 

unit B.M. 

EIs xp 	Mx MPII  ds = the horizontal displacement under the j  
skew-symmetrical unit loads. 

EI, z 	M M II 	the rotation due to a skew-symmetrical P 
unit loads. 

Using the principle of superposition the general equations can 

be formed for each rib, expressing the horizontal displacements 

and the rotation of the crown point 	as a function of X,Z. 
CS 
E.G. for the loaded rib: 

C 
= P .6 	— x 	z 	* 

lc 	
zp 	as 	xz 	ao 	 zz 

Ds  = Xae..  xz—Za°
• 6 zz 

Due to the interconnection of all ribs at the crown, all ribs 

are subjected to the same sinking and rotation of the crown 

point. Corresponding equations can be found for all ribs and 

from the general equations of equilibrium of the structure and 

all joints of the base ring, unknowns can be gradually 

eliminated and reaction components canoe determined.- 

The comparison of this metho with other similar analyses 

shows that the assumption that the ribs ',To not resist lateral 

bending and torsional moments simplifies very considerably 

the whole analysis. 

The method discussed above with some modifications can be 
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applied as already mentioned to the case of a ribbed dome 

without an elastic ring. The results obtained under such an 

assumption and compared with corresponding values for a dome 

stiffened by a base ring, indicate considerable influence on 

the stress distribution in dome members .by the displacements 

of the support points. 

Yielding supports to some extent relieve the stresses and 

therefore the applications of stiffening rings may be justified 

in many practical cases, by the economy obtained in the material 

of the ribs. The method of supporting the base ring on the 

foundations has a great influence upon the final stresses in 

the structure. Usually, the bearings are constructed in such 

a way, as to fix the direction of the reactions. Fixing; the 

direction of the reactions may be advantageous not only 

theoretically, but also practically. 

When a dome is supported on high walls, the diminution of 

the outward thrust constitutes a very important structural 

advantage. The usual practical approach consists of fixing 

the direction of reactions by the use of rollers restrained in 

side ways direction. In this case, the component of the 

reaction in the direction in which motion is permitted will be 

zero, if frictional resistance is neglected. The same result 

will be obtained by providing all corners of the dome with 

plane "ball" bearings which permit displacements in all 

directions in the horizontal plane and produce vertical 

reactions only and fixing the middle points of the base ring by 
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a joint to the wall. The fixed bearing is allowed to carry 

loads only in the direction of the ring bar i.e. in the 

direction of the wall. Such an arrangement eliminates the 

horizontal thrust and obviates the necessity for construction 

of very heavy supporting walls. Fig.45. 

4. 5. /iv/ Analysis of stresses in symmetrical polytonal  
base rings. 

Polygonal base rings form an integral part of almost all 

SchweJler domes and are often used in many other types. 

A general case of symmetrical polygonal ring without radial 

bars will be considered /73/.  The loads and reactions act in 

the plane of the ring. External forces may be applied to one 

or all apices and the reactions actinL, at each apex are fixed 

in one direction. The lines of action of the reactions are 

shown dotted and their direction denoted by arrows. 

The value of the internal angle of the polygon 	2t1 . 

S
I' 

52' 33 
.. are the stresses in bars, each assumed initially 

as tension. Resolving the external anti internal forces acting 

at each joint into components parallel and perpendicular to 

the lino of action of the reaction at the given joint, the 

general equations of equilibrium give the forces in bars ac 

function of the external loads and the appropriate angles. 

They can be expressed as follows: 

▪ 1,  sin 41 	sin/l8O'D-2(1 
3y 	sine 	2' 	sindi 	" - "82 

2 	
P2, sin 42 

sin. 2 

• - )( sin/100a-2.; 	2/  
sinc,(2' 

B b.S
3 



- SI . sin /1800-29  -°46/  = F 
sinoC 6  

S6 = B6. sin 06 
s inc.): 6 

f•SI 
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• • 6 	 . • S. 	 0 • • 

Solving these equations, the following relationships are 

Dlotained: 

SI = A - a•B + a-b.0 	a.b.c.D + a-b.c.d.E 	a-b.c.d.e.F +abcdef.SI 

32 = B - b•C + b.o.D 	b.c.d.E + b-c6d.e.F 	b.c.d.e‘f.SI 

S
3 

= C - c.D ▪ c.d.E 	c.d.e.F + c.d.e.f.SI 

S4 = D 	diE + dee-F 	ci-e.f.SI 

5
5 
	E - e.F + e-f-SI  

36 
	F - feSI 

From which the stress in individual members can be deduced e.g. 

Si = 
A - a.B + a.b.0 - a.b.c.D + a.b.c.E - a.b.c.d.e.F 

I - a.b.c.d.esf /53/ 

If abcdef = I, the equation does not yield a solution. Study of 

these equations and the relationships existing between the 

angles 4,, and 	loads to the following conclusions: 

"regular polygonal ring with more than three sides loaded with 

concentrated loads at the various apices, with reactions fixed 

in direction at each or at any apex, is statically unstable if: 

a/ the ring has an even number of sides and each horizontal 

reaction is either perpendicular or parallel to the radius 

acting at the apex where the reaction is applied. In this 

case the constants a,b,c,d,e are equal to unity and 

subsequently the above equations do not yield results. 

b/ the reactions at two adjoining apices are respectively 

parallel to alternate bars of the polygon. 



g 

\c:!„.t  error in 
closure 

Graphical determination of stresses in base rings 

fig 46 
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c/ the rin^ has an odd number of sides and each reaction is 

radial". 

In all other cases the ring is statically determinate and stable. 

After determination of the stresses in the bars, the values of 

the reactions can be found from the equation of equilibrium 

for each Joint. They are e.g. for the hexagonal ring /Fig.46/ 

as follows: 

RI= SI.cos:)(I - 82  .cos /180°  - 2( 
/ 	'CDs 02  

R2- S2.cos 2  - S3  sco6 /180°  - 	-0(2/ 1)2•cos 2 	/54/ 

co scl' R6= 36 	6 — Si.cos /180°  — 2c't 	 6/ — I'6.cos 6 ' 

The analytical method outlined above /73 13/ is comparatively 

simple, but becomes tedious in the case of rings having a large 

number of sides. In such case, and especially if there are 

external loads ap-Laied.at every apex, the graphical method 

sug;ested by Jasinski can be of considerable advantage. 

The actual problem is the resolution of a known external 

load into two bar forces and one reaction. 

It could be done if e.g. the force in one of the ring bars 

were known. Jasinski assumes the stress in one of the bars to 

be known and constructs a stress diagram for all joints, 

continuing around the polygon in a clockwise direction. 

The stress "CM" in the first bar is chosen quite arbitrarily 

and therefore the stress diagram will not close. The error in 

closure = CC'. Fig.46, part I. 
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The diagram would 11,wu, closed if there had been an additional 

force Po= C C', applied at the joint at which the drawing 

started, in the direction C'C. 	The diagram obtained gives 

the values for the actually applied external loads with the 

addition of the force Po. 

To eliminate this force Po the following procedure may be 

used. Another stress diagram is drawn for the new stress C'M' 

/chosen arbitrary/, but this time omitting all external loads P 

and determining a new force Px, parallel to Po  /Po  = C C'/, 

required to close the diagram. Fig.46, part 2. 

The bar stresses and reactions given by this diagram when 

multiplied by the ratio 	give the values due to Po, which 

have to be added or subtracted /according to the sign of Po/ to 

the corresponding stresses given in the previous part I, Fig.46. 

The algebraical sum of these stresses gives the final 

resultant bar stresses and reactions caused by the actual 

loading PI, P2  ... Pn. Usually, only one stress in a particular 

bar is determined in this way, — by starting with the corrected 

vallie of the stress in the first bar, a new stress diagram will 

be constructed, which gives the correct stresses in all 

remaining bars. The closing of the stress diagram will be a 

proof of the accuracy of the answer. Fig.46 part 3. 

The graphical method is thus very quick in application, but 

requires a considerable precision in drawing. 



V 
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4. 6. Stiffly-,jointed Framed Domes. 

The usual methods of analysis of braced domes assume 

as the fundamental simplifications of the problem that all 

bars are connected by means of ideal spherical hinges, aven 

though such connections can never be realized in practice. 

This assumption neglects the influence of secondary bending' 

upon the axial forces in the structure, In most practical cases 

quite reasonable results can be obtained under this assumption. 

There are cases, however, where the assumption of pin-jointed 

bars is inadmissible and the analysis has to be carried out 

taking into account the rigidity of the joints. 

nerally speaking, ULe an 	of atilf-jeinted framed 

domes is a very complicated and lengthy procedure, as the 

rigidity of the joints creates highly redundant structures. 

Notwithstanding its difficulty, the problem of stress 

distribution in stiff-jointed space structures has been tackled 

during the last twenty years by a large number of authors, 

mainly applied mathematicians. The general theory of stiff-

jointed domes as presented byA.Rudakow will new be discussed in 

some detail /62,63,64/  

The structure considered is a cyclically symmetrical dome 

with "p" identical ribs and "u" regular p-sided polygonal rings 

pc!.nto 	4 	 4e c: 

There is no limitation regarding the shape of the bars, they 

can be straight or curved, of constant or variable cross-section, 

the supports may be either hinged or fixed. 
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The lenuth, of the bar is Tr  for ribs and at, for rings. 

2T5 The angle formed by two ribs is y—, giving the degree of 

cyclic symmetry = p. 

Three axes are introduced for each joint: r, v, t, /i.e.radi4 

vertical and tangential/; their positive directions are denoted 

by arrows as shown in Fig.48. In addition to these axes, each 

rib bar has its own longitudinal axis "z", each ring bar -axis 

Each cross-section is denoted in the_ usual way, by the . 

orthogonal system x,y or x l y /for ribs and rings respectively/. 

The ring bars possess additional horizontal and vertical axes r." 

and v', as in 7eneral they are inclined, forming an angle 
J r 

with the x' axis. Fig.48. The areas and moments of inertia are: 

and 

F IX ' g IZ  Fr' rr' r 

• • 	• • 
Fr' 	Ix  r' I r' Iz r Y  

for rib bars 

for ring, bars 

The actions of the external loads, temperature changes or 

support yieldings cause the distortion of the dome producing 

displacements and rotations of the joint. 

The joint displacements are denoted by: "r", "v", "t"; 

The rotations of the nodes about the axes ro vI t are: (\ y , 

they are positive, if looking in the positive direction of the 

appropriate axes, the rotations are in the clock-wise direction. 

The angle of twist of the bar is r , the angle caused by the 

change in the inclination of bars due to displacements, is 
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denoted by"'.. The axial bar elongation or tension in a bar 

is assumed as positive. 

As a basic /or -primary/ structure, a dome of identical 

dimensions and lay-out is assumed, whose joints are completely 

restrained against any deflexions or rotations. 

This can be realized by the application of imaginary 

restraining forces or moments at all joints. 

In this state the structure can be divided into independent 

bars, each of which is analysed separately by the strain 

energy method. The bars are treated as girders having looth 

ends rigidly fixed against rotations or displacements. If the 

dome is pin-jointed to the foundations, the bottom rib bars are 

considered as having one end completely restrained and the 

other hinzed. 

a/ In these conditions, all joints are not subjected to any 

displacements or rotations i.e. all deformation components: 

r, v, t, 	0. Briefly, this deformation state of 

the framework is denoted as 

" all 	= 	0 " 

Any loading system acting upon the dome can consist. of 

forces or moments applied anywhere along the bars or 

directly at the nodes. This loading system produces the 

restraining forces = "Z°  ", i.e. forces and moments applied 

at theendsofeachbar,preventinganydistortionof 

the bar ends. 

They are equal in value, but opposite in sign, to the 
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resultant forces and moments acting at the ends of bars 

and can be obtained by ordinary strain energy methods. 

The analysis of the "primary" system gives also all 
,c1  

internal forces %4" , 	 at any cross-section of the 

encastre bars produced by the external loading. 

b/ In the second step, unit displacements and unit rotations 

are introduced in turn at any one joint. This part of the 

analysis is called briefly: 	ki = I, 

where 	denotes i general r, v, 
4 

These unit displacements or rotations introduce stresses in 

the bars, which are again considered as separate, independent 

elements under the action of the end deformation only. 

Using strain energy method, the restraining forces or moments 
due 

produced at the ends of the barecto the unit displacements and 

rotations can be calculated. 

These forces are called the restraining forces 	Zik. 

The six deformation components of each joint of the dome 

/the three displacements r1 11 VH "t", and three rotations 

II?" 107")  3"./ form the unknoWns of this method. 

The total number of all unknown values is "6 p.u". 

There is, however, an equal number of principal elastic 

equations of equilibrium for all joints. 

c/ The general form of these equations is: 

Zias a  + Zibb + • • • • • • + Zii.+ 	+ Z°  = 0 

These equations express the. general conditions of equilibrium 

of a rigid body in space i.e. 



X = Y = ZZ = 0, Mx  = ; My  = Mz  = 0 

the forces "Zik"  or Zo" appearin7 in the above equations are 

1.1roady 	" 	r'r'm cnuseJ by unt 171oVtnt ana 

"Zo" are due to the external loads. 

represent in encral the six deformation components 

r, v, t, and 	, Y. 
The solution of the system of 6-p.0 siimultaneous equations 

inv)lving 6ip*u unknewns gives the resulting 2.eflexions and 

rotations of all joints of the dome under the specified. loads. 

The final resultant forces and moments acting at the ends of 

the bars onn be evaluated readily from the relationship between 

these values and the deformation components or their derivatives. 

Therefore the bending moments, torques, axial forces and shearing 

forces can be represented in a general convenient form and can be 

quickly determined after the defining of all deformation 

components. These formulae can be used directly, if the joint 

displacements are obtained by measurements on a flexurally-

similar small-scale model of the dome. 

The greatest practical difficulty when using this method lies 

in the solution of the 6.p•u simultaneous equations. 

Rudakow, taking advantage of the cyclic symmetry of the system, 

transforms the 6.p.0 equations into "p" independent groups each 

- containing 6.0 auxiliary unknowns. The actual calculation is 

carried out in /p+2/ or-Vp+I/ groups according to the value 

of " p". The first case applies to an even "p" , the second to 

an odd " p". The transformation can be carried out by the 
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introduction of deformation ;roues: 	9 (- , replacing the - 
C 

deformations i  . 	Those new values >:1 ,s4“ , often known under 

the name of the "aaxiliary unknowns”, are defined by the following: 

equation: 	 ,,,u 
--- / t; 	Q 	1/4?: _ ,. 1  , 	 \„.%1  

sin2 1 in 4. ', 	co s2 i 	nt 
,,.... \ 	1 

of i 	 - 	iir 	 Air 1 

the summation includes 

for an oven n  p" 	• 	T 	.. ..• ,p 

for an odd 	P 
	

Op1p2p3p • • 00 • 	(p -I) 

the positive sign is used for 

the negative sign is used for 	r, v. 

If the number of rings 11 UII and subsequantly the number 'of 

unknowns 6.0 in each auxiliary group is very large, sometimes 

it may bo convenient to introduce further subdivision. 

The 60p.0 deformation unknowns are usually divided into two main 

groups 	,y, t) and (F: 	r, v), each group containing only 

symmetrical or unsymmetrical deformations. 

This division allows the calculation to be carried out in two 

stops, each done with only 3 u unknowns. 

The greater simplicity of this "stop by stop" subdivision 

brings with it much additional labour duo to the increased amount 

of calculation required for the determination of the very many 

carry-over factors. 

(29/ 
The contributions of many other authors, as L.Mann 	• 

W 	9 laufmann/24/ W Mudra1/4°/, E.Reisinger/55/, etc. are mainly 
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concerned with the simplifications in the solution of the system 

of simultaneous equations. These simplifications follow from the 

cyclic symmetry of the structure and are based on the general 

theory of determinants and matrices. Special methods of 

transformation are suggested or the use of a combined subs6Aution 

and elimination. 

In fact some of those methods are very elegant from the 

mathematical point of view, but almost in all cases very tiresome, 

and do not seem to be very attractive to design engineers. 

It is worth while mentioning the first attempt to introduce 

so-called "load groups" by 0.Luetkon, who tried by this means 

to simplify the calculations. This was further developed by 

F.Wanslebon/79/. 	He considers the general case of a stiff-jointed, 

dome. He assumes the six displacement and rotation components 9,s 

the main unknowns. 

The bars are first analysed as rigidly-fixed at both ends and 

the F.E. moments at each joint and the reaction forces due to the 

external loading arc calculated. These joint loads are resolved 

into the components: M ,M ,M,P,P,P. 
x y 	x y z 

Wansloben represents now these loads by Bessel's formula as a 

series of sine and cosine groups, arranged as loads of different 

grades: 

Pi 	B(0) + (A
(1) 	t B(1) co5f,i + Of* + (A

(k) 

sinkAi+ B
(k) 

. 
COSICC;ki) ... 44.  (A(n 1) 	+ B

(n-I cos(n-I)0(i)+B(n)cosn'1% 

	 /55/ 
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where 

• and the coefficients " A" and. " B" 

Bo 	• v) 	Pi 	At, 	 • sinki 

Bnr74
• 	. '5: Pi 	B (k) = 	- Pi  cDsitc:ki ..1 

The coefficients A and B are denoted in genoral as the "loading 

factors". The index in parenthesis at the bottom .of each 

coefficient describes the "loading grade" to which the loading 

group belongs. The loading at each grade is composed of two 

loading groups i.e. sine and cosine groups. 

The loads of the first and the last grades exhibit only tiD 

cosine groups, as for k = 0 and. k = n, th value of sink .i = 0 

This transformation of loads into the sine and cosine groups 

is always possible for any type of loading and. is based on the 

harmonic analysis. 

It was shown by Wansleben that the static effects of the 

individual loading groups are independent of each other. 

Wansleben proves in his analysis that the there are two main.. 

loading groups which produce analogous ring deflexions yie 

GROUP "A" 

sinkc:ki (k)x 
= Po 

(k )y 
cosk7ki = P(k)z 

co sk4, 

lfqk  

sink4, 	)z.  

GROUP " 13" 

cosko i 
cask 

sink 0(- 

sink( 

sink (:)e.i 

cask 

• p (k)x 
▪ p 

• -p (k)z 

= -M(k)x 

Sit 

M ( k )z h 	M  zi 
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therefore  

Pxi 	\ J)( =iP 	+ P {27 x  cosci\it + 

+IP°.  le X .  Sirik,cki 	P 1,K1 x costvki / + 

+1 	sin n-I)c)t̀  	P( 	s /n-I/d i1 +... 
+ P-; •co sf,d\ 	+ P .\n)n 	co) x 

similarly 

M
xi 

cOSci\i 	sin 	 + 
x 	• . 

+ 	M.%) x  dos k4i 	M (it) x. in kr)1, 	+ 

M 	cos/n-I/Ck i -Mn-Il  sin/n-It  

+ 	Motn,  xcosra. 

It can be shown that the division of the loading groups in I"A" 

and "B" enables the representation of the deformation of ribs 

and rings on the same principles as the representation of the 

load components. In the cases, most frequently occurring in 

practice, the loading groups P(0)x, P(0y  arc the must important, 

as they include the influence of the aead load and the snow load. 

The remaining loading groups are mostly affected by the 

irregularities of the external loads. Their influence decreases 

with the increasing loading grade "k". 

It is worth noting that for the loading groups P iz)\) x' P  (c) y 

the axial forces are much more important than the bending 

moments. On the other hand, all remaining loading groups exhibit 

increasing importance of. bending moment and are influenced only 

to a small extent by the axial loads. 

Therefore Wansleben, in an attempt to simplify the analysis, 
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takes into account the axial extensions of all bars only due to 

the groups Pt c)) • x 
	1.° 

and Pt -) 
Y' 
 neglecting them for all other groups. 

Any joint "Ii" of the dome is under the action of forces and 

couples as represented in Fig.49. The six general equations 

for any joint in the structure form a sufficient number of 

equations for the determination of unknown deformation components. 

Wansleben then divides the system of equations into a series 

of groups and uses the "step by step" solution. 

As already mentioned, there is a considerable literature on 

the stress determination in rigid space structures in general. 

Usually each writer presents some slight variation of technique, 

which he considers to constitute a "naymethod". Some of these 

methods could be applied to stiff-jointed domes, but usually 

they require some modification. L.Mann is one of the few 

authors who attempt to analyse space structures by considering 

the potential energy of the system and using the principle of 

virtual displacements. 

Releasing all constraints at all nodes, he produces a 

"kinematic chain", possessing "p" degrees of freedom. His 

kinematic theory has received however, little attention, owing 

to its complexity. 

"The principle of the distribution of distortion" developed 

by C.Kloucek and E.Wiedemann/80)81/  or the "method of angle 

rotations", can be applied to rigidly jointed plane and space 

frameworks. 	These methods can be compared to Suter's fixed 

points method, with the only difference that instead of the 
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distribution of moments, it is the distribution of the angles 

of rotation, which forms the basis of the analysis. 

The method of the distortion distribution seems to be 

advantageous in the case of space structures not subjected to 

sidesway, when only the rotation of joints is taken into account. 

If the sidesway movement of joint is considered, the increased 

number of distribution coefficients and carry-over factors 

provides much additional work and obscures all the analysis. 

The space structures consisting of bars rigidly jointed and 

perpendicular to each other allow. some fundamental 

simplifications of the analysis, as the orthogonal system of.  

axes X, Y, Z covers the appropriate bar axes. 

This special case, important in the design of steelwork for 

high buildings /treated as space structures/, was dealt with by 

various methods and by several investigators. 

J.C.Richards/58/ analysing the stress distribution in a 

three-dimentional rigid-jointed framework first applied the 

method of systematic relaxation of constraints. He developed 

special group displacements discovering that torsional actions 

were liquidated most rapidly by operations of a kind which he 

termed "scissor actions". J.L.Matheson/33/ recently applied 

to the same problem the moment distribution method, specially 

modified for three-dimensional cases. 	P.Szachow/75/considering 

a similar structure, took into account the rigidity of the floors 

dividing the storeys. 
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Neglecting the axial extensions of the vertical members, he 

introduced '6he displacements and rotations of the columns as 

unknowns into the general. equations of equilibrium. 

The analysis is simplified if one assumes that atu: to.  the 

rigidity of the floor slab, all joints rotate through the same 

angle. 

Recapitulation. 

The main difficulty of all "classical" methods of analysis of 

space structures is that the analysis involves the solution 

of a large number of simultaneous equations. 

Various devices based on the theory of determinants and 

matrices shorten the computation, but only in simpler cases 

render the problems capable of solution in practice. 

The final conclusion is that in the analysis of stiff- 

jointed domes with a considerable degree of redundancy only 

the relaxation method yields results in a reasonable time. 

This, however, does not mean that the relaxation method 

is a very quick method; in fact it requires a great deal of 

time, but can be applied to highly redundant domes, intractable 

by other methods. 

= = = = 
= = = 

= 

o0o 
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PART 	II. 

CHAPT2R I . 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N. 

The final conclusions which can be draWft after the general 

survey of analytical methods /Part I/ used in the analysis of 

braced domes, 'show that, generally speaking, the analysis of 

space structures is a long and tedious task. 

Only in very special cases can the braced domes be formed 

in such a way as to constitute a statically determinate, simple 

space structure, which would allow the use of the method of 

joints. In other cases, even statically determinate space 

structures require the solution of many simultaneous equations 

or the application of the bar-exchange method. 

Usually, however, the braced domes met in practice, even under 

the assumption of pin-joints, exhibit a large number of 

redundancies)  which increase rapidly, if the attempt is made to 

analyse the structure as stiff-jointed. 

The use of classical methods such as strain energy or slope 

deflexion. leads to a very large number of simultaneous equations 

whose solution is so tedious as to be impracticable. Sometimes 

the Gausd elimination method can be used with success, or 

combined substitution and elimination, - in special cases, when 

the main diagonal coefficients are large in comparison with the 

sum of the absolute values of the side terms along the same row 

or column, the iteration method can give good results due to 
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the rapid convergence. However, when the number of equations 

exceeds 20, even these methods become very complex and lengthy. 

In these cases the only practically possible analytical approach 

is the use of the method of "systematic relaxation of constraints". 

This method can be applied theoretically to any space Structure, 

but the computation is considerable /especially when ono is 

dealing with stiff-jointed domes/, and requires a team skilled 

in this technique. Approximate methods of analysis can be 

devised for all engineering structures, but being based on 

simplified and therefore necessarily incomplete assumptions, 

these methods give only in special cases approximately correct 

results. 

Applying an apprAtiKate method to highly redundant structures, 

one may sometimes get not only very big differences in results, 

but even a change of sign, causing serious mistakes. 

The danger of under-estimating stresses can be avoided at the 

risk of over-estimating them and therefore losing the economical 

advantage which is always one of the objects in view. 

This is a well recognized fact, but often the use of exact 

analytical methods is prohibitive owing to the usual lack of 

time in design offices. It is felt therefore that the only 

remedy lies in application of the experimental approach to the 

stress-determination in more complicated braced domes. 

It has to be realized that in complicated problems the 

experimental results obtained from a well-constructed model are 

often more reliable than the answers yielded by mathematical 



analysis which in complex structures becomes very burdensome and 

whose accuracy suffers because of successive simplifying 

assumptions that have to be made. 

The experimental apprDach is nowadays a very popular technique 

when dealing with plane structures /49/and, as already known, 

the model results give a solution to problems in the theory of 

elasticity which, as yet, we are unable to formulate mathematic- 

ally. 	The endeavour has been made in this thesis to find out, 

if the results gained from experimental stress determination in 

braced domes could be regarded as reliable and inspire confidence 

that the experimental approach to the stress distribution in: 

space frameworks is a sound one. 

= = = = 
= = = 
= = = 
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CHAPTER 2. 

MODEL ANA.LYSI S. 

It is known, that if the flexible model of the structure 

were made in appropriate elastic proportions, the results obtained 

from measurements on the model would be proportional to the 

results in the real structure. 

Two structures are flexurally similar provided that: 

a/ they are constructed from a material or materials which 

obey Ho)kois Law, 

b/ they are geometrically similar and 

c/ the ratio of their flexibilities or stiffnesses is 

constant for all points. 

A structural member possesses six principal flexibilities or 

stiffnesses, namely: 

axial, torsional, bending and shearing in two planes. 

The relationship between the converting factors or the scale 

coefficients, by which the model measurements have to be 

multiplied to get the actual values, can be obtained considering 

the general equation of deflexion of a point in the particular 

structure due to a concentrated load W. 

The total strain energy stored in a general case under a 

general load system in any member of the structure can be given 

by the following equation: 

M2 M22 T2 — 
EII 

EI2  C 

‘2
1  

GF1  GF 
dr /57/ 



where: 

E denotes Young's modulus for. the material 

EA= extensional rigidity 

L = the length 

A = the cross-sectional area of the member 

I E I flexural rigidities about two perpendicular axes 
FI2  

C = the torsional rigidity of the cross-section 

GF= the shear rigidity 

P = axial load 

M = bending moment 

Q = shearing force. 

The displacement of the point considered in the direction of 

the external load W according to Castigliano: 

In 

(. :_?1P A  

0 	 0 
practical cases 

M )01! 
°.(4.  

• 0  
this equation 

V -)y 	(7 	(n)Q 
;-14.-s)tAr dr I- ) C.Vc-+  

0 
can be greatly 

/58/ 
as 

\4F2.  ?',Atd r  *** 
0' 	Z. 
simplified, 

the influence of shearing forces is very small, and the torque 

is usually negligible, and the two factors left, which have to be 

_lealt with, are generally axial loads and bending moments. 

E.g. An the case of a braced dome supported on a ring girder the 

main stresses in the ring girder are due to bending, the main 

stresses in the dome bracing are on the other hand mainly due to 

axial loads /tension or compression/. 

Therefore the deflexion of a node "p" in the direction of W 

can now be expressed as: 
T• r'0 

E I 
	d r 	

/59/ 



k= 

k3 = 

k4  

k
5 
= 

(AE; m 
(.A.E ).p 

(Efi m  
(ET) p 
L m  
T, p 
P m  

17P 

6 P 

6 . 
summa+101 

The accAamp4lon extends to all members of the lattice and the 

integration to the whole of the ring girder. 

In constructing a flexurally similar small scale model of the 

prototype, the following scales have to be used in the case 

considered above: 

scale of extensional rigidity of the lattice bars 

scale of flexural rigidity of the ring girder 

scale of length 

scale of fDrces 

scale of deflexions 

where suffix m denotes model, and p denotes prototype. 

The deflexion of node "p" on the model is: 

+ 	..19.3_t:n • 
i rn 

or inserting in the equation the scale coefficients 

... /59a/ 

( 
	k. 	

° 	Kz . (i0 0  K 4  () O p  

= 	k4 M p  ) _I 
tC , )64 ^a 

if the displacements of the prototype and those of the model 

are to be proportional 

k3  k
4 	

k3.k4 k5= 
k1 k 

or 	
k32 . k1 = I 

... /60/ 

... /60a/ 

 

k2 

  

t C-4--53C31-f) 1(132-4' 
K, (AG 

.± YLLr,_11.  5)  2s1 	:M)p 	/59b/ 
(1;74 Vt f, 
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This equation shows that only two scales can be chosen 

independently, the others follow from the above relationship. 

It will be observed that the assumption that the energy in the 

lattice is due only to direct stress and that in the ring girder due 

onlOthe bending moments removes all restrictions as to the, 

actual cross-sectional shape of the members; provided the values 

of AEm and Elm 
satisfy the scale requirements of the above 

equation their actual cross sections do not matter and simple 

models can be constructed. 

Having a flexible model of the structure made in appropMate 

elastic proportions, two main experimental approaches can be 

used. 

a/ direct application of the load on the model and 

measurement of resulting strains in the members by 

suitable mechanical, optical or electrical strain-measuring 

devices. 

It is the usual experimental method, but it is very expensive 

in labour and material and also in time required to make and 

reduce strain measurements. 

b/ the indirect method, which is simpler and much quicker, 

This method is based on Clerk-Maxwell's reciprocal theorem. 

This is a well-known practical experimental technique for 

plane structures and used very often in the analysis of redundant 

arch ribs or frames 
/49/,  but its application to space structures 

is more unusual. 

In the second approach there is no external load directly 
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acting on the model; instead we introduce displacements of known 

magnitue and measure the corresponding deflexions of the nodes. 

Two different methods can be applied in this indirect approach 

to the problem of the experimental determination of stresses in 

braced domes, each based on the Clerk-Maxwell's reciprocal 

theorem. These two methods will be discussed now: 

2. /i/ The experimental determination of the reaction  

components at the supporting points by the three-axial 

defrmator.  

Suppose that one support e.g. I of a space structure is 

released and an arbitrary displacement A is imposed in the 

direction X so that no component displacements occur in the 

directions of the other mutually perpendicular axes Y and Z. 

Then if any node A of the structure is thereby displaced 

in a specified direction "n", it follows from Clerk-Maxwell's 

reciprocal theorem that a load W applied in the direction "n" 

at joint A will produce a reaction - 	 in the X-direction 

at the support I. 

If therefore in anelastically similar model of a dome 

displacements are successively applied in three mutually 

perpendicular directions to a released support point, the 

resulting displacements of the nodes can be measured and 

influence coefficients of reaction for the actual structure can 

be calculated. 
To introduce the displacements of the support in three 

orthogonal directions a special three-axial deformetor was 



7ig.50. General view of the 3 -axial deformator. 

Fig.5I. The deformator attached to one of the supports. 
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constructed, which enabled quick application of known 

displacements in one of three directions /radial, tangential 

and vertical/. 	General view of this apparatus is given in 

Fig.50. It consists of four rigid plates- three of which could 

move in one of the prescribed directions. The base plate was 

rigidly fixed to the table by means of screws and the foot of 

the supporting strut, formed as a ball joint, could be mounted in 

the top plate. Displacements were introduced by means of a set 

of calibrated plugs. 

The space deformetor attached to one of the supporting 

struts can be seen in Fig.51. 

The joint thus mounted could be displaced in each of three 

mutually perpendicular directions by known amounts e4.:K,Ay, and 

Z., and the' corresponding components of displacement of all nodes 

ofthestructureSxand 	z  could be measured. 

/X, Y, and Z denote orthogonal directions, Z being Vertical/. 

Then, if a unit load acts vertically at any joint the three 

- 	(?; component reactions at the support are 17- , - z — , and - xzy az 

and if unit loads act parallel to the X and Y axes the component 

reactions are respectively: 

c 
.x and 	$ 	y 

6=x 	Az zs z . 

These influence coefficients are conveniently denoted by symbols 

such as 	where "p" and "q" denote the directions in which ).) 

and Z.respectively are measured, thus 



co-ordinates 
/inches/ 

Point X Y Z 
A 0 1-5 ,774 + 6421 
8 -5.000-2.887+6•!24 
C +5•000 -2.887 +6/24 
I +7.809+4.505 0 

2 +7801 -4505 0 
3 0 -9.01/ o 

Fig. 52 

elevcalion 

V= 101 

Co-ordinates 
( inches) 

Point x Y Z 
A + 4000 + 6.928 + 4.899 
8 + 8 COO 0 -4- 

C 1+ 4.000 -6.928 -ri- 
p - 4.000 -6.928 -11- 
E -8.000 0 -,,- 
F -4-000 *6.928 -II- 
I 0 +11.827 0 

2 +10.243 + 5.914 0 
3 +10.243 -5.914 o 
4 0 -11.827 0 
S -10.243 -5.919 0 
6 -10.243 +5.914 0 

R = radial reaction component 
T = tangential 
V = Vert/cal 

Fig.53 
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Ox CXX is 
Ax 

. 
yz is by 	

etc. 
4 z 

After tables of influence coefficients have been compiled the 

reactions at all supports can be found for any load system 

on the dome. Suppose for example that Wa, Wb etc. act vertically 

at joint a, b, etc. then the vertical reactions at "I" is: 

ZI= Via /Czz/ 'a+ Wb /Czz/b+  "" Wq/Czz/q+ ...Wn/Czz/n 

where /C/q represents the influence coefficient for"I" unur 

a vertical load at q. 

Similarly the remaining component reactions at "I" are: 

XI= Wa/Czx/a+  Wb/Czx/b+ SOO S00 /62/ "1" SOO etc. 

and ... /63/ YI= Wa/Czy/a+ wb/0zy/b  ... + "O etc. 

If the reactions due to horizontal loads are required, similar 

tables must be compiled for Cxy' Cxz, and Cyx, Cyy' Cyz,  

the procedure for determining Xi, Yi, Z1  is then the same. 

To compare the analytical and experimental results models of 

simple space structures were made from -4" diameter steel rods 

and all joints were welded. 

EXPERIMENT I.  

First a very simple model was constructed /Fig.52/. 

In this case a unit vertical load was applied at point 

and reaction components were found. The structure was analysed 

first under assumption of pin-joints and then relaxation method 

was used to find the effect of the rigidity of the joints. 
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In this case the influence of rigid joints was very small and 

the, results were in both cases almost identical. To check the 

analytical values each of the three supporting points were in 

turn mounted in the space defermeter and vertical, tangential 

and radial components found. In each case three sets of plugs 

of different diameters were employed. The experimental values 

compare favourably with the analytical, the max.discrepancy in 

one case only being more than 5%, as can be seen in the Table It. 

EXPERIMENT II.  

In the second experiment a space structure consisting of a 

hexagonal frame supported on 12 bars was analysed. Fig.53 

gives the general lay-out and the dimensions of the model. This 

structure is an example of one-storey network dome. 

The analysis gave following reaction components for the 

mapports: 
Point i 2 3 4 5 6 

(radial 326 280 280 326 100 100 
Component -tangential 128' 590 590 128 121 121 

(vertical 326 282 282 326 101 101 

The above analytical values have been checked by experiment. 

Using the space aerometer known displacements were applied at 

supports and the nodes displacements were measured. As the 

structure is symmetrical theoretically it is unnessessary to 

displace more than one Joint. However, to check these values and 

to reduce the possible influence of some error in the dimensions 

of the model, each of the supporting points was fixed in turn 

in the space deformoter and vertical deformations of the joints 
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were measured. Therefore six values for each joint were 

obtained and the mean value found. 

The comparison made in Table IIS.between the mean experimental 

and analytical values /in brackets/ shows that the differences 

do not exceed the usual experimental error. 

It is appropriate to note that the analytical results were 

obtained by relaxation. In this case it was impossible to 

analyse the structure under the usual assumption of pin-joints, 

because the structure in such a condition is in its critical 

form. It was shown in Part I. that a space structure of this 

type is non-rigid, when the ring girder is composed of an equal 

number of pin-connected sides and is statically determinate, if 

the number of sides is odd. 

Therefore in the above case the analysis had to be carried' 

out under the assumption of stiff joints, because only 

in such a condition is the structure capable of taking any load. 

The rigidity of the joints creates a redundant structure and 

the redundancy is so high that even taking advantage of the 

structure and considering symmetrical and skew-symmetrical loads, 

the analysis by classical methods /such as strain energy/ becomes 

to complicated. It is interesting to note that even the 

application of the relaxation method which is usually very 

advantageous, when dealing with space structures having stiff 

joints, is in this case a very tedious and lengthy task, as the 

convergence was very slow indeed, even using block displacements 

and rotations. 



TABLE II. 

IIBII 

II AO 

B II 

If C', 

ItAll 

B II 

tt C 

ti 

VERTICAL component 
Experiment 

I 	II 	III 
O.107 0.093 0.075 
O.106 0.096 0.096 
O.106 0.095 0.085 

0.572 0.549 0.532 
0.545 0.547 0.541 
0.558 0.548 0.537 

0.528 0.538 0.529 
0.544 0.527 0.522 
0.536 0.536 0.536 

TANGENTIAL component 
0.000 0.002 0.001 
O.000 0.000 0.003 
0.000 0.001 0.002 

O.354 0.336 0.381 
0.349 0.346 0.399 
0.336 0.341 0.365) 

0.341 0.366 0.373 
0.359 0.359 0.338 
0.350 0.363 0.355 

RADIAL component 

O.098 0.088 0.094 
0.095 0.082 0.088 
0.091 0.086 0.095 

O.504 0.503 0.555 
0.534 0.528 0.557( 
0.519 	0.515 	0.556 J 

0.503 0.527 0.4 
0.506 0.523 0.482 
0.505 0.525 0.508  

mean 	analytical differ. 

0.095 0.0938 + 1 % 

0.547 0.5469 ,0 

0.533 0.5469 - 2 % 

0 0 0 

0.356 0.3670 - 3 % 

0.355 0.3670 - 3 % 

0.090 0.0938 - 4 % 

0.529 0.5470 - 3 % 

0.512 0.5470 - 6 % 

Load at 
Point 

11All 

experim. 



POINT 

TABLE 	III. 

VERTICAL 	component 

C 	D E F 
98 	90 328 353 262 233 
99 	82 377 393 307 327 
99 	93 331 338 278 221 
33 	99 350 401 256 233 

105 	87 353 300 259 214 
101 	37 341 361 327 256 

MEAN 93 	91 346 300 281 247 
94.5 c101) 363 (326) 263 202 \ 

RADIAL component 

POINT A 	B C D E F 
107 94 304 347 315 245 

93 73 287 323 261 254 
97 70 306 274 331 293 

111 124 316 287 229 265 
122 93 293 266 233 207 
113 95 275 255 252 259 

107 93 297 292 270 260 
100 (100) 295 (326) 269 '230) 

POINT 	A 

TANGENTIAL 
B 

component 
C 	D E F 

113 108 106 95 400 563 
115 105 93 107 533 600 
119 92 136 112 523 514 
144 97 135 113 559  600 

32 33 99 100 517 540 
127 99 02 103 522 547 

524 561 
107 (121) 108 (128) 543 (590) 



the change of length of the bar were measured and the force 

in bar was then: 

(x \ 	y\ ' n 

	

.. 	i  

for unit loads applied at joint "q" in the directions X, Y, Z, 

13. 

The speed of convergence slowed up, when the number of relaxations 

increased. The values of reaction components showed the 

characteristic oscillation. 

The above example shows clearly the practical importance of 

experimental methods. Even in such a simple case of space 

structure as the above, the analytical approach has taken several 

days — the experiment yielded quite reliable results in a few 

hours. 

2. /ii/ Determination of bar forces by means of the  

turnbuckles and by the alteration of the length of  

the considered bar. 

In simple space structures after determination of the reaction 

.components, one is able to calculate all the stresses in the bars. 

In more complex structures, however, this will not be possible 

and certain loads in individual members must also be found 

experimentally. To determine the force in a bar of the loaded 

structure, the distance between the nodes 
altered 

must be already by a known amount Al. 

connected by that bar 

Ttiis was done by inserting very small turnbuckles in those 

bars which were to be analysed. A number of these turnbuckles in 

different bars can be seen in Fig.51. 

The displacements of various joints of the structure due to 
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respectively and the corresponding influence coefficients of 

stress of bar "c-d" for example are denoted by: 

IC' x)jcd 	(G'y)ce. 	and \,C 	 cd zi  

EXPERIMENT III. 

To compare the analytical and experimental results obtained 

by this method a model of a braced dome was built. 

There was no question of a prototype structure and the actual 

stress distribution in the model was calculated for two 

particular load systems. 

This structure shown in Figs.51 somolotif was analysed 

theoretically by a relaxation process on the assumption that 

bending of the lattice bars was negligible. Two loading systems 

were considered: a vertical load acting at the centre of the 

dome and at the joint "D". In the latter case to simplify the 

analysis the symmetrical and skew-symmetrical loading consisting 

of two equal vertical loads at "D" and "G" was used. 

Plate 4+  gives the general lay-out of the structure and shows 

the bar stresses. Piate 5 gives the distorteL, shape ).E' ttiL, UUM6' 

structure due to the applied load. 

Table IV shows a comparison between calculated and experimental 

stresses under vertical point loads at the centre of the dome 

and at the joint "D"-. 

+/ All Plates are at the end of Part II. 
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The agreement is good and inspires confidence that the 

experimental approach is a sound one, Once again, the time 

used for measurement of diePlemomehte of the model nodes le 

only a small fraction of time required by the analytical 

approach. 

Ilecapitulatian. 

Two different methods have been outlined; 

a/ aisplacement of supports and calculation of reaction 

oomponenta# 

b/ determination of the force in Particular members by 

alteration of length of individual bars. 

The first is especially useful in the case of simple space 

structures on a limited number of suPPorts. In these, a 

knowledge of the reaction components eliminates the redundancy 

and usually enables one to find the stresses in all members 

of the structure. 

In space structures having a large number of supports, the 

stresses in the supporting, struts due to unit loads acting at 

various Pints of the structure are very small and even a small 

error in the t!',trut load can 	introduce quite a big one in 

members at a distance from the support. 

In structures having very stiff ring girders or a complicated 

and highly redundant grid of members it is of limited help to 

know the daghitUdeS aid the forces in the supporting struts' 

in these cases the direct detertination of the load in any 

member, which is even simpler in application, gives results very 



TABLE IV. 

Comparison of ANALYTICAL and EXPERIMENTAL 
stresses due to W=10 000 lb.at  "D" 

/Model of the braced dome, Experiment III/ 

BAR ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENTAL 

A-D -9 340 lb -10 750 lb 
A-E +6 676 + 6 270  
A-G -1 355 - 1 480 
A-F -1 290 - 1 050 
D-E -10 952 -10 800 
F-C + 	869 + 	836 
E-F + 	457 + 	500 
D-7 -7 914 - 9 410 
E-5 -1 993 - 1 965 
F-3 - 	696 - 	635 
G-I - 	238 - 	400 
D-6 -15 243 -15 700 
E-6 +9 497 + 8 900 
E-4 -1 919 	, - 1 920 
F-4 + 	313 + 	640 
F-2 - 	85 - 	450 
G-2 - 	270 - 	330 
1-2 + 	357 + 	740  
2-3 + 	707 + 1 160 
3-4 +1 542 + 1 476 
4-5 +3 260 + 3 460  
5-6 +3: 397 + 3 020 
6-7 +13 597 +14 800 
11-2 + 	245 + 	200 
4-V - 	608 - 	590 

LOAD 	W= 10 000 lb at the centre of the dome 

2-F -1 403 - 1 373 
A-C -8 434 - 8 500 
C-D +5 142 + 4 370 
9-10 +3 815 + 3 570 
D-7 -2 178 - 2 360 
E-5 -2 273 - 2 360 
3-4 +3 815 + 3 790 
B-G +5 142 + 5 400 
A-G -8 434 - 8 970 
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quickly. Also the turnbuckles are very easy in production and 

cost very little. This method can be used for any structure 

with straight members and is especially useful for highly 

redundant structures. The load in a member determined by this 

method does not influence the accuracy of the result for loads 

in neighbouring bars, because the loads for each member are found 

independently. In both these methods large displacements would 

normally be used. The advantage of this lies in the fact that 

cathetometers, micrometer screws or even ordinary dial gauges 

can be used for measuring joint displacements, which in the 

cases described were 	or more. 

These experiments permitted several conclusions to be drawn 

and enabled a proper measurement technique to be developed for 

further experiments. 

When displacements were imposed on the model structure, some 

of the compression members tended to buckle, with a consequent 

reduction in their effective modulus of elasticity. 

This was prevented by attaching "splints" made of lengths 

of. z  rod to these members by soft wire- these being 

unconnected to the joints carried no load but stabilised the 

struts against buckling. In  further experiments it was found 

that the use of smallTbrags-or aluminium tubes instead of rods 

can reduce very considerably the danger of buckling in slender 

compression members. 

The influence of buckling is shown immediately by deviation 

of experimental points from a straight line. 
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In theory one measurement of the joint displacement 

corresponding to a known change of length A' of a bar is 

sufficient to determine the influence stress in this particular 

member. In practice, however, several measurements for each 

bar should be made, increasing the imposed deformation in the 

member gradually and measuring the corresponding deflexions of 
A 

the node. By plotting 4A against C)z'x or S the experimental 

line is obtained; the slope of this line gives the values of the 

force in the bar considered. 

The graphical method of obtaining the mean experimental 

value proved to be very quick and sufficiently accurate. 

Possible errors in the experimental values can be introduced 

by too large deformations induced in the model, since they may ' 

change the geometry of the structure. 

It is especially important to avoid this in models of flat 

domes. However, even in these cases, the non-linear effect of 

the large deformations can be eliminated for all practical 

purposes by taking the differences between deflexion ordinates 

produced in opposing directions from the neutral unstressed 

configuration of the model. 

Quick measurements of the joint displacements can be made by 

means of cathetometers or by ordinary dial gauges. 

One has to be especially careful when dealing with joints 

producing very small deflexions. Ordinary dial grauges would 

give inaccurate results in this case, as the dial plunger exerts 
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a considerable pressure upon the joint changing its real 

deflexions. To eliminate this, two dial gauges for each joint 

should be used in these cases: one directed down, the other up; 

or special -types of very light and extremely sensitive gauges. 

The BATY small size gauges have been found to be very useful 

in this respect. They permit readings of .000I" and are 

equipped with a reversing lever enabling the gauge to be 

operated with either an upward or downward motion of the contact 

point which has an operational arc of 180 degrees. 

This brief description of the technique used in these 

experiments shows that the measurements of the joint 

displacement6 can be taken very quickly, requiring fairly simple 

measuring devices. The experimental results agree in general 

quite closely with the analytical, proving that in case of 

braced domes the experimental approach is a sound and practical 

one. 

2. /iii/ Standard bar units. 

During these experiments the idea was conceived of using 

specially constructed bar units, which would allow a rapid 

setting up of models and which would possess several additional 

advantages. The models used in the &Jove-described experiments 

wore quite easy and cheap in construction, but were used once 

only for the particular dimensions and rigidities of the 

members. If different rigidities had to be studied, or a change 

in length of some bars introduced, a completely new model had 
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to be built. This could be easily avoided, if the above 

mentioned bar units were used for the construction of the model. 

These units resemble the well-known "Meccano" sets. 

Fig.55 gives the general view of one bar unit. 

It consists of two small size brass tubes, having their 

diameters so chosen that one tube is free to slide in the other. 

The bigger diameter tube "A" has at one end a fixed collar "C", 

the smaller tube "B" has a movable collar HD" which can slide 

along, the tube and can be fixed in any position by means of 3 

small screws. The collars in turn support a spring unit "E" 

consisting of a length of an open coiled spring soldered at its 

ends to two identical heads "F", each of which is provided with 

3 screws to fix rigidly the spring unit to the collars. The 

other ends of the tubes are closed by means of small caps 111.111 

through which pass thin threaded pins "G"4 connecting the bar 

unit with a brass joint ball. 

These balls are provided with a number of holes drilled at 

different angles enablipg a space connection of several bar 

units to the same ball joint. 

As seen from the above description the length "L" of the bar 

unit can be changed without any difficulty by sliding the 

movable collar "D" along the tube, pushing the tube "B" inside 

the larger size tube "A" /for decrease of length/, or pulling 

it out /for increase of length/ and fixing the collar "D" in 

the new correct position by means of screws. 

The rigidity of the bar is represented by the rigidity of the 
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spring. Therefore a change in the cross-sectional area of any 

bar necessitates only an exchange of the spring unit. 

The change of rigidity of the spring can be represented by 

a corresponding change in the number of the coils or, if 

necessary, by a change in the diameter of the coil wire, and this 

can be done fairly simply. 

The main advantage of this "Meccano" -like set lies in the 

fact that, with a sufficient number of standard bar units, any 

model of a space structure can be constructed in a very short 

time; after experiments the model can be dismantled and the bar 

units used again for different models. 

It is thought, therefore, that this advantage would quickly 

offset the initial high cost of these elements. 

The "Meccano" set would partially eliminate self -straining 

in the model of redundant structures caused by inaccuracies 

in the lengths of the bars. 

Any differences in height of the joints observed after the 

construction of the model could be controlled and removed by 

a slight change in position of the movable collar "D" in bars 

meeting at the joint concerned. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE DOME OF DISCOVERY, 

3. /i/ General introduction. 

After experiments with example of rather simple braced dome 

it was decided to construct a model of a more complex space 

structure.and to investigate the possibility of determining the 

stresses in such cases using the same experimental technique. 

The DOME of DISCOVERY, constructed as one of the main 

features of the Festival of Britain, 1951, has been chosen for 

this purpose, being at that time the biggest structure of this 

type in the world. 

The main framework of this dome supporting the roof consisted 

of a system of intersecting circular alluminium alloy ribs of 

triangular lattice construction with a maximum length between 

intersections of about 57 feet. Fig.56. 

The main ribs were supported on a circular steel ring girder 

of welded steel plate construction, which contained and 

distributed the outward thrust from the ribs. The ring girder 

rested on 48 welded steel tubular strusts arranged in a saw-

tooth pattern, sloping outwardly and forming 24 bipods pin-

connected to the ring girder at the top and to heavy concrete 

foundation blocks at the bottom. 

The general lay-out of the dome and the dimensions are given 

in the Plate 6. 

The bracing members in the Dome of Discovery were individually 
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arched ribs and if they acted independently the stress analysis 

would have presented no special problems, - since, however, they 

were connected at all points of intersection the structure 

exhibited a very high degree of redundancy, and if full advantage 

were to be taken of the construction an analysis would be a 

lengthy and complex matter. A straightforward approach by the 

use of classical methods is impracticable owing to the very large 

number of simultaneous equations. 

The structure can be analysed as a whole by the relaxation 

method but even using this method the computation is considerable 

and requires a team skilled in this technique and working under 

the guidance of experienced surpervisor. In fact, after 

construction of this dome, the relaxation method was applied as 

a check, and results have been described elsewle. /28/ 

3. /ii/ Model. 

In the actual structure the bracing members were inter-

connected by means of rigid joints, introducing in ribs not only 

axial loads, but bending moments and torques. It was felt, 

however, that the axial thrusts in the more heavily loaded 

members were by far the most important actions. 

Therefore the usual assumption was made that the ribs and 

the supporting struts would take axial loads only and that the 

heavy steel girder would be subjected to bending moments only. 

Under this assumptions a geometrically and elastically 

similar model of the Dome of Discovery was made. 



0 

F ig.57. The model of the Dome of Discovery. 
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Lm Scale of length k3= 70  was chosen as = 35, giving the span 

of the model = 10#-6" and the height = 2'-7n. 

The ribs were made from L" diameter steel rods, giving 

I 
k-= 

	

	and the scale of flexural rigidity of the ring 
AE
AEm  
p 404 

girder k3= EIm  = 

EI 

The ring girder was made frommild steel rod and the bipods 

from thin brass tubes. The supporting struts wore pin—connected 

to the ring girder and to the support bases by means of small 

pins, enabling small adjustments of length of struts and height 

of joints. 

The support plates were constructed so as to fix the feet of 

the bipods in position, but at the same time to ensure their 

freedom of rotation, without the possibility of play between 

the ball joint and the base plate. 

The general view of the model is given in Fig. 57. 

The model was constructed in two separate parts: 

a/ the upper part consisting of the dome bracing,, 

b/ the lower part consisting of the heavy ring girder 

connected with the supporting bipods. 

First, the upper part without the ring girder was fixed to 

rigid supports and the loads in bars due to a unit load at the 

centre of the dome were found experimentally. The domed grid 

was then connected with the ring girder and with the complete 

model fixed in position the experimental method was used again 

to find the stresses in the same bars due to a unit load acting 

I  
— 494 900 
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E56-E57  
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E58
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59 	52 
E_ -C 

	

55 	44 

C_ -D 

	

50 	51 
C54-D43 

C46  -D47 

C50  H35  

C46 H29 

C54-H41 

C48-G33 

44-&27 
-G 

	

)̀52 	39 

TABLE 	V. 

in bars uner unit vertical loa at 0 

EXPERIMENTAL 

- 	2.130 

- 	2.156 

- 	2.290 

+ 	1.545 

+ 	1.515 

+ 	1.520 

- 	0.143 

- 	0.204 

- 	0.065 

0.633 

0.555 

0.526 

+ 	0.307 

+ 	0.310 

+ 	0.366 

- 	0.164 

- 	0.180 

- 	0.175 

0 

- 	0.034 

+ 	0.026 

MEAN 

- 	2.192 

+ 	1.527 

- 	0.137 

- 	0.571 

+ 	0.327 

- 	0.173 

- 	0.003 

ANALYTICAL 

- 	2.184 

+ 	1.514 

- 	0.139 

- 	0.543 

+ 	0.308 

- 	0.250 



+ 0,170 

+ 0.190 

+ 0.189 

+ 0.133 

+ 0.108 

+ 0.070 

0;121  1 

 - 0.088 

- 0.087 

0 

+ 0.018 

+ 0.039 

- 0.103 

- 0.101 

- 0.096 

- 0.060 

- 0.039 

- 0.078 

TABLE V. /cent./ 

EXPERIMENTAL 	MEAN 	ANALYTICAL 

- 0.139 1 

- 0.158 

- 0.175 

BARS 

D47-G31 
D51-G37 
D43-G25 

G34-G33 
G40-G39 
G27-G28 

H32-G31 
H
38

-G-
37 

H26-G25 

H32-A11 
H38-A19 
H26-A3 

H29-F8 
H _-F 3b 16 
H41-F24 

28-F6 
G34-F14 
G40-F22 

G31-B9 
G37-B11 
G _-B 25 1 

- 	0.157 - 	0.137 

T + 	0.183 + 	0.172 

•- + 	0.104 + 	0.135 

- 	0.099 - 	0.156 

) 

+ 	0.019 + 	0.012 

- 	0.100 - 	0.094 

- 	0.059 J.031 
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at the same point. 

The 1)ade in the ribs, found experimentally, wore in both 

cases very similar. Table V shows a comparison between the 

experimental and analytical loads in members of the dome under 

a unit load at 061. 

The agreement between the analytical and mean experimental 

values is in general very good. The experimental determination 

)f the influence coefficients is shown in Plate 7. 

On an average 10 - 15 measurements of the joint displacements 

were taken for each bar, enabling a long experimental line to be 

drawn, whose slope, determined graphically, gives the stress in 

the member. Some lines are exceptionally good, a few of them 

indicate the influence of buckling by deviation of experimental 

points from the straight line. 

Some differences in values of stresses in bars, which, under 

symmetrical loading,, should get the same stress, can be explained 

by small inaccuracies in the dimensions of the model, which were 

inevitable aurinc the construction. Especially, a small change 

in the heicht of any joint can introduce quite considerable 

errors in bars meetin, at this joint. This is due to the 

unusually low ratio4 of height to span of. the structure. 7— 

42'-9" = 1 /. In fact, if we imagine the six bars meeting at 
342' 	8 
any one joint to be isolated and considered alone, this ratio is 

much.  higher. Such a configuration can easily introduce "toggle 

action", where the displacements are no longer proportional to 

the loads and where Hooke's Law ceases to be valid. 
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0 /09 0 0 - 1423 18594 	j  6/- 56  5/.78 - 	/8 95 o + 	1 45 - 981 2 0 + 	75%1 

.5/ -- 	55 5178 - 	9- 48 - 16.4/ + 	1.45 - 490.9 - 849.7 4- 	75.1 46 54 	13 944 109 + 8056 -1232 - 	712 

46 54 	13 944 109 - 8056 - 12 32 + 712 61 - 	60  51.78 IL  9 48 - 	/6 .41 -i. 	1 	45 + 490 9 - 899.7 t 75.1 

6/- 	59 5/.78 + 18 95 0 -+ 	1.45 + 98/.2 0 t 	75.1 1 8594  o /09 o 0 	 +1423 

6/ - 	58 5/.78 4- 	9 48 + 	i6.9/ 4 	t .45 + 490.9 + 849.7 1- 75.1 9654 13 994 109 + 8056 + 1232 + 712 

6 / - 	57  5178 - 	9.49 + 16.41 4 	1.45 - 490.9 + 899.7 + 754 4654  139949 109 - 8056 + 1232 -712 
0 0 0 0 0 58- 57  52.27  - 19 96 0 0  - 991.0 0 o /8789 

57- 56 52-27 - 	9-47 - 16.41 o - 995.0 - 857 8 0 4688 /9 076 0 + 8123 0 0 

56-55 52.27 + 9.47 - 16.9/ 0  + 495.0 - 857-8 0 4688 19 076 0 - 8123 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 55-60  52-27 + 18 96  o  o -+ 991-0 0 0 19789 

60-59  5227 + 9 47 +16-4i 0 + 495-0 + 857.8 0 4688 /4 076 0 -f- 	8/23 0 0 

59-58  52.27 - 9.47 -I- 	/6.4/ 0 - 495.0 + 857.8 0 4688 19075 0 - 8123 0 0 

49-57  55.46 - 9.48 - 15.69 - 	3.03 - 5258 - 870.2 	-168 • 0 4985 13653 509 t 8250 +2637 + 1593 

49-58  55.46 + 9.48 - 15.69 - 	3-03 + 5258 - 870 2 - 168.0 9985 

47- 57  55.46 + 18.32 + 0.36 - 	3.03 +1016.0 	+ 20.0 	- 168.0 /86/3 

47-56  55.46 + 8 85 - 16.05 - 	3.03 + 490.8 	- 890-1 	- 168.0 9343 
45-55 5546 +18-32 - 0.36 - 3 03 4 10/6.0 	- 20.0 - /68.0 /9613 
45- 56  55.46 -1- 8 .85 +16.05 - 	3 03 + 490.8 + 8901 - /68.0 4343 19286 509 x- 7877 - 2697  - 1987 

93-55 55.46 - 948 + /5.69 - 3.03 - 525 8 * 870.2 - 168.0 4985 

43-60  5546 + 9.98 + 15.69 - 3-03 +5258 + 870.2 - 168.0 4985 - 2637 - 1593 

53-60 55.46 - 18.32 - 0.36 -3.03 - 10/6.0 - 20.0 - /68.0 /86 / 3  + 	61  + 3078 

53 - 59 55.46 - 8.85 +16.05 -3 03 - 490.8 +890.1 	- 168.0 4343 /9286 509 - 787? - 2697 + 1487 

4393 14286 509 +7877 +2697 + 1487 51- 59  5546 - 8.85 -16.05 -3-03 - 490.8 - 890.1 	- /68.0 

51= 5,8- 55-46 - 18.32 + 0-36 - 	3.03 - 10/6.0 +_20.0 - 168.0 18613 7 ' 509 - 366 	 
48-57  59.49 + 8.84 - 15.3! - 4.10 + 525.9 -910.8 - 243.9-  4649 13 994 1000 - 8052 

46-56  59.49 + 17.68 0 - 4./0 +10 5/.8 0 -243.9 18 596 o lOoo 0 

44-55 59.49 + 9.84 + /5.3/ - 4.10 + 525.9  +910-8 - 243.9 4649 /3999 Woo + 8052 
- 293.9 9699 13994" 1000 - 8052 - 3734 +2156 

54-60 59.49 - 8.84 + 15.31 - 4.10 - 525.9 + 9/0.8 
0 1000 0 0 +4312 52-59  5949 - 17. 68 0 -4.10 - 1051 9 0 - 243 9 /8596 

4649 13944 , 1000 + 8052 +37341 +2156 50-58 59.49 - 8.84 -15-3/ - 	4.10 - 525-9-- 9/0.8 - 243.9 

43-44 57.57 - /8.32 + 0.38H  + 	1.07 -/059.7 + 21.9 + 	61.6 /9322 8 66 - 4ot 
8 66 + 401 

54-43 57-57 - /8 32 - 0.38 - 	1.07 -1054-7 H  - 	21.9 - 61.6 19322 
14 /36 66 - 8553 44-95 57-57 - 9.98 _ -0- 15.67 - 	1.07 - 545-8 1 +9024 - 	61 6 5/74 

45-46 57.57 - 8.83 +1.5.05 + 	1 07 - 608.3 4. 924-0 + 6/ 6 49 88 /4830_._ 66 - 8158 
14830 66 + 8158 46 -47 57.57 + 8.83 +16.05 - 	1 07 + 508.3 +924.0 - 	61.6 9488 
14 136 66 + 8553 47-48 57.57 + 9.98 +15-67 + 	1.07 + 546.8 + 902-/ + 	6/.6 5179 

48-49 57.57 + 18 32 4 0.38 - 	1.07 +1054.7 + 2!• 9 - 	6/.6 /9322 $ 66 + 401 - 23 -1129 

49-50 57.57 + /8 32 - 0.38 + 	/ 07 + 1054-7 - 	21.9 + 	61.6 19322 8 66 - 	401 - 23 + 1129 

14136 66 - 8553  + 965  - 584  - 	6/ 6 5174 50-51 57.57 + 9.98 - 15.67 - 	/07 + 545.8 -902.1 

51-52 57.57 + 8•83 - 16.05 + 	1.07 + 508.3 -924.0 + 	61.6 9488 /9830 66 - 8/58 - 989  + 544 

52-53  57 57 - 8.83 - 16.05 - 	1 07 - 508.3 - 929.0 - 	61.6 44963 14930 66 + 8158 + 989 + 544 

53-54 57.57 - 9.49 -15.67 + 	1.07 - 545.8 - 902.1 + 	61.6 5179 14136 66 ÷ 8553 - 965 - 584 

50-35  96.45 + 7.24 + 12.54 t 	5.38 + 698 3 I-1209.4 +5/8 9 5056 15166 2792 + 8757 + 6507 +3757 

48-32 96.95 - 7.24 + 12. 59 --4. 	5 38 - 698 3 + 1209.4 + 5/8.9 5056 15166 2792 - 8757 

46-29  96.45 - 1448 0 + 	5 38 -1396 6 0 + 5/8.9 20223 0 2792 0 O -7514 

44-26 96.45 - 7-29 -12.59 + 	5.38 - 698-3 - /209.9 + 6/8.9 505'6 15/66 2792 + 8757 
15166 2792 - 8757 - 6507 +3757 sos6 + 5/8.9 54-41  96.46 +7-24 -12.54 + 	5-38 + 698 3 - 12094 

52-38 96.95 +1998 0 + 5 38 +/396.6 0 + 5/8.9 20223 0 2792 0 o +7514 
59 98/ - 1097 - 240 +4283 

50-36 60.99 4- 17 5/ - 0 98 + 4 01 + 1067-9 - 59.8 + 244.6 /8699 

50-3q 60.99 - 	9.6/ -+ 	14.69 + 	9 01 - 5864 + 895.9,+ 244 6 5632 /3 /6/ 981 - 8610  +3593  - 235/  

48-33 60.99 + 9.6/ + /4.69 + 4 01 +. 5864 + 895.9 + 294 8 5632 /3161 981 + 8510 +3593 +2351 

59 98/ + 1047 - 240 -4283 48-3/ 60.99 - 175/ - 0 98 + 4 01 -1067.9 - 59.8 1-  244 5 18699 
14976 981 - 7559  -1- 3832 -1935 46-30  60.99 - 7-9/ --/-- 	/5.67 t 	9.0/ - 482.9 +955.7 ±. 244 6 3816 

46-28 60.99 - 7 91 - /5.67 + 	4.01 - 482.4 -955-7 + 244.6 3816 14976 981 + 7559 - 3832 -1935 

44-27  60 99 - (7.51 + 0.98 + 9 at -  /067.9  + 59.9 + 244 6 18699 59 981 - /047 + 240 -4283 

49-25  60.99 + 9.61 -14.69 + 	4.01 +586.1 -8959 + 244.5 5632 /3 /6/ 981 - 86/o - 3593 

54-42  60.99 - 9 6/ -14.69 + 	4.01 - 586./ - 895 9 t- 299 6 5632 /316/ 981 +8610 - 3593 - 2351 

54- 40  60 99 +17-5/ + 0.98 + 	4.01 + /067.9 + 59 8 f 	244 6 1869n 59 99/ -4 1047 + 290 + 4283 

52-39  60.99 +7.91 - /5.67 + 	9.01 + 482.4 - 955.7 + 244 6 3816 /9 976 981 - 7559 -3832 + 1935 

52-37  60-99 +7.91 +15.67 + 	9.01 +482 9 + 955.7 + 244.6 38/6 19976 981  +7559 +3832 +1935 

49-34 66.38 + 8.7/ +14.3/ + 5_08 + 578 2 + 949.9 + 357.2 5036 13 593 1713 + 8274_+ 4825 +2937 
 	/3593 17/3 , - 8279 	+ 4826' -2937 

49 -33  66.38 - 8.7/ t 14.3/ + 	5.08 - 578-2 + 999.9 ± 337.2 5035 
47-3/ 66.38 - 8.03 + 19-69 + 	5.08 - 533.0 + 975.1 + 337.2 9280 19324 1713 -783o + 4954 -2708 

10 17/3 -1- 422 - 	/28 - 5645 97-30  66.39 -1674 - 0.38 + 	S 08 - 1111-2 - 25.2 + 337.2 1860/ 

• 45-28 66.39 -15.74  4- 0.38 + 	5 08 - 1111 	2 + 25-2 + 337.2 /860/ lo 1713 - 922 ÷ 	128 - 5645 

45-27 66.38 - 8.03 - 14.69 + 	5 08 - 533.0 -975./ + 337.2 4280 /4324 1713 +7830 - 4954 -2708 

13593 1713 +8274 - 9825 -2937 + 337.2 5036 
5036 

43-25  66.38 - 8.7/ -14.3/ + 	5.08 - 578.2 - 949-9 
13593-  1713 -8279 -4825 +2937 	1 

 	43-42 66.38 + 8.71 -19.31 + 	5.08 + 578 2 -949.9 + 337.2 
53-90 66 38 + 8.03 - 19.69 5 08 __+ + 533.0 - 975.1 + 	337.2 9280 /4324 17/3 -7830 - 4954 +2708 

 	53-39 66 38 +16.74 + 0.38 + 	508 - 	1111.2 + 	25.2 + 	337.2 1860/ to 1713 + 422 + 	/28 +5645 

51-37 66 38 + 16.79 - 0.38 + 	508 + Ira 2 - 	25.2 + 337 2 /8601 to 1713 - 422 -  128  +5645 

5/-36 66 38 ' + 8 03 + 19.69 + 	5.08 + 533 0 + 975./ + 337 2 4280 19324 1713 +7830 + 4969 + 2708 

35-/5 572.81 + 3.75 + 6.5/ + 9.03 + 2148 0 +3729.0 +2308.9 8055 29276 9303 4 13983 +15028 8657 

32-1/ 572 81 - 3.75 + 6 51 + 	4.03 -21480 +37290 +2308.9 8055 29276 9303 -13 983 + 15028 - 9657 

 	29-7 572 81 -7-52 o + 	4 03 -4307 5 0 + 2308 4 32 392 0 9303 0 o - /7359 

26- 3 572 8/ -3 75 - 6 5/ + 	9 03 - 2148.0 -3729.0 + 2308 4 8065 29 276 9303 +13993 - 15028 - 8657 

4/-23 572 81 4 3 7S - 6 5/ + 	4 03 +21480 - 3729-0 + 2308.4 8055 29276 9303 -13983 -15028 + 8657 

38-19 5729/ +7 52 o + 	9.03 +4307.5 0 +2309 4 32392 0 9 303 0 o + 17359 

35-16 	77.2/ + 1589 2 8/ + 	9 03 +1226 9 - 217 0 + 	311 2 /9495 610 1254 - 3448 - 875 +4945 

35-19 77 21 - 	'0- 39 +12.37 + 	4 03 - 802 2 + 955./ + 	311-2 8335 118/5 254 - 9923 + 3849 -3233 

52-40 77 2/ - 15.99 - 2 8/ + 	4 03 -1226.9 - 217.0 + 	311 2 19495 6/0 1259 + 3448 - 875 - 4945 

3242 77.21 + /0.39 +12.37 -+ 	4.03 + 802.2 + 9551 + 3// 2 8335 1/ 8/5 /254 + 9923 + 3849 +3235 

29-6 77-2/ - 	5.52 15 /7 + 	4 03 -426 2 -1171-3• + 	3//-2 2353 /7769 1259 +6965 -972o - 1 718 

29-8 77.2/ - 5.52 + 15 17 + 	4 03 -926.2 + 1171•3 t- 	311 2 2353 /7769 1259 - 6965 +4720 - 17/8 

26-2 -77.2/ + 10.39 -42.37 + 	403 +802 2 - 955./ t 	3 /1.2 8335 11815 /259 -9923 - 3849 +3233 

26-4 77.2/ - /5.89 + 2 8/ + 	403 -/2269 + 217-0 + 	311.2 19495 610 1254 	 -  3948  + 875 -4945 

41-24  7721 1 	- /0.39 - 12.37 + 	4 03 - 802.2 - 955./ + 	3//.2 8335 11 8/5' 1254 + 9923 -3849 -3233 

91-22 77.21 + /5.99 + 2 8/ 4 	4 03 +1226 9 + 217.0 + 	311.2 19495 6/0 /254 +3948  + 875  +4945  

38-20 772/ + 5.52 - 15 17 + 	9 03 +426 2 - 1171.3 + 	3// 2 2353 17769 /254 -6465 -9720 + 1718  

38-18 77.2/ -+ 	5.52 4 /5./7 + 	4.03 +426.2 + 	1171•3 + 	311-2 2353 17769 1259 + 6465 + 4720 + 1718 

25-2 /53.26 - 6.46 - /0.22 ÷ 	5.40 - 9420-/ - 1566 3 + 827.6 6396 16008 4469 + 10(19 - 8458 -5346 

42-21  153 26 -+ 6.46 - 10.22 + 	5.90 + 990.1 - /566.3 + 8276 63 96 16008 9469 -10119 - 8458 +5346 

27-4  /53 26 - 5.62 - 10.71 + 	5.40 - 86/-3 -1641-4 -I- 8276 481/ /7579 4469 + 9225* - 8869 - 4651 

28-6  153 26 - 12 09 + 0 50 + 	5.40 -1852-9 + 76 6 + 827 6 22 402 38 4469 - 926 + 919 -10006 

30-8 /53-26 - 12 09 - 0.50 + 	5 40 -1852-9 - 76 6 t 827.6 22402 38 9969 + 926 - 419 - 10005 

31- /0 153.26 - 5.62 -+ /0.7/ + 	5 40 - 86/-3 + 1691.4 t 827 6 484/ 17579 4469 - 9225 + 8869 - 465/ 

33 -12 /53.26 - 6.46 -+ 10 22 + 	5-40 - 990./ + 15663 + 827.6 63 96 16008 4469 -101/9 + 8458 - 5346 
/6008 4469 +101/9 + 8458 +5346 34-14 153 26 + 6 46 -+ /0.22 + 	5.40 + 990-! + 1566.3 + 827.6 6396 

36-16  /53.26 + 5 62 + /0.7/ -1- 	5.40 + 861.3 4 '641.4 + 8276 4841 17579 9969 + 9225 +8869 +465/ 

37- /8 /53-26 412-09 - 0.50 + 	5 90 +1852-9 - 	76.5 + 827.6 22 402 38 4469 - 926 - 919 +10006 
38 4469 + 926 + 414 +10006 39-20 /53-26 +12-09 +0- 50 .4- 	S.90 +1952-9 + 76 6 + 8276 22 902 

40-22 /53-26 + 	5-62 -10-71 4 	5.40 + 86/•3 - (641.4 + 8276 9891 /7579 9969 -9225 - 8864 + 9651 

41-42, 7/ 99 - /685 - 	.is - 	1.37 - 1211.3 - 154-6 - 	98 5 20.410 332 /35 + 2609  -1- 	212 + 1660 

25-26  7/ 89 - /6 85 + 2.15 1 37 -/2//.3 + 154.6 + 	98. 5 204/0 332 135 -2609 + 	212-  -1560 

26-27  71. 89 - /an -i- /3. 52 - 	I•37 -738-3 + 971.9 - 	98 5 7582 /3 190 /35 - 9982 - 1332 +1012 

28-29,  7/ 89 - 6 57 4  4 /5.67 t 	1•37 -472.3 +1126.5 + 	98.5 3/03 17652 135 -740/ + /543  - 647 

29-30 7( 89 - 6.57 + 15-67 - 	1•37 +472.3 + 1(26.5 - 	98.5 3/03 /7652 /35 +7401 - 1543 -647  

3/-32  7189 + 10.27 + 1 3.52 -- 	1.37 +7383 + 971.9 + 	98.5 7582 /3 190 135 +9982 + 1332 +1012 	- 

32-33 71 89 +16-85 + 2./5 - 	1.37 + /2// 3 + 	154.6 - 	98.5 204/0 332 135 + 2604 - 2/2 -1660 

34-35  7/ 89 + /6.85 - 245 -t- 	1.37 + /2/1 3 - (54.6 t 	98.5 20910 332 /35 -2509 - 2/2  +1660 

35-36 7199 + /0.27 - /3.52 - 	1.37 + 7383 - 97/.9 - 	98.5 7582 13 (40 135 - 9982 * 1332 -1012 

37-39 7/ 89 4- 6.57 -15-67 t 	1.37 + 472.3 - 1126.5 + 	98.5 3/03 17652 /35 -740/ -1543 + 697  

38-39 7/.89 - 6.57 -(5.67 - 	/.37 - 472.3 - 1:26.6 - 	98%5 3103 /7662 135 +7401 +1543 ÷ 647 

40-4/ 1/ 89  - /0.27 - [3.52 + 	1-37 - 738.3 - 97/.9 + 	98.5 7S82 13190 135 + 9982 - /332 -1012 
20 456 0 0 0 0 0 25-42  67-41 + 17.42 0 0 + 1/74-3 0 0 

27-28 67-4i - 8 71 + /5.07 o - 587./ + /015.9 0 514 /5310 0  - 8898 o o 
153/0 0 + 8848 o 0 0 5/14 30-31 67. 91 + 8.7/ + /5.07 0 + 5874 + 1015.9 

33- 34 67.41 4 17-42 0 0 +1174-3 41 0 20 456 0 0 0 0 0 
15310 0 - 8898 0 0 36-37 67.41 + 8.7/ - 15.07 0 -/- 597.) - 1015.9 0 5114 

39-40 67.4/ , 	- 	8-7/ - /5.07 0 - 587-i - 10/5.9 0 5719 153/0 0 + 8848 0 0 
/3 116 256/ + 9348 - 5796 -913/ 1-92 87.83 -4- 	8.7/ + /2.22 - 540 +7650 + /073.3 - 479.3 6663 

1 -25 8783 - 8.7/ + /2-22 - 5.40 -7660 + /073.3 - 979.3 6663 /3 116 2561 - 9348 -5796 +9/31 
5-27 87.83 + 1 4-94 - 	1.93 - 	5.40 +13 /2.2 - 	/25.6 - 474-3 19 604 190 256/ - 1876 + 678 -7086 
5-28 8783 + 6 23 + /3 69 - 	5.40 + 547-2 +!1 98.0 - 	474.3 34o9 1634/ 256/ +7464 -6969 - 2955 
9-30 87 83 

« 
4- 	6.23 - 13.64 - 	5.40 + 547.2 - 1198.0 - 	479.3 3409 16341 2561 -7469 +6969 - 2955 

19604 180 256/ + 1876 - 678 -7086 9-31 97 83 +19.99 + 	1.43 - 5 90 +13/2-2 + 125.6 - 	974.3 
13-33 87 83 - 8-71 - 	12.22 - 	6.40 -7650 - /073.3 - 	474.3 6663 1 3/16 2561 + 9348 ÷ 5796 +4131 
13-34 9783 + 8.71 - 12.22 - 	5.90 +7650 - i073.3 - 	474.3 6663 13116 2561 -9348 + 57 96 - 4/ 31 

17-56 8783 - 1 4.94 + 1.93 - 	5.90 -/3 /2.2 1- 	125.6 - 479 3 19604 /90 256/ - 1876 - 678 + 7086 
/7-37 87.93 - 6.23 - 13.64 - 	5.4o -5472 -1198.0 - 474.3 3909 /6341 256/ +7464 +6.969 +2955 

1639/ 256/ - 7464 - 6469 +2955 1  21-39 97 93 - 6.23 + /3 64 - 	5.90 - 547.2 + 11 98.0 - 474.3 3409 
21-40 87.93 - 14 94 - 1 43 - 	5 40 -/3/22 -125.6 - 474.3 19609 1 	/80 2561 + 1876 + 678 +7/6 

Table 
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Redundant pin-connected structures, possessing this particular 

feature require special care durin7 erection, as even small 

erection err ors due to slight changes in length of memebrd can 

introduce quite considerable stresses in bars. 

Therefore in constructing a model of a flat dome special care 

should be exercised to cot correct heights of the nodes. 

The turnbuckles, which are inserted in some members, are very 

useful in this respect and enable some inaccuracies in - the height 

of the joints to be corrected, even after welding of the joints. 

It has t) be remembere that this special care required when 

dealing experimentally with flat domes has its counterpart in 

the analytical approach which becomes correspondingly more 

sensitive. 

3. /iii/ Some notes on  the analytical approach. 

To check these experimental results the relaxation method 

was used. Even under the simplifying assumption of pin-joints 

in the dome bracing the amount of computation was considerable. 

Special care has to be taken when preparing the tables of the 

influence coefficients for bars /e.g.Table VI/, as, any mistake' 

in sign there cannot easily be traced unless two symmetrical 

units in the structure are considered and compared as a check. 

Standard relaxation technique was used in this case and al4. 

remarks male in Part I. when discussing this method are equally 

valid here. 
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Coordinates 
of the Dome model (inches) 

Point X Y Z Point X Y Z 

I 0 ^ 58-63 0 32 25.56 - 44.26 4-03 

2 15.17 56.63 0 33 8.7/ - 46.41 6.40 

3 29.3/ 50.77 0 34 - 8.7/ - 46.41 5.90 

4 41.45 41.45 0 35 -25.56 -44.26 4.03 

5 50.77 29.31 0 36 - 35.83  - 3074 5.40 

6 56.63 15.17 0 37 -44-54 - 15.67 5.40 

7 58.63 0 0 38 - 51.11 0 4.03 

8 56.63 - 15.17 0 39 - 44.54 15.67 5.40 

9 50.77 -29-31 0 40 - 35-83 30.74 5-40 

10 41.45 -41-45 0 41 - 25.56 44.26 9.03 

11 29.31 -50.77 0 42 - 8-71 46.41 5-40 

12 15'0  - 56.63 0 43 0 32.10 /0-48 

13 0 -58-63 0 49 /8.32 31.72 9.41 

il - 	15./7 -56.63 0 45 2780  /6.05 10.48 

15 - 29.31 -50.77 0 46 36.63 0 9.41 	- 

16 -41.45 - 41.95 0 47 27.80 - 16.05 10.98 

17 -50.77 - 29.31 0 48 /8.32 - 3/.72 9-4/ 

18 - 56-63 -15.17 0  49 0 - 32.10 10.48 

19 -58-63 0 0 • 50 - 19.32 - 3/-72 .9.41 

20 - 56.63 1547 0 SI -27-80 -16.05 10.48 

21 -50-77 29-3/ 0 52 - 36.63 0 9.41 

22 - 41.45 41.45 0 53 -27-80 16.05 10.48 

23 -29.3/ 50.77 0 54 - /8.32 31.72 9.91 

24 -15.17 56.63 0 55 9.48 16.41 /3.5/ 

25 8.71 46.41 5.40 56 18.95 o 13-5/ 

26  25.56 44.26 4.05 57 9.48 -1641 13.5/ 

27 35.83 30.74 - 5.90 58 -9-48 -15-41 /3.51 

28 44.54 /5.67 5.40 59 - 18.95 o /3.51 

29 51./I 0 4'03 	' 60 - 9.48 16.41 13.51 

30 44.54 -15.67 5-40 61 0 0 14.96 

3/ 35-83 -30-74 5.40 

Block reiaxabon 	used for symmetrical loadings 
units 	, inthes 

Block OC X56 X 
_ 55  46 45 44 29 28 27 26 25 55 45 44 43 28 27 xxxxxxiYyyYy\(yzzzzzz7zzzzz 26 25 61 56 55 96 45 44 43 29 28 27 26 25 

I 	U 0.133 033 93 + 	1248 -woo o t 2476 + 	6/9  0 0 0 0 0 + 84 - 	49 -I-- 	1071 - 2/95 0 0 0 0 - 	378 0 + 	579 0 - 410 - 287 + 425 0 0 • 0 0 	' 
2 U 0.180 988 92. -moo + 	848 + 3365 + 786 o 0 0 0 0 0 - 1470 + 1426 0 0 o 0 0 0 - 	516 + 15 76 0 - 780 - 269 0  0 0 0 0 0 o 
3 u 0-1809/7 48 + 3355 0 -10000 + 810 0 + 3649  + 688 0 0 0 0 -1472 0 0 +1364 0 0 0 0 - 778 0 +3028 - 98 0 0 - 1356 - 349 0 0  o 
4 U  0.170 846 71 0 + 794 o + 884 -10000 o o + 3/95 + 864 + 962 + /376 -/461 + 308 - 138 0 - 	/79 + 1996 - 1471 0 0 - 368 0 + 100 +1933 -386 o o - 732 - 642 + 402 
5 U 0.180 /8342 + /566 +3354 +1618 -10000 + 	932 0 + 3352 + 	771 0 0 - 	66 + 323 - 1541 0 - 76 + 14 11 0 0 0 - 536 - 555 - 	196 * 2320 4 	105 0  0 - 1017 - 488 0 0 
6 U  0.157 413 38 0 0 + 3/83 0 0 -10000 + 488 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 	1165 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1183 o 0 0 + 4660 - 102 0 0 0 
7 u 0. 145 06839 0 0 0 0 + 733 0 0 + 	1100 -10000 + 296/ o o + 1270 0 0 - 1448 + 467 - 378 0 0 0 0 0 - 545 0  0 0 4- 	(47 +2/43 - 241 
8 U 0. /66 333 99 0 0 0 + 7/2 + 3110 0 + 851 - l0000 + /261 0 0 + (302 - 174 0 - /472 + 781 - 	1660 0 0 0 0 0 -450 - 712 0 0 0 +2947 + 168 0 
9 a 0.117 578 45 0 0 o 0  ÷ 662 0 0 0 + 2440 -10000 0 o -10/2 + 1946 0 0 - 	306 +255 0 0 0 0 0 + 276 - 691 0 0 0 - /95 + 407 
10 U 0.177 /63 6/ 0 o +1352 +3295 0 + 1100 -10000 + 906 0 0 0 - 	75 0 0 4- 456 - 1568 0 0 0 0 0 - 686 - woo 0 0 - 230 +3754 0 0 0 
II 	v 0.179 778 51 -2920 + 	1/3 0 - 	66 + 1448 0 0 0 0 0 -/0000 + 	I + 2507 +4910 0 0 0 0 - 984 0 +1356 0 + 	11 - 67! - 948 0 0 0 0 0 
12 v  0.183 459 30 0 - 1514 0 0 - 	74 0 0 o 0 + /5/8 +2505 0 + 	I -woo 0 0 0 +2494 0 0 - 484 0 0 + 	4 +2730 0 0 0 0 - 885 
/3 v 0.177 072 63 0 +1426 0 - /515 + 319 0 0 - 	185 + 1551 - /525 *2469 +2503 -10000 4- 	2 0 --i-- 	10 +2685 +2330 0 0 - 661 o - 	17/ + 2579 + 	8 0 0 -1- 42 -1152 - 636 
14 v 0.173 632 21 +2736 - 	64 -2832 + 311 -1485 0 _ 	73 + 1360 0 0 + 	i -/0000 +2954 0 + 	2 +2487 0 0 0 - 936 -+ 	I/ +344 +1291 - 	168 0 0  + 22 - 86o 0 0 
/5 v 0.177 904 28 o 0 o 0  -1532 0 0 0 - 	463 + 386 o o +234/ + 4835 o _ o + 59 - 10000 0 0 0 0 0 - 639 -1716 0 0 0 +38 +3996 
16 V 0.153 047 94 0 0 0 0 +1390 0 0 - 1528 + 492 - 399 0 0 *232/ o 0 + 2011 - 10000 + 	51 0 0 0 0 0 - 996 0 o 0 - 204 +3922 + 32  
17 v 0.165 038 28 0 0 0 +/292 - 	/73 0 - 1460 + 775 - /647 0 0 +2364 + 	/0 0 1- 2527 -10000 + 2169 0 0 0 0 0 -818 + 40 0 0 0 +2349 - 220 0 
18 V 0.155 455 7/ 0 0 -1-2350 - 	66 0 -2302 + 100 - /375 0 0 0 + 	2 0 0 - !0000 + 2380 0 0 0 0 0 -1)92 + 20 0 0 +480 +1277 0 0 0 
/9 w /5.290 5/9 00 -21758-10887 o o o o 0 0 0 0 -18838 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - (0000 + 1667 + 1667 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 w 4-70/ 45740 +40945+20465 -20273 -21462 -10136 0 0 0 0 0 +35458-12395 -17555 -24 796 0 0 0 0 + 3072 -10000 -10000 + 4701 +4786 + 4701 + 4786 0 0 0 0 0 
21 w 2. 18.5 3/4 60 - 6500 - 3245 - 2378 +28142 - 1191 0 -12336 - 5918 0 -6418 - 5630+16254 - 2059 +32 5/3 + 	280 - /0 826 0 -10544 0 +2224 + 2224 + 288 -10000 + 288 -/0000 0 +3743 +3793 0 +3743 
22 w 1.  698 946 60 - 7326 - 3663 +28515 + 	68 +19259 -12766 -3287 -7277 - 6383 +3994 -6394 + 	4/ 4-29696 + 	78 - 	65/c + 408 - 11055 - 6104 0 + /699 4 /699 -40000 + 224 - /0000 + 224 +4743 + /667 +1667 +4743 +1667 
23 w 1• 019 301 60 0 0 - 3926 - 8473 - 	1959 - /312 +21491 +17969 - 658 4- 35/0 0 - 4895- 3401 -97884-M39 +14936 - 	/136 +2278/ 0 o 0 + 1990 +3974 + /990+3474 + 274 -10000 -10000 + 274 -10000 
29 (4) 0. 672 359 30 0 0 - 5052 0 - 2526 +19904 - 435 + 680 +9933 -1116 0 0 -4375 0 + 1037 - 896 +/7232 + 	143 0 0 0 4- /877 0 + 1877 0 -10000 + 	91 + 9/ - /0000 -1- 	9/ 
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Table VI! 
Displacements of joints (inches) 

due 
to VII= 1000016. al 061 

N= number of relaxations. 405 

+. 0.133 033 93 
+ 0-180988 92 
+0.180417481 	8467/  070 6  

x 3%0250- 
x +4540= 
x 	2: 16  205505: x 	1  

+ 0.402 561 
+ 0.806 125 

3197 9311 + 0:990  +0  

42 X 0-7070 = + 0. 127 
38 x 1.3100 + 0.206 
39 x 0-7/50 + 0.103 

	

= 	0. 166 
717 /5678 45 x 0: 03 660550: t 0 /8  + 0..048 6  2 328 4. 07 3  61 x 1  

768 

= 

0. - 1 16 3 

	

796 37783 5.9 /9 	30 888 93 = 0 4 000 - +t 0. 1696 8937338  

0 /77 072 63 ,‹ 1.9510 	+ 0-345 469 
+ 0.183 459 30 x 08/00= + 0-148 602 

• + 0-173 632 21 ).( 04250= + 0.073 794 
= + 0477 904 28 x 1.0920. + 0.194 271 
▪ + 0453 047 94 x 1- 17 00 = + 0479 066 

0.165 038 28 x 0.8100 = + 0/33 68/ 

15 2 +-- o-  i-55940 679 X r 557/ 
x 

0: 6 3292 	2 300 1 4- .8 060/  2 02942 
= + 4.701 457 4 X 0.2220 = + 1. 043 724 

2- /85 3/9 6 x 0.0470 	- 0. 102 710 
+ 1.698 996 6 x 0 3000 = + 0 509 689 

: 	6 0/742 35930 3 

	

/ 6 	055 	+ 03 0-. 342"  o: - 0: 30 9 3 /5  67273 

Loads in bars 
under 

vertical load W= /000016 al 061 

	

bar 	force 	bar 	forte 

04 - 21 842 1 b C-G + 	2 lb 

E-E + /5 135 lb D-G - 1 36716 

F-C - 5 42916 6-6 -1-  1722 lb 

(-A - 2 504 1b H-G + j 350 lb 

H-A -1 564 lb H-F + 	120 11, 

D-C +3 083 lb G-B - 	301 lb 

E-D • 
-1 388 lb G-F - 	941  lb 

+ U 45 
+ 

- 4  63 

= 

+ 0. 180 /83 
= + 0457 4/3 

• 0.145 068 

390 
2/2 
724 
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To reduce the number of operations in the liquidation process 

the principle of superposition was employed to deduce the effects 

of combination of joint displacements, permitted by the symmetry 

of tn structure and the symmetry or skew-symmetry of the applied 

leading. These combinations of displacements led to block 

relaxation which resulted in quicker approximation to the 

required result. 	Table VIL shows the blocks used in the above 

analysis for symmetrical loadings. A glance at this table 

explains why in flat domes the relaxation process is so delicate 

and the conver7once rather slow. In standard cases the reactions 

/forces or moments/ carried over to the neighbourinj.  constrairlts 

are much smaller than those liquidated at the constraint which 

is relaxed. 

In flat laMas, however, the forces or moments carried over 

often are much bid;er than the liquidated actions. This 

peculiarity show all blocks connected with displacements of 

joints in the vertical direction which is the direction of the 

least rigidity of the dome bracing. It can be proved 

theoretically that after a cycle of relaxation for a Group of 

constraints the unbalanced residuals at the joints arc smaller 

than they were at the beinning. The above described fact 

/however/ increases, considerably the number of distributions 

in each cicle. In the case considered 405 relaxations were 

required before the final displacements of all joints of the 

dome could be determined and the resulting: loads in members 
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found. The final values of displacements and loads due to a 

vertical load W = 10D001b at 061 are given in Table VII. 

These analytical values were used for comparison with the 

experimental ones in Table V. 

The study of the behaviour of the model of the dome and the 

comparison of the displacements of the bracin, an•d those of the 

ring girder allows the general conclusion that, when the ring 

girder is very stiff, its deflexions would be very small in 

comparison with the deflexions of the domed grid and it would be 

quite legitimate to assume that the rim,  girder can be treated 

as ricid supports for the ribs. Such an assumption in cases 

when it is really justified would immensely simplify the 

analytical computations and enable the designer to divide the 

analysis into two parts: 

a/ analysis ef the dome and 

b/ analysis of the ring girder supported' on 

bipods each done separately. 

= = = = = = = 
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CHAPTEC 4. 

ANALYSIS OF THE RING GIRDER. 

Circular rind; Girders often form an important part of 

braced domes, Sometimes they support the doed grid, in some 

other cases in addition to the rigid base ring girders there are 

intermediate rings stiffening the intersecting lattice. The use 

of :ring girders is9  of course, not limited only to domes; a large 

number of other structures can be quoted where ring girdrs are 

the supporting members, as cooling towers, water tanks, gas-

nolders etc, etc 

In the Dome of Discuery the structural framework of 

intersecting ribs was supported on a circular ring girder, which 

in turn rested on the 24 hinged bipods, which offered no 

restraint to radial moVements of the ring girder, but resisted 

tangential movement. Du to the large number of supports the use 

of any classical method was not recommended and a different 

approach to this problem was necessary. 

A substantially similar problem was dealt with by Prof.Pippard 

in 1939 when considering a special form of aeroplane gun 

mounting,/47/ 

The solution given then served for the development of formulae 

applicable to the case of the ring girder in the Dome of 

Discovery. A more general treatment of ring problems including 

the case of loading normal to plane of the ring girder is given 
/45/ 

and discussed fully in the recently published book by Prof.Pippard. 
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The main feature of this method consists in replacing the 

ring support's by a hypothetical annular medium, offering no 

resistance to radial displacements, but exerting a uniform 

resistance to tangential movement equivalent to the resistance 

of the actual supporting bipeds. 

The problem can be conveniently divided into an analysis of 

forces acting in the plane of the ring and lateral forces, in 

the plane normal to the ring girder. 

4. /1/ Forces in the plane of the ring. 

Suppose a ring girder of radius R and flexural rigidity 

against bending in ibs plane EI; to be supported on N bipods, 

each of which is hinged at the top and at the base to allow free 

radial displacement of its apex. 

Let W be the force which must act at the apex of one bipod 

in a direction tangential to the ring girder to produce unit 

displacement in its line of action. 

The N discrete supports are assumed to be replaced by a 

c3ntinuous restraining medium having a uniform intensity of 

resistance 	
NW 

K  = 27CR 

Let 
	RK 

EI 
I 	Q 
27 	2 

4 27 

X = /11/1+N/ 	+ /E-N,/ 
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1 
+ 2 

1 

2\73 V! 3 X — 2 

2 16 

If 'is the angular distance of any point on the ring from an 
ti  

arbitrary datum and a load acts in the plane on the ring at i= 

the outward radial displacement "u" and the anti-clockwise 

displacement "v" at the point defined by'lj  are given by the 

following equations: 

If Pr 
	acts radially inward 

u = Dcosh2 

and 

• + Ecosc),* cash3`t 	 sinh .... /64/ 

e;ti 	Fck 	Crj.. 
V = 	- • 	 • 	y 	 si rA•rt-dosh 1-• I 

where the constants are; 

. p 3  

	

ima 	

9)(2 ) 
	

'6 

.... /65/ 

si,),;(7  cos  	 

co d it $ih h9  
ck 

(X.i.iiiT. --.0s:0:1T)1  

Pr   rt
x
; • 	f(6 Y. .- 1) Si rvj,  TT cosh W_ ?t 

	

ti 1 i0  r- .0(
,  
- \ It or i  , .. ti 1 - (05U1 	1C (.6 

	

i  . 	, . 	, , , 

the bending moment at any point in the ring is 

	

VI 1 ./. / 11 	• 	• 	' 
M 	= g*-  1 [kL f(t  I '3A 2 Vt-• 22;\ ::,.I.E.-- j 

and the intensity of tangential force exerted on the ring is: 

MTN 
h— -K,v 	2i-ET ODOO /67/ 

F 

(01)1111iYh 1 /41'i• F 	ON'sinhi 
J 

.... /66/ 
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If P
t 

acts tangentially clockwise 

  

U = Asinh2y' 	Boos cAr 	Csincr:,01  cosh • • • 	/6 8 // 

and 

  

r 	, 	4: CC-1' 

whore 

.... /69/ 

 

st 	(7X-2-)1\Z., #} P 
F&,c,„ K 4,014.12Vi 	k..3x —11 

'1.4 (3 	N 	(2.1-9"--0 	1-Qv B 	. 	 • 	 .. 
2 	0.x 	L 	Ge6b 	co:TZc;‘,ii 

_ 	' X,-2) (.?? X +i) 	 1'2,2 	5i Oci\ Ti 	k 
'61Z,,t4. (3 K--i) 	

....  
ci.F1( (An h 

and the bending moment 

VdT.5j0,2ri,ii"  
(..(03-1,11t)ii 41T • 3P /,:: ri,j. Ti u,.41(' 	 IGykie•;w11,44 
( 	

If 
(,;) { 4X-1-3) 	i;iiih2. -fi •is(unh.'q-n-cv2:4-,i) 	 --  

. 
(3 Si-ZikT')itIt 	t14,1 ilTi -.ri ,)i6:-131.1(1,11)'4Iivi* 	

.. 	. /70/ 
,0410 T i' 1 	J1 

the intensity of tangential force applied by the constraints 

is again NWK 
h = - K.v = - 21R  .... /71/ 

4. /ii/ Forces normal to the plane of the ring. 

For the case of a force Pn acting downwards normal to the 

ring at 	. I it is assumed again that N discrete supports are 

replaced by a continuous medium of the same total stiffness. 

Thus, if a force V is required to displace the apex of one biped 

vertically througil unit distance the stiffness of the equivalent 
NV 

uniform medium is 	= w11  . 
Let EI be the flexural rigidity of the ring girder for bonding 

normal to its own plane. 

• 
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NJ' = its torsional rigidity 

El 
n = Nj' 

K2= Y 4  

	

I 	K2./3n +2/ 
= 	+ 	 

	

27 	6 

1I1C2  [4+ 2K2+ I +n (..27741.a + 9K2+q 
127 L 

	

X'= /Q,1 	+Q2/3̀ + 	Q2/3 

	

/QI 	Q2/3  - /QI - Q2/ 3  

then 

(J. 

r\ 
= 

/x1  

V 

	

2X 	+ 4 + 3y2 \ ,i% +Ix 1 	I - ! 1 

	

3 	9 	4 ; 	2 

+ 3yi\i/2  .4)(1  + 2\ --, 

	

4 ] 	\ 2 

2 

3 

+ 2 \ 

3 

then it can be shown that the downward deflexion of the ring 

:l_rder at the point defines by* is: 

	

n _w_, 	, _ 	,14.1, 	1 7)  
w_ ......... ....._ , , ,....0.,, 1,, L  ,,t)  _ W _ ,... 	(2211L.),1:14  1 ^  4. 	;•\ IL 	i- 	,n1A.'i 

h+t 	0 j 	• 1 'i 	---- 	- (..) i .1- 01 1 +' ntd:, - ii j' 4-2c4tcl ill:). 4- 
1 ril 1 t 

IA1,\,) -e. ..1  2 : 
i4‘111( 	- -/ 4-  rqd-tt,)1'o.i'lL 

the intensity of loading at * is then 	and the reaction at 

any support can be found by integrating Lo either directly or 

graphically over the appropriate length of the ring girder. 
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The bending moment in the ring ist 

Qr floc' 	I 	
. 

'f)! 
s. .+ ,  

and the torsional moment is: 
) 

T 
	(i'r 

	

—31SQ, ;Till h Y0,71 )5, 	 1" '41 	1 : ,-.*I ;'-'f V vs t
__
;  	.,, 	- 	.6  e. 

1 i
i 

.i. 1  

	

' \ 	
I  ,.... 

111 

	

- cil-L1J7 t rA, 	ii 	2. ^ I, 	J3 1/4i11 1  

	

k l)4,' k' ki+11-11)-1.1 ;,s1j•I  tt l  -i 1 (-0'.', . l,.,i r, vi i 	1  

1 	 (.. 	 ' 	1 1 ( 
the integration constants are: 

J= 
EI Q1  

• 

	

D = 	o 

2. 	! 

2 e„,.t. 	 f 1. 

	

/21q41113. .f)  Pi If -4-1 	- (.1 	-a 	Q s ir 	+4. 	4- 	6  \ 	cy,    + 	(0) 	IT 	i f 7 
.11 	

,  

J 
. 	rN.).• 	 01 	11 -I 	= /3in h t 	1r3 I rj., 	C-C.1,71..1 .11 I 11 	, if 	 t 	t3Inoc i  Tr ()Ai Ni  

c>/:1 
le i ( cank 1 1 i - co) I  IT) 

It is worth noting that the case of lateral load acting upon 

the circular ring girder has been recently studied by Volterra/7 .8/  

Unfortunately, dais method is limited in application, as it deals 

with concentrated syl=ctric?.,1 lateral forces only. 

Prof.Pippard's method is universal in application, as, after 

determinin::: the stresses due to unit radial, tangential and 

lateral forces, the effects of any loading system, however 

complicated, may be found using the principle of superposition. 
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The work involved in the numerical computation when using 

the described method can be greatly simplified, if a proper 

tabulation is used. Those apparently lengthy and tedious 

equations are after determination of the constants quite easy to 

handle and not at all complicated. 

Several checks are possible during calculations. 

It is evident for example that in the case of a radial load, 

at Y = 71 when A
, 
 = 0 or 	= -11 v = 0 due to the symmetry 

of the structure and the load. 

When 	= j ; -77  = 0 

or in case of tangential load when ( =11  ; u = 0, M = 0 etc. 

These provide a rapid ch.eck on the value of the constants of 

integration. 

4. 	/iii/ Experimental verification .of ringformulae. 

The fo2idulae 64, 65 for the radial load and 68, 69 fr the 

tangential load were verified by experiments with a xylonite 

ring, having diameter D = 18" and rectangular cross-sections 
H 	0 

if Xi 

The ring was mounted at 24 points on small spring strips 

supported at one end rigidly to the board and sliding freely 

between two small needles fixed tp the ring. 

The position if those strips was such as to eliminate or 

reduce to a negligible value any friction between the springs 

and the board or the ring. 



TABLE VIII. 

Comparison of exrimental and analytical 
displacuments. 

POINT 

Radial displace 

MEAN 
EXPERIMENTAL 

RADIAL LOAD. 

Tanqential ,lisj,)lacomc.nts 

MEAN 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYTICAL 

gents 

ANALYTICAL POINT 
13 0.1743" 0.1597" 13 0 0 
12 0.1421" 0.1376" 12 0.0452" 0.0397" 
11 0.0899" 0.0877" 11 0.0732" 0.0696" 
10 0.0335" 0.0303" 10 0.0877" 0.0850" 

9 0.0249" 0.0197" 9 0.0900" 0.0861" 
8 0.0592" 0.0542" 8 0.0787" 0.0760" 
7 0.0728" 0.0703" 7 0.0585" 0.0593" 
6 0.0701" 0.0696" 6 0.0400" 0.0407" 
5 0.0556" 0.0569" 5 0.0231" 0.0240" 
4 0.0350" 0.0382" 4 0.0108" 0.0115" 

0.0150" 0.0196" 3 0.0038" 0.0040" 
2 0.0061" 0.0061" 2 0.0021" 0.0008" 
1 0.0021" 0.0013" 1 0 0 



LIABLE IX. 

Ci.iparison of experimental and analytical 
displacements. 

POINT 

Radial displacements 

MEAN 
EXPERIMENTAL 

TANGENTIAL 	LOAD. 

Tan,: 	displacoments 

MEAN 
EXPERIMENTAL 	ANALYTICAL ANALYTICAL POINT 

13 0 0 13 0.1035" 0.1099" 
12 0.0335" 0.0376" 12 0.1004" 0.1048" 
11 0.0600" 0.0658" 11 0.0927" 0.0910" 
10 0.0785" 0.0834" 10 0.0736" 0.0716" 

9 0.07E8" 0.0815" 9 0.0470" 0.0501" 
8 0.0689" 0.0720" 8 0.0339" 0.0298" 
7 0.0571" 0.0562" 7 0.0163" 0.0130" 
6 0.0429" 0.0385" 6 0.0035" 0.0006" 

5 0.0276" 0.0227" 5 0.0087" 0.0074" 
4 0.0138" 0.0108" 4 0.0113" 0.0117" 

3 0.0059" 0.0037" 3 0.0156" 0.0135" 
2 0.0023" 0.0007" 2 0.0206" 0.0140" 
1 0.0001" 0 1 0.0216" 0.0140" 



Fig.58. General view of the experimental ring girder. 

Fig.59. Yodel of the ring before application of a load. 

Fig.60. Distorted model of the ring due to a radial load. 
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The springs supporting the rinG theref)re allowed free radial 

movement, but resisted tangential movement as required by the 

conditions of analysis. The general view of the modal is shown 

in Fi,-.58. 

Radial and tangential point loads increasing gradually from 

0 lb to 4 lb were applied separately in the plane of the ring 

and radial and tangential components.of displacement of each 

supporting point wore measured. Three measurements for each 

point were made and a mean value found. 

Fig.59 shows the experiental ring before application of the 

load and Fig.60 gives the displaced shape of the ring due to the 

applied radial load. 

Table VIII Gives the comparison of experimental and 

analytical displacements of the ring due to radial load, and 

Table IX due to tangential load. 

The remarkably small differences between the analytical and 

experimental results can be appreciated more readily comparing 

the obtained values graphically. /PLATE 8/. 

To verify the formula for loads normal to the plane of the 

rincY, a mild stool ring was suspended from 24 similar and 

equally spaced sprirvs. Equal loads were suspended from the 

ring at each supporting point to give the springs initial 

tension. This enabled the application of compression to some 

springs, which they would n)t normally take if not initially 

tensioned. 

Then an additional point loaf, of 1 lb was suspended from 
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support No.13 and the ring displacements were measured. 

The agreement between the experimental and the analytical 

values is practically exact as shown in PLATE No.9 /Case N=24/. 

Alternate springs were then removed so that the ring was 

supported at 12 equi-distant points and the experiment repeated. 

The results are also shown in the same plate /Case N=12/, the 

agreement between calculated and experimental values again being 

almost complete. 

Repetitions of this procedure loft 6 and finally only 3 

supporting points and the differences between the actual 

displacements of the experimental ring and those calculated on,  

the assumption of continuous Supports are seen from Cases N=6 

and N*3 to be surprisingly small. PLATE No.10 gives the 

analytical deflexions of the ring girder as a function of 

supports. 

The above experiments leave little room for doubt 

as to the accuracy of this analysis, proving that the 

simplifying assumption of replacing a definite number of 

supports by a continuous supporting medium having an equivalent 

total rigidity is perfectly sound for all practical purposes. 

This excellent agreement between all the calculated displacements 

and the measured values also gives the assurance that the 

bending and torsional moments determined according to this 

method are equally reliable. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

APPLICATION OF PROF. PIiTARD's RING GIRDER METHOD 
TO THE DOME OF DISCOVERY. 

Owing to the particular arrangement of the struts 

supporting the ring girder of the Dome of Discovery this method 

can be applied directly to this structure allowing a rapid 

analysis of stresses in the ring girder and the bipods. 

Any loads acting on the ring, such as wind pressure, dead 

load or reactions from the ribs, can be resolved into three 

components: radial, tangential and lateral, the first two of 

which are acting in the plane of the ring girder and the latter 

in the plane normal to the ring girder. 

Therefore three separate loading cases have to be considered. 

Because of.the symmetry of the structure, the resulting 

diagrams, due to unit loads, are in fact influence 1:1.nes, 

permitting a quick determination of stresses caused by any 

loading system. 

As a practical application of this method a complete analysis 

of the ring girder of the Dome of Discovery is carried out in 

the following plates, showing all necessary calculations and the 

method of tabulation adopted. 

For the purpose of analysis the ring girder was divided into.  

24 parts and a unit load was applied in turn in radial, tangential 

and lateral directions at the point 13, (Y=.211. 

PLATE No.11 gives all the necessary data and coefficients 
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for the loads in the plane of the ring. PLATES N).12 and 13 

deal with radial and tangential unit loads respectively, 

illustrating the calculations for the determination of the 

displacements, the banding moments in the ring and the intensity 

of tangential force. 

PLATES No.14 and 15 are concerned with the lateral unit load, 

making possible the determination of the distorted shape of the 

ring, the bending and torsional moments in the ring. 

The deflexion curve and the diagrams of the moments due to 

lateral load are given in PLATE No.164 

Several conclusions can now be drawn: firstly is is ,obvious 

that the effect of the external load does not propagate far into 

the structure, and secondly, the influence of the torsional 

moment in the ring of the Dome of Discovery is completely 

negligible. It is due to the exceptional large diameter of the 

ring /D 	342'/. . 

In this instance the analysis can be safely carried out 

neglecting the curvature of the ring and treating it as an 

infinite beam on an elastic foundation, where deflexion at any 

point x can be exDresse by a simple formula: 

Pc( 
Y = 	'e 

2k x 
cosd,,x 	sinCk x) 	... /75/ 

bending moment 
P 	.)C 

B.M.= 10c 
co e c.)1 x - sin::kx) 

shearing force 

dee 

p 	
cos4.x 	 /77/ 
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PLATE No.17 gives the resulting deflexion curve and diagrams of 

bending moments and shearing forces under the assumption of a 

straight beam on elastic supports. Comparing them with 

corresponding values from PLATE No.16 negligible or no differences 

will be found. However, one has to be careful when dealing with 

a ring girder of smaller diameter. The influence of torque won 

the deflexions and bending moments increases with the increase 

of curvature of the ring girder. In cases of small diameter 

rings the simplifying approach treating them as beam on elastic 

supports is inadmissible, because of large discrepancies in the 

results. This brings the danger of under-estimation of the 

stresses, as the omission of the influence of torque always 

gives smaller deflexions and bending moments 	the actual onus. 

In such cases only the exact method gives the correct answer. 

After determination of displacements of the ring girder the 

forces in the supporting struts can be found very quickly. 

In the case of loads acting in the plane of the ring, the 

intensity of the tangential force applied by the constraints 

/i.e. by the bipods/ is a function of the tangential movements 

and equals h = - K v, where K = NW  . 
211—R 

In the case of lateral load the intensity of loading is a 

function of the downward displacements and equals =C?(A) where 
NY 

The reactions at any support can be found by 

ring. 
• 

2'R 
intargratin!7; the equations over the appropriate length of the 
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The load acting at the top of each bipod being thus known, 

the stresses in all struts can be evaluated without any difficulty. 

PLATE No.18 gives the forces in the supporting struts due to 

a unit radial, tanential and lateral load acting upon the ring 

girder. An interesting conclusion can be drawn from the study of 

the forces in bipods due to a radial load. The simplifying 

assumption often suggested in practice about the distribution 

of stresses in struts due to radial load is that the applied 

external load is wholly taken by the two struts forming, the 

biped, upon the top of which the external load is actin, 13avim7 

only negligible forces in the remaining struts. 

In fact, this assuption is fundamentally wrong. 	As the bipods 

can move freely in the radial direction, only tangential 

displacements can introduce forces in the bipeds. In the case 

of the radial load, the top of the biped under direct action of 

the load moves only radially, taking therefore theoretically no 

load whatsoever. 



TABLE X. 

ANALYSIS OF THE RING GIRDER. 

POINT 	1. 1 2 

RADIAL 	LOAD 1 ton at 	the 	point 13. 

tangential 

21 

u n 
outward radial 
displacement 
/inches/ 

1 21 

anti 

1 

v11 
clockwise 
displacement 

/inches/ 

1 
1 - 0.001 05 + 0.000 03 0.002 23 	0 0 0 
2 - 0.000 :48 + 0.000 74 0.001 99 	0.000 23 - 0.000 07 - 0.000 57 
3 - 0.001 24 + 0 95 0.000 75 	0.000 10 0.000 43 - 0.000 96 
4 + 0.302 98 + 0.001 37  0.002 45 	0.000 51 - 0.000 94 - 0.030 79 
5 + 0.031 81 - 0.003 21 3.037 11 	0.001 20 - 0.000 79 + 0.000 46 
6 - 3.036 11 - 0.010 43 3.339 45 	3.3so 79 + 5.300 99 + 0.032 75 
7 - 0.016 59 - 0.011 88 0.002 73 	3.302 27 + 0.304 18 + 3.004 61 
8 - 3.310 74 + 0.005 49 0.023 58 	0.006 50  + 0.005 55 + 0.002 92 
9 + 0.034 16 + 0.045 84 0.047 06 	3-304 38  - 3.300 79 - 0.305 59 

10 + 0.102 63 + 0 083 01 3.061 05 	0.013 71 - 3.018 31 - 0.020 44 
11 + 0.103 86 + 3.056 19 0.026 24 	3.043 35 - 3.038 65 - 0.033 24 
12 - 3.076 54 - 3.074 13 0.066 02 	3.050 51 0.038 26 - 3.028 91 
13 - 0.273 43 - 0.191 21 3.137 39 	0 0 

"h" B.M. 
intensity of tangential force bending moment 

/ton/ft.run/ /ton ft./ 

POINT 	i 1 1 21 il 1 21 

1 3 0 + 3.3193 + 0.0569 - 	0.0145 
2 - 0.330 37 3.360 02 + 0.330 19 + 3.3214 0.0255 0.3636 
3 - 3.300 03 0.300 14 + 3.)00 32 + 0.0032 0.0605 0.1476 
4 + •0.3u0 -17 .0.3 30 31 + 0.330 26 - 0.0530 0.1522 0.1395 
5 + 0.300 39  0.300 26 0.000 15 - 0.1295 3.1267 3.1119 
6 + 3.5)0 26 0.300 33 - 3.030 90 - 0.0803 3.1623 0.6182 
7 - 0.300 75 0.301 37 - 0.001 51 + 0.2628 0.6793 1.0721 
8 - 0.002 13 3.301 82 - 0.3)0 96 + 0.7528 0.9497 0.8160 
9 - 3.301 44 3.300 26 + 3.301 04 + 3.6114 3.1248 3.7776 

13 + 	)0304 50 3.036 01 + 0.336 71 - 1.0839 2.1459 - 	3.3746 
11 + J.314 22 ).312 68 + 0.010 91 - 3.4364 4.3873 - 	5.7934 
12 + 0.016 57  0.312 56 + 5.509 49 - 1.4326 3.7097 + 	0.2635 
13 0 J + 12.8455 +14.3745 + 16.1546 



.1- 0.000 18 
0.007 41 

- 0.018 22 
- 0,023 98 

- 0.001 43 
- 0.008 64. 
- 0.017 29 
- 0.021 50 

TABLE XI. 

AK1LYOIS OF TM RING GIRDER 

TANGENTIAL LOAD 1 ton at the point 13. 

POINT 	21 	1 	21 	2 1 

	

1 	0 	0 	0 

	

2 	- 0.000 23 f 0.000 07 t 0.000 

	

3 	- 00 000 10 t 0,000 14.3 t 0.000 

	

4 	t 0.000 51 t 0,000 94 t 0,000 

	

5 	t 0.001 20 09  000 79 - 0.000 

	

6 	t 0.000 79 - 0.000 99 - 0.002 

	

7 	- 0.002 27 - 0.004 17 - 0.004 

	

8 	- 0,006 49 - 0.005 54 - 0.002 
9. - 0.004 38 t 0.000 79 + 0,005 
10. .1- 0.01J. 70 * 0.018 29 t 0.020 

	

11 	t 0.043 31 t 0.038 60 t 3.033 

	

12 	* C.050 46 t 0.038 21 sr 0.028 

	

13 	0 	0 	0 

"h" 
intensity of tangential force 

/ton/ft./ 
bending moments 

/ton/ft./ 

POIDIC 	2 ]. 	1 	21 	2 1 	1 

If
u

li 	 uNm 
outward radial 	anti clockwise tangential 
displacement 	 displacement 

/Inches/ 	 1 	/inches/ 

- 0.000 01 
56 t 0.000 02 
96 + 0.000 08 
73 t 0.000 03 
46 - 0.000 17 
74 - 0.000 48 
60 - 0.000 34 
91 t 0.000 83 
58 t 0,002 51 
39 + 0.001 69 
16 - 0.005 77 
84 - 0.019 07 

- 0.026 84. 

1 21 

t 0.000 09 t 0.000 
t 0.000 09 f 0.000 
t 0.000 03 - 0.000 

0.000 16 - 0.000 
- 0.000 41 - 0.000 
- 0.000 42 - 0.000 
t 0.000 24 t 0,000 
t 0.001 61 t 0.002 
t 0.002 47 t 0.001 

1.6 
08 
13 
37 
44 
04 
96 
06 
88 

1 	t 0.000 01 - 0.000 03 - 0.000 05 	0 	0 	0 

	

2 	- 0.000 01 - 0.000 03 - 0.000 03 	0.005 

	

3 	- 0.000 03 - 0.000 01 t 0.000 04 	- 0.008 

	

4 	- 0.000 01 t 0.000 05 + 0.000 12 	0.003 

	

5 	t 0.000 06 t 0.000 13 t 0.000 15 	f 0,019 

	

6 	t 0.000 16 + 0.000 14 + 0.000 01 	+ 0.051 

	

7 	t 0.000 11 - 0.000 08 - 0.000 32 	t 0.034 

	

8 	0,000 27 - 0.000 53 - 0.000 68 	0.100 

	

9 	- 0.000 03 - 0.000 a - 0.000 62 	- 0.305 
10. 	- 0.000 56 - 0.000 06 t 0.000 47 	- 0.280 

	

11 	t 0.001 89 t 0.002 4.3 t 0.002 84 	t 0.332 

	

12 	t 0,006 26 + 0.005 90 + 0.005 	67 	+ 1.149 

	

13 	t 0.009 31 + 0.007 87 t 0.007 05 	0 

31 - 0.012]11 t 0.007 94 
29 - 0.008 45 + 0.035 46 
08 t 0.020 25 t 0.076 83 
03 .1- 0.061 01 t 0.086 78 
44 + 0.063 00 - 0.004 80 
53 - 0.045 04 - 0.232 74 
92 - 0.271 81 - 0.503 19 
24 - 	0.41114 47 - 0.540 29 

- 0.205 25 07 - 0.003 56 
20 t 0.658 04 t 1.109 50 
18 t 1.472 86 t 1.865 16 

0 0 
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CHAPTat 6. 

VARIATIONS OF FLEXURAL AND EXTENTIONAL RIGIDITIES  /EI and EA/ 
AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON STRESSES IN THE RING GIRD. 

It was felt appropriate to study in greater detail the 

influence of the rigidity of the ring girder on,  the distribution 

of stresses. It was also interesting to notice the effect upon 

the structure which might be caused by a change in the cross-

sectional area of the supporting struts. 

Such a study in practical cases may be important in the search 

for greater economy in design, when several preliminary designs 

are prepared and the total weight of steel compared. 

In the first instance the influence of the change in the 

flexural rigidity /EI/ of the ring girder upon the displacements, 

bending moments and distribution of the tangential forces was 

investigated. Three different rigidities of the ring were 

assumed E EI, EI, 2E1, where I = 9 700 in4  = the actual flexural 

rigidity of the ring girder in the Dome of Discovery. 

The enclosed TABLES X and XI give the summary of results 

for radial and tangential load equal I ton applied at point 13. 

PLATE No.19 shows to what extent.the change of the flexural 

rigidity EI influences the deflexions of the ring. 

PLATES No.20 and 21 show the distribution of the bending 

moments and the intensity of the tangential force in the ring 

girder as a function of the EI due to radial and tangential unit 



TABLE XII.-----

BadiaJ. dis~8oeuent /'!.rJ.oOOS/

1A 2A

Tangential displacemnt /mcbBs/
tA lA 2A 3A

~ + 0.OOljJ98 +0.000032 - 0.000528 - 0.000228
2 + 0.003946 .;. o.oc073s .;. 0.000239 ~ 0.0002l&
3 + o.QC1.l4.~ .. O.OQ9Jlf. + 0.000Q,8 + 0.00C012
4- - 0.COft.8j4. + 0.00366 + 0.00J51,4 + 0.COO8L6
5 - o.al..4J39 - o.OC3210 + 0.OOO9Ofl, + 0.001224
~ - 0.Ql.8672 - o.Qla.or. - 0.00.30'f.6 - 0.000612
7 - 0.0C5lf.23 - O.on881 - 0.00828f. - 0.005148
8 + 0.035563 + 0.(X54.~ - 0.00S419 - O.OO9AO
9 + 0.093054 + 0.0fI.5P4-2 + 0.016909 + 0.d07U6

~o + 0.0%723 + 0.083007 + 0.C5UL2 + 0.0361.00
II + 0.051926 + o.Q$Q.~ + 0.050lt1.S + 0.040512
~2 - o.lJ0687 - 0.074102 - 0.038146 - 0.023976
13 - 0.269354 - 0.J.SD.2D5 - o.J.35033 - 0.~09000

IA

1 0 0 0 0
2 ... 0.00l:L:l4 l' 0.000072 - o.OOOJJJ - 0.000060
3 .;. 0.0018~ + 0.000l,.)4. - o.cooces ~ O.ooooar..
4 + 0.00J.54.8 + 0.000957 + 0.0002}6 + 0.000024
5 - o.OOO~ + 0.000751. ... 0.000599 + 0.000}12
6 - 0.005411 - 0.000992 + 0.000392 + o. OOOP+56
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load respectively. 

PLATES No.22 and 23 give the directions and values of the 

tangential forces acting upon the top of the supporting 

framework in relationship to the variable rigidity of thring 

due to radial and tangential load. 

Thu influence of a change in the cross-sectional area of the 

bipods upon the displacements of the ring girder is shown in 

PLATE No.24 and the analytical values given in the TABLE XII. 

Four different cases were considered -1;A, A, 2A, 3A where A 

denotes the area of the strut. In this analysis A = 1.94 sq.in., 

the value in the case of the Dome of Discovery. 

It is clear from the. above study that the structure is much 

more rigid in regard to tangential loads than duet° radial loads. 

Comparing the max.bending moments in the ring girder due to 

radial and tangential unit loads, the ratio of moments increases 

steadily, having a mean value 10 : I in the range considered; 

the ratio of max. radial displacements is slightly smaller 

9 : I, but increases rather rapidly with the decrease of the 

rigidity on the ring girder. The.. tangential displacements are 

comparatively small, but even so,, they are larger under the 

action of radial than tangential unit loads. 

The study of deflexions of the ring girder in relationship 

to rigidity of the ring reveals several interesting points. 

It can be shown that under load the ring has some points whose 

displacements are almost constant disregarding any change in the 

rigidity of the ring. 
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They are the symmetrical points Al  and A2  in the case of 

radial load and skew-symmetrical points B1  and B2 in the case 

of tangential load /see PlATE No.19/. 

Similar points C1  and C2, whose B.M. are practically 

unaffected by any change in EI of the ring can be found in 

PLATE No.20. 

Study of the distribution of the intensity of tangential 

force due t.) P tangential reveals similar points D1  and D2, 

vzhere the tangential forces are kept constant during any change 

in the rigidity of the ring girder. /PLATE No.21/. The position 

of these points is a function of the dimensions of the ring, 

the angle of inclination of struts and their total cross-

sectional area. They could be located analytically, but they' 

can be found with sufficient accuracy from the diagram of the 

above mentioned values. They are important in the preliminary 

study of the structure, when several designs are considered 

and deflexions, B.M., or the intensity of the tangential force 

clue to any value of EI of the ring are being studied, if, say, 

two cases were already drawn for different rigidities. 

The knowledge of these points enables a rough sketch, which 

is sufficient for practical purposes, of the displaced shape or 

B.M. diagram for a changed rigidity of the ring girder. 

A decrease in the cross-sectional area of bipods shows that 

the whole structure tends to become more elastic, the 

tangential components of deflexions increase very quickly with 
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any decrease in area and a lariT.er part of the structure is 

affected by the load. 

Considering the distribution of stresses in bipods, the 

following practical suggestions can be made: 

A radial load applied at any point of the ring is 

taken by six bipods, leaving only small forces in the remaining 

ones. 

A tangential load is chiefly distributed between 

five adjoining bipods, where a lateral load is taken by one 

bipod, supporting the ring at the point of application of this 

load. 

The above remarks are, of course, only valid for 

rigidities which do not differ too much from the rigidity of 

the ring in the Dome of Discovery. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

APPROXIMATIONS APPLICABLE TO THE PRELIMINARY 
DESIGN OF RING GIRDER. 

In case of a very rigid or very flexible ring the general 

equations, given previously, can be reduced to some useful 

approximations. 

As remembered "0 is a function of radius and rigidity of the 

ring girder, number and area of supporting struts. 

In case of rigid bipods or flexible ring "Q' is very large, 

coshWif and sinh 	are very nearly equal and large compared 

with sin241 and cos2d,1I . This allows some approximations to 

be introduced in the general equation of B.M. in the ring girder 

under radial load. 

The max. bending moment at the load point Mo 	
PRR  

and in the limit when 1,3 is infinite Mo  = O. 

When "Q" is very small which is in case of a very stiff ring.  

girder, the coefficient M equals the coefficient N, C4 approaches 

cd 	approaches 0 and 

- 2 cosT - sinY) 

the max. B.M. at 	= Ij 	Mo 	
3 PR 
2-y 

Similar useful expressions can be obtained for the intensity of 

tangential force /see equations Sand S7/. 
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e.g. when ring is very stiff 
P 

and h = 1TR • sin* 

0 

lf 
R which has a maximum value of 	at 	• 2 

In  case of a tangential load for a rigid ring the general 

expression for "h" /equations 69 and 1.$/ can be easily reduced 
P 

h = 	R ( I -2 CDS ) 

3P 
The max. value occurs at 	-11 and is 27iR 

the minimum occurs at 	= 0 and is 
21rR 

These approximations, being very simple, can be used equally 

well as a check for values obtained from the general equation . 

-kto 
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CHAPTER 8. 

ANALYSIS OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN THE DOME OF DISCOVERY. 

In the case of a rigid ring supporting the braced 

framework of a dome the whole analysis of stresses in the 

structure can be very much simplified by dividing the study into 

2 separate parts; analysis of the dome and analysis of the ring. 

After the experimental work on the model of the Dome of 

Discovery it seems to be legitimate to accept this assumption. 

In such a case, the reactions from the ribs connected to the 

ring girder can be found analytically /e.g. by relaxation 

process/ or experimentally /from a model/ and applied as 

external loads on the ring girder. 

In case of a flexible ring, where such an assumption would 

lead to too large divergences, the relaxation method could be 

used, treating the lattice grid and the ring girder supported 

on bipods as two entities acting on each other. 

Unit rotations and unit movements could be applied at any of 

the ring nodes and resulting stresses found. Known support 

reactions from the grid should be treated as unbalanced forcpp 

on constraints and ordinary relaxation technique used. 

To illustrate fully this procedure two distinct cases were 

analysed: 

a/ a concentrated load W = 10 ton acting vertically at 

X61; 
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b/ uniformly distributed dead load of the structure. 

/See PLATE No.25/. 

_In each case the rib stresses were found by the relaxation 

method. 	The forces in the members supported directly on the 

ring were resolved into 3 components /radial, tangential and 

lateral/ and bending moments due to each component were calculated 

separately using Prof.Pippard's method. 

Lateral load introduces also a small torsional moment in the 

ring. Finally farces in the supporting struts were found. 

These analyses show that dead load of the dome introduces 

compression in all members, but application of large concentrated 

loads can reverse the sign of stresses and bring tension in some 

members. Bending moments are almost completely due to radial 

and lateral loads. Symmetrical loads introduce only negligible 

tangential components, they are however, important when only a 

half of dome or horizontal wind forces are acting on one side 

of the structure, causing a sidesway. 

It is interesting to nate, that bending moments due to radial 

components under u.d. dead load are not evenly distributed, but 

exhibit large differences in values and even change in sign. 

On the other hand the lateral components produce almost constant 

bending moments in the ring girder. It is due to the very large 

weight of the ring, which is taken directly by the bipeds. 

In the Dome cif Discovery the dead load of the dome roof is 

4.41 lb per square foot:  giving total load above rin,_7, girder of 

180 tons. The steel ring girder weighs 100 tons, and it is 
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assumed that half the; weight of the apron, equal to 20 tons, 

is taken by the bipeds. In total there are 37 inner nodes in 

the dome bracing and 24 nodes on the ring. The inner nodes are 

under action of d.l. of roof only, but the ring nodes have to 

carry in addition to the d.l. of the roof, the d.l. of the 

ring girder and the apron. 

Therefore the concentrated loads taken by inner nodes equal 

3.6 T. each whencethe ring nodes take 6.835 T.; almost twice as 

much. The support reactions of the members of the dome grid 

increase very considerably the lateral components of forces 

acting upon the ring• giving, fairly constant stresses in the 

supporting bipeds. All these remarks are valid for the u.d. 

dead load only. Snow load on a 

pressure will change the values  

part of the dome or wind 

of forces in struts, but as they 

act always in combination with a large dead load, it is very 

unlikely that the strut stresses could be changed from 

compression into tension. 

In case of unorthodox structures like the Dome of Discovery 

it is very difficult to predict with any degree of certainty 

the actual distribution of stresses or behaviour of the ring 

and dome grid without a detailed analysis. 

In fact in a case of any large size dome at least three 

different loading cases should be fully analysed; 
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a/ dead load u.d. - this case enables to find quickly 

the stress distribution due to snow load on the 

whole dome. 

b/ snow load on half of the dome. 

c/ wind load on the dome. 

In the third case the wind distribution cannot be easily 

predicted and in some cases requires experimental work with a 

dome model in a wind tunnel. 
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FINAL CONCLUSION S. 

Simplifying assumptions about the stress distribution in 

complicated braced domes have to h4 treated with proper care, 

as only in exceptional cases do they prove to be correct. 

Classical methods of analysis are recommended only in simple 

cases, as the amount of calculations increases very rapidly with 

an increase of redundancy. 

The assumption of pin-jointed connection of members does not 

represent the actual conditions, but, in cases where there are 

stiff ring girders supporting pin-connected lattice grid, the 

above assumption gives a reasonably accurate state of stresses 

in the structure. 

If there are several rings in a dome, the most important 

/ring girder/ for the stress distribution is that at the base 

this should be analysed as stiff-jointed; the remaining 

intermediate ring girders can be treated as pin-jointed; they 

do not influence the stresses to the sate extent as the base 

ring. This conclusion, drawn after detailed analysis of 

SChwedler domes under different assumptions of joint connections, 

is most probably valid in other cases /66/  

The only practically possible analytical methd, which can 

take into account the rigidity of the joints is the relaxation 

method, but it requires workers experienced in this technique, 

The relaxation method possesses, however, an advantage as it 
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provides information regarding stresses as well as distortion 

of the structure. The relaxation method increases its importance 

with the increase of number of redundant members, as the 

redundancy has almost no effect upon the time required for a 

solution, but, even so, the amount of necessary calculations 

is very considerable, especially in stiff-jointed domes. 

In simple statically determinate domes the method of tension 

coefficients is an elegant and very useful one. In some cases, 

the use of the method of the conjugate forces can prove, however, 

to be quicker and equally reliable. 

The previously described experimental approach to the stress 

distribution in braced domes, in the light Jf the comparisons 

between analytical and experimental stresses, proves to be sound 

and convincing, especially in highly rodun ant domes. 

The experimental method is simple in application and rapid in 

determination of the stresses in any bar. It is especially useftal 

when influence lines of stresses due to unit loads acting at any..  

joint are considered. 

The models on which experimental determination of stresses can 

be carried out are simple in construction and low in cost. 

It is thought that use of thin brass or aluminium tubes instead 

of mild steel rods will reduce or eliminate the buckling of 

compression members of the model during tests. 

It is hoped, further, that the proposed "Meccano"-like bar 

units may eventually contribute to further developments of the 

experimental technique for space structures. 
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The detailed analysis of ring girders according to Professor 

Pippard's method allows the following conclusions: 

a/the amount of time spent on calculation compares very 

favourably with other methods and in fact is only a small 

fraction of the time which would be consumed by a strain 

energy method, 

b/ frequent checks are possible, which enable a quick 

detection of any mistake in calculation. 

c/ It was shown that even for a finite an• rather small number 

of supports the values obtained from this method are very 

close to the experimental ones. 

d/ After determination of stresses due to unit radial, 

tangential and lateral load, the effect of any loading 

system can be found very quickly indeed. 

The importance of this method increases with the increasing 

use in practice of this type of structure consisting of a ring 

girder supported on triangulated bipods. It can form not 

only an important part of braced domes, but is now coming 

into common use as supporting structure for cooling, gas - 

and water-towers. 

000000000 
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Determination of stresses in braced domes by the standard graphical method /R, Ptak At° I 
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Determination of stresses in braced domes by the reef hod of con, 	forces Plate N°2 
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Dome of Discovery 
General lay-out and dimensions 

, -• s., 

5A 8° 	G28_ 

4'9  76 72- 

Notes 	I. All ribs be on arcs ohreat circles Of 60 sphere 
of which the dome is a segment. 

2. Alersecelon points of ribs on the ring girder are 
equally spaceof. each space subtending 15° al the 
centre on plan. 

3 	A A, A'A' A"A" are vertical great circles. 
A7  4  B8, BB' are inclined great' circles intersecting 

on the ring girder 
5 Great circles AA and BB intersect al points C. 

6. the 
Dbisecis - he arc BB and by symmetry 

he arc CC.  

Coordinates 

lq 7677' 
	

TL 

co 

;to 

Point X Y 
i 0 0 0 42.75' 

2  E56 55-27' 0 3 8.53' 
3 646  106.94' 0 26.69' 
4 H29 149.07' 0 10.77' 
5 A7  171.00' 0 0 
6 D93 0 93.63' 30.47' 
7 C44  53.42' 92.52' 26.65' 
8 627 104-5/' 8967' 15.62' 
9 8, 0 171.00' 0' 
10 F2  44.25' 155.17' 0' 
11 A3  8550' 148-09' 
12 F4 120.91' 120.91 ' 0' 
13 B5  148-09' 85.50' 0' 
19 F6  165.17' 49.25' 0` 
15 E60  27.64' 47.86' 38'53' 
16 E 55  27.64' 47 86' 38.53' 
17 045 8/.0 8' 46.82' 30.47'  
18 Ges 25401  /35-35' /5.62' 
19 G 42 - 25- 40 ' 135.35' 15-62' 
20 H26 74.54' (29.09' 10.77' 
2/ 6 28 129.92' 45.69' 15.62' 
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4"----  	 - 2" 
Comparison of experimental and analytical 

of the ring girder due to a radial load 

d
ull line analy/ical 
olled line: expert-nen/at 

displacements 

scale of deflexions 

or 	 b 	6.05 No inch 

Comparison of experimental and analytical displacements 
of the ring girder due to a tangential load 

Plate N° 8  





/1-.3 Analytical deflexions of the experimental ring girder due to a &flora load 

IV= /2 

N=6 

N=6 

Li) 
4 

7 	 N-29 7' 
	

/1' 
	

12 

Data 
R= 14" 

El- 359.53 thin 2  
275.64 

n = 1.309 5478 

= number of supports 
N = 24 	= 0.052 955 006 
N = 12 	= 0.026 227 503 
N = 6 	= 0.013 /13 752 
Al= 3 	c= 0.006 556 876 

N=l2 

scale of deflanyis 
0 	0.5 	"7"-----"1.0 inches 

N=3 Plate AP /0 



R-171 
Al= 24 
J= 9700 in 4  

El 7- 8756.94 tft 2  
/1'= 1.94e 
teitz,  176.3 '' 

X= irR 3.9375 

- 3893 
El 

244 

111 ,    = /921.53 

x=--  (14+ Nr3+ (1v1-NY 5 - 15.66 

f3)1(T.2 3.499 

ft3-7-2+ifrx7-2= 1.9358 

r= 2 	3.8716 

= /92/-59 

	 392' 4 

AnaTysis of the ring girder 
	

Plate N° 

--L. 
., 
de. 

/ 2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 /0 // /2 /3 19 /5 
1 

41  
degrees 

Sll 
radians OCY')  ,e 2fi'll sin 00° cosoN! sin hp cosh/BYJ sinh2p? cosh2p) cosceY?sinhP' since(P. coshf3Y' cossWcosi# sinceninh18W 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 1.0000 0 1000 0 1.000 0 0 + 	1.000 000 0 

2 /5 71  a% 0.26179 - 0.9/6 265 0.506 825 1.013 651 -- 	0.7934 + 0.6088 0.529 1. /3/ 1.196 1 555 + 	0.322 055 t 	0 897 335 + 	0.688 553 + 	0.419 709 

3 30 7r- 0.52360 "3-- 1. 832600 1• 013 651 2.027 302 ± 0. 9659 - 0-2588  . 1 	196 I • 559 3.73/ 3-863 - 	0. 309 525 t• 5o5 838 1 - 	0.403 469 -- 	1. 155 	216 

4 c15 r - 078540 -a-- 2.718795 1. 52o 976 3.040 953 + 0. 3827 - 0- 9239 2. 178 2.396 10-439 10.487 - 	2 0/2 254 -f- 	0.9/6 949 - 	2.213 664 -1- 	0. 833 521 

5 60 7  .--s-: 	1.09720 3.665060 2.027302 4.054 604 -- 0 5000 - 0-8660 3.862 28. 82 28.84 -.3.73/ 	 I. 931 000 - 	3. 23/ 046 - 	3. 349 492 - 	1 .  865 500 

6 75 52!/2. /•30900 4.581 325 2.534 /27 5.068 255 - 0.9914 - 0.1305 6.263 6.343 79.44 79.45 - 	a 8/7  322 - 	6.288 450 - 	0.827762 - 	6.209 138 

7 90 1: 1.57080 5.497590 3. 040 953 6- 081 9o5 - 0.707/ + 0. 7071 10• 439 /0. 487 2/ 9./ 2/9.1 i- 	7 381 417 - 	7.415 358 + 	7. 415 358 - 	7.381 417 

8 105 74. 1.83260 6.9/3 955 3.547778 7.095 556 -I- 0.1305 -f- 	0. 99/4 17. 354 17.383 603.4 603.4 + 	17. 209 756 ÷ 	2.268 482 + 17.233 506 + 	2.269 697 

9 120 2.-37--r . 2.09490 7-330 120 4.051 601 8.109 207 + 0.8660 -1-• 0. 5000 28.82 2 8.84 1649 1649 + 	19.9/0 000 + 24.975 990 + 14.420 000 +24- 958 120 

10 135 9,. 2.356/9 8.246 385 4.561429 9.122 858 ± 0.9239 - 0 3827 47. 86 47.87 4586 4586 - 	18.3/6 022 1-- 	44.227 093 - 	18. 319 849 + 49. 217 859 

II 150 Sir  -6- ' 2.6/799 9.162 650 5.068 259 10.136 509 + 0.2588 - 0. 9659 79.49 79.45 12635 12655 - 	76.75/ 096 ÷ 	20.561 660 - 76- 740755 + 20. 559 072 

12 165 uir  = 2-87979 la 10.078915 5-575 080 11- /50 /6o - 0.6088 _ 0-7934 /3/ .89 131. 89 39830 34830 - 109.641 526 - 	80.294 632 -104. 641 526 - 80.299 632 

/3 /80 77- 319159 10.099518 6.08/ 905 12-163 81/ - 1. Woo 0 2/ 9.1 2/9./  96300 96 300 0 - 2/9./00000 0 -2/9. 100 000 

SurnMary 

Constants of integration 
PT 	(3X-2)(3X÷I)  

/8 R K sinh 2137r 	(3X-1) 

PT (3x -2)(3X-1- /)  20ClesinGCrcashp7r - 2 093 cosdr sinker] 
18RK (3X-/) 	 oCycosh2,87r-cos2cor) 

• PT (3X-2)(3x-1-1) .20C -1kosPrsinhfir + 2 oce sindir cash firl 
18RK (3X-0 	 ocelcosh 2,67r- cos 2c6r) 

j  5 PR 	2)8 R  
2E1(1- 9X2) 	sinh 2,er 

3Pa_fe 	[(6X-i)cosocirsinhPr  
2E1(1-9X2Xcosh2 - cos 20cv) 	3)3 

3P, R 3  	(6 X-i)sint-47rcoshflir 	cosccr sinkSir 
2E/(/-9X27(cosh2,677--  cos 2c r) 	313 

0 

= 	4.023 110 1 x10-8  

- 3.056 991 4 x 10 5  

+ 1.762 908 5 x105  

0.567  949 x10 7  

+2.530 880 9 x10-6  

t 1.4175222 x10 4  

0 
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Constants 

U 

Ed' + Ff  
0(2,..p2 

E1  
R2 

D(oC2+1-32) 

pE -of F 

pF +SE 

4.028 153 x 10-8  

-3.060 768 7 x /0-5  

1.765 039 1 x10-5  

= 	29 947 971 00 

2.496 055 6 x10-6  

- 4.896 648 4 x104  

= 	2.823 814 14 x10-4 

Analysis of the ring girder 
	

Radial load 	Plate N012 

-4.... 
. 

--.'s et. 

I 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 /0 II 12 13 14 /5 /6 /7 /8 

D • cosh 2i6Y EcosoN' coshf3Y Fsmdy,sinh "U " 
( feet) 

II 	0  

u 
(inches) 

oC, • s inh 2,8Y- oc coslY,sinhpi X, sincfnosliji),  " v " , 
(feet/ 

, 4 V  . 
( inches) 

 i 	" 

( t  1;77i.l.r)  
" a" 

i,cosApcosow 
'6" 

a + b Asinc6osinh,ey, (tit.) - 20(a+ b) 132  Cosh OP' /6+ /5 B. M. 

/ t 0.000 000 156 +0.000002 522 0 -F 0 000 002 678 -I- 	0.000 032 0 0 0 0  0 0 - 0.000 489 66 0 - 0.000 989 66 + 0-001  896 45 1-  0.000 002 50 + 0.001 898 94 t 	0.0569 

2 +0000 000 243 +0.000 001 736 4- 0.000059 304 + 0.000061 283 ± 0.000 735 1-0.00 000 005 - 0.00 000 986 1-- 0.00 001 584 - o. 00 000 603 - 0.000 072 + 	0.000 024 -0-000 337 16 1- 0.000 1f8 52 -0.000218 64 + 0.000 896 79 + o• 000 003 88 + 0.000 850 67 + 	0.0255 

3 +0.000 000 603 -0.000 001 017 + 0.000163 23/ +0.000162 8/7 + 0.001 954 +0.00 000 015 + 0.00 000 947 +0.00 002 658 -0.00 003 620 - 0.000 434 + 	0.000 143 .1_ - 0-000 	197 56 + 0.000326 2/ + 0.000 523 77 - 0.002 028 56 +0.000 009 64 - 0.002 018 92 - 	0.0605 

4 +0-000 00! 636 -0.000005 582 + 0.000 1/7 776 + 0.000113 830 + 0.001 366 + 0•00 000 042 + o 00 006 159 +0.00 00! 619 -0.00 007 820 - 0- 000 938 -4- 0.000 308 1-0.001 083 95 f 0.000 235 37 + 0.001 319 32 - 0.005 /09 73 + 0.000026 18 -0.005083 55 - 	0. /522 

5 +0.000 004 500 -0.000 008 439 - 0.000263 594 - 0.000267 528 - 0.003 210 --1- 0.00 000 116 +0 00 009 889 -0-00003 408 -0.00 006 597 - 0- 000 792 + 0.000 260 -1-- 0.001 637 68 - 0.000526 78 + 0.001 110 90 - 0.004 302 52 +0.000 07/ 99 -0.004 230 53 - 	0.1267 

6 +0.000 0/2 396 -0.000 002 087 - 0.000 877 346 -0.000 867 037 - 0.010 404 + 0.00 000 320 +0 00 002 502 -0.00 011 100 +0.00 008 278 + 0.000 993 - 0.000 326 t0-000405 33 - 0.001753 34 - 0.001 34801 + 0.005 22o 84 + 0.000198 3/ +0.005 419 15 + 0. [623 

7 +0.00o 034 184 +0.000 018 700 - 0.00/ 042 988 -0.000 990 104 - 0.0/1 88/ + 0-00 000 883 - 0.00 022 593 -0.00 013 089 +0.00 034 799 + 0.004 /76 - 0.00/ 370 - 0-00363/ 04 - 0.002 084 37 -0-005 715 41 + 0.022 /35 78 +0.000 646 89 +0.022 682 67 + 0.6793 

8 + 0,000094 144 i-0•000 043 469 -+ 0-0003/9 999 +0•000957 602 + 0.005 491 +0.00 002 931 -0.00 052 660 ± 0 00 004 004 +400 006 225 +0. 005 547 - 0-00/ 820 .  - 6.008438 64 + 0.000639 5/ - o.007 79919 + 0.0 30 2.0607 +0-001 506 /2 +0.031 712 19 + 0.9997 

9 +0.000257280 +0-000 036 364 +0-003 526 561 +0.003 820205 +0.045 842 +0.00 006 643 -0.00 044 106 +0.00 044 084 -0.00 006 621 _ 0.000 794 + 0.000 26/ - 0.007 060 97 + 0.007 0477! - 0.000 013 26 1. 0.000 051 36 +0.009 115 99 +0.004 167 3T + 0.1248 

/0 +0.0007/5 517 -0.000046 199 +0.006 247945 +0.006 917263 10.083 007 10.00 018 474 +0.00 056061 +0.00 078 065 -0,00 152 600 - o• 0/8 3/2 + o.006 009 +0- 008 97o 59 + 0.012 486 30 +.0.021 95689 _ 0.083 102 53 4- 0. OH 41/6 91 -0.071 655  62 - 2.1959 

/1 +0401 971 338 -0.000193 524 +0.002 904 979 +0.009 682793 + 0.056 194 +0.00 050 899 +0 00 234 856 +0.00 036 293 -0 00 322 048 -0.038 646 ± 0.012 681 +0.037 57725 +0.005 805 50 + 0.043 382 75 - 0.168 02/ 39 +0.031 537 66 -0.136 483 73 - 4-0873 

12 +0.005 939 096 -0.000263 889 - 0-0i1 395 .563 -0-006 175201 - 0. 079 /02 + 0-00140311 +0.00320 284 - 0.00 191 728 -0-00318 867 - 0.038 264 + 0.012 555 +0.051 239 28 -0,022 6737/ +0.028 565 57 - 0.110 634 45 +0.086 937 62 -0.023 696 84 - 0.7097 

13 +0.0/5 024 919 0 -0-030 958 699 -0.015 933 725 - 0. 191 205 + 0.00 387 940 0 -0.00 386 732 - 0 0 0 0 - 0.061 869 77 - 0.061 86977 t 0.239 62/62 +0.240 370 /5 +0.479 99) 77 + 14.3745 

the outward radial displacement 

U = 	DC0.5/1201  1- EcosAtoshpi Fsinocyisinhpi 

the anti-clockwise tangential displacement 

V = 	- Locsinh2,6Y -Foccoskrsinke'r +ocsincOrcoske'd 

the bending moment in the 619 

P,22 CDSh2 f3Y-2fliACOSG(IPCOSh f.3Y1  ,+ fi,,sinofY-IsinkeYf 

the intensity of tangential Torre 

-KY 
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A nalysis of the ring girder 
	

Tangential load 
	

Piczle N° 13 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 /0 # /2 /3 /4 /5 16 /7 /8 

A sin h 2 kSll  Bcoso(Yisinh PY)  
4 

CsinuOtvcoshPY " u"  
(feet) (inches) cosh 2 pi e;cosecoshflYi  rssindYsin bpi' 

ll 	if 

i  v , 
,feet1 

/I 	, 

, v 	, 
(inches/ ( t"  ih,f;.r.)  

 C " 

63cosoOrsinhflY 
 a- 

glsincoPcoshfl? c+d S2  (c4-c1) 
sink 

2 	Yl  /5+16 B. M. 
(qt.) Sin 2 7' 

I 0 0 0 0 0 +0-000 000 0! -0-000 007 56 0 + 0.000007 55 1- 	0. 000 091 - 0.000 030 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 + 0 000 000 05 - 0.c000 009 85 +0-00006 82 +0.000 006 02 .4- 	0.000 072 +0.000 000 02 -0- Ow 005 20 -0.ock 001 9/ 1- 0.000 ow 09 + 0.000 085 - 0-000 028 - 409.90 - 	688.12 1 098.02 +0-006 515 40 -F0.000 012 42 4-0.006 527 82 - 0.012 110 

3 +0.000 000 15 +0-000009 46 +0.000028 55 +0.000036 /6 -j-  0.000 434 +0.000 000 09 +0.000 003 05 -0.000 005 26 +0-000 002 17 + 0-000 026 - 	0.000 009 393.95 - 	1154.75 - 	760.80 +0 004 514 42 +0-000 038 74 ± 0 004 553 16 - 0.008 446 
4 +0.000 00042 + 0•000 061 51 1-0.000 016 16 +0.000 078 09 + 0.000 937 +0.000 000 	11 +0. 000 016 73 -0000 003 80 -0-000 0/3 o4 - 0.000 156 ± 0.000 051 1- 2 561 • 10 - 	703.16 + 	1857.99 -0-011 029 60 +0000 108 40 -0-010 916 20 t- 0.020 250 

5 -r- 0.000 cot 16 +0.000 098 77 -0-000039 04 +0-000 065 89 -1- 0.000 79/ +0.000 000 30 +0-000 025 27 +0.000 008 50 - 0-000034 07 -0-000 409 + 0-000 134 4 112 • 32 + 	/ 480.79 + 	5-593.11 - 0.033 188 26 +0, 000299 27 - 0.032 888 99 + 006/ 012 

6 +0.000 003 20 +0.000024 99 -0.000 110 86 -0-000082 67 - 0.000 992 +0.000 000 83 +0-000006 25 +0-000028 28 -0-000 035 36 -0-000 424 + 0.000 139 + 1 040.25 + 	4822-30 + 	5862-55 - 0.034 78706 +0000 824 92 - 0.033 962 /4 + 0.063 003 

7 - 0.000 008 8/ -0.000225 65 -0.000 130 73 -0.000347 57 - 0. 004 171 +0.000 002 28 _0.000 056 03 +.0.000 033 62 +0.000020 13 1-0.000 242 - 0-000 079 9 399•7/ ÷ 	5686.47 - 	3708.24 +0 022 00387+0.002 275 18 1-0024 27905 - 0.045 040 
8 +0.000 029 28 -0.000525 95 +0.000039 99 -0.000961 68 - 0.005 540 +0.000 006 27 -0-000 30 22 -0.000 010 31 +0.000 /34 26 + 0.001 611 - 0.000 529 - 	21 89739  - 	/739.59 - 	23636-98 -1-0440 256 54 + 0.006 265 84 +0-196 522 38 - 0.271 8/I 

9 +0000 066 34 -0.000440 51 +0-000440 29 +0.000 066 12 4-  0. 000 793 +0.000 017 13 -0.000/08 96 -0-000 113 67 +0-000205 50 ± 0.002466 - 0.000 809 18 340.35 19 /52.42 - 	37 492-77 0.222473 70 +0017 123 67  +0.239 597 27 - 0 444 472 

10 +0.000 189 50 +0.000 559 92 +0.000779 68 +0-001 524 10 + 0.018 289 +0.000097 65 +0.000 138 43 -0.000201 40 +0-000 015 32 -I- 0.000 189 - 0.000 060 * 23 311°75 33 915.55 - 	10 603. 80 +0.062 920 57 +0.047622 01 +0.110 542 58 - 0.205 065 

// +0.000 508 32 +0.002 395 66 +0.000362 48 +0.003 216 46 -I- 0.038 598 I-0-000/3/ 28 +0-000579 87 -0-000093 64 -0 000 617 51 - 0.007 410 - 0.002 43/ ± 97659-65 - 	/5 767.71 + 	8/ 891.99 -0-985 928 43 + 0 /3/ 204 56 - 0.354 723 87 1- 0 658 042 

12 t0.001 '70/ 25 +0.003 198 88 -0.001415 52 +0-003 184 61 + 0.038 215 +0.000361 89 +0-000790 70  +0-000365  7/ -0-001 5/8  30  - 0 018  220 + 0.005  978 /33 182.7/ 61 573.94 + 	199756-65 - 1.155 642 34 +0.36/ 682 21 - 0.793 960 13 4.. 	1.972 860 

/3 +0-003 874 26 0 -0.003 874 26 0 0 . +0.001 00058 0 +0-000997 92 - 0 001 99850 _ 0.023 982 + 0.007 869 0 4-- 	168 0/6.84 + 168 016.84 - 0.99697429 +1-000 000 00 0 0 

the outward radial displacement 

A sinh2 + Bcosc&sinhpi + Csinarnosh* 

the anti-clockwise tangential displacement 

V = 	 cosh2fr? + cosarY•coshfiY/ + sin dYisinhfiV] 

the bending moment in the ring 
2Y' 
	82  83  cosdninh Pi/ --- 84  sin ce Y 1  cos hftY'll 

the intensify of iangential force 

h 

Constants 

A  
213 

8$ - Coc  
ocZ 4.)82 

BO(  Cfi  
0(.2  +A2 

2 	a (0(24 -122)2  
Q (40( 2 -5) 

2 
Q<( cosh 2,87r - cos 2o0r) 

= 	 cosGethr sin hid7r+3,Bsindn.coshfir= - 1272. 7519 

= 313coscOrsinhpir -oCsinoCrcoshfiff = 	766.85 

E?.M.= 

= + 1.039 026 3 x 10-8  

= 	556 266 	/0 -6  

- 4.554 618 7 x 10- 6  

- I. 855 081 

- 	955 7l6 x 10-6 



Lateral load recce N° 14 Analysis of the ring girder 

A 	1.944" 
General data 

R = 	171' 	 N= 24 

EI 	= 	183 480 000 tine  

NJ' 	96 534 706 tine 

n 	= 	1.900 663 5 

= 	0.165 576 /7 

K2  =VT14  = 15 994.198 
= +.6.970 583 5 x /0

- 9 sin h T'•Tri 042  - 03:2 t'z) cost it sinheir -oCk1-1-)e2i-f 2)siticciircoshs'ir  
1' 	 ocgosh2gir - cos2G0r) 

+7.  5q5 6019 x10 -8  

=- 6.030483 7 x 10 /6  

= +5.259 729 5 x10-16 

P 	R2 (n+"  alitcosech Tir 
3 ff El Oa  

1 2 3 45' 6 7 8 9 /0 1/ /2 IS /9 15 - Yi radians 061  degrees ircYleirris ).-artns 
sinris" cos(61 sinh 	Y' cosh ,8? sin h XY' coshXil coscicoskeY1 sinctiYisinhO' sino6PcoshP' cos06/sinkOY' ciesg.....rees 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 1.0000 0 1.000 o 1.0000 + i o 0 0 

2 7r- 026179 72- 120°  13' 2.065 960 0-360 865 -1- 	0. 8641 - O. 5033 3.883 401/ 0.3688 I 0659 - 2 + 	 3 + 3 - 2 „am...e5 - 
3 f. 0.52560 240°  26' 4. 131 92/ 0. 72/ 73/ - 0.8698 - 0.4934 31.0 3/.16 0.786/ 1.2720 - 15 - 	 27 - 27 - 15 0 
4 11-= 018540 360°  39' 6./97 881 1.082 596 + 0.0 1 / 3  + 0.9999 245.9 246.9 1.3068 1.6455 + 246 + 	 3 + 3 t  296 .'ZiZ5 

5 f.-- 1.04720 980°  52' 8.263 842 I. 443 461 + 0.8584 - 	0. 5 / 30 1943 /943 1-9997 2.2357 _ 997 + 	i 668 + 1668 - 997 4=50 

6  5 q4•30900 6010  5' 10.329 802 I•804.327 - 0.8753 - 0.4835 /53/5 /5 3/5 2.955 3120 _ 7 405 _ 	/3 405 - 13 905 - 7405 

7 0 7-/.5708 721° 18' 12. 395 762 i- /20 2.165 192 + 0.0227 + 0-9997 900 120 900 4-301 9.426 + 120 869 i. 	2 799 1 2 749 + 120 869 O 
8 1-05 7-485260 841° 31' 19- 461 723 2.526 057 + 0.8525 - 0. 5227 954 000 954 ow 6.212 6.293 - 498 656 + 	8/3 285 + 8/3 285 - 498 656 

.9 1 	20 41 = 2 • 0 94 4 0 961° 99' /6.527 683 2. 886 923 - 0.8808 - 0.4736 7 53/ 500 7531 500 8.94/ 8.997 - 3566 9/8 - 	6 633 745 - 6 633 	795 - 	3 566 918 

10 • 1 	35 341.7-2.35619 I081°  57' 18.593 694 3.297 788 + 0.0340 -I- 0.9994 59 425 000 59 425 000 12 897 12.886 + 59 389 345 + 	2 020 450 .4. 2 020 450 + 	59 389 345 

II V=2.61799 /202° 10' 20•659 604 3.602 653 + 0.8465 - 0- 5324 969 150 000 969 150000 18 495 1 8 473 - 249 775 460 1. 	397 /35 475 -1- 397 /35 475 - 	299 775 460 illmam.50 
12 1 	65 cir=2-87973 1322°  23' 22.725 564 3.969 5 /9  - 0-8861 - 0-4636 3 703 5000000 3 703 Soo 000 26 470 26.489 - 	/ 716 992 600 _ 	3 28/ 67/ 350 _ 	3 281 67/ 350 _ 	17)6 942 600 

13 -7T:3./4159 1442°  36' 29. 79/ 525 4. 330 389 + 0.0454 + 0. 9990 29 225 000 000 29 225 000 00o 37. 97 37 98 + 29 195 775 000 t• 	1 326 815 	000 + 	1 326 815 000 + 29 195 775 000 pm...N.180 

_27_1 + Ka  (3n +2) Q, = 	6 	- 20531./65 

Q 	K:±2K2+1+n(27 + 9K
2+ 

I
,
) = 589 806.82 

X = (q+ Q2) +(Q,-Q2)5=  2.57 

(Q1 +Q2)14-  (Qt- Q2)14 	146.05 

(x41/2  = 1.378 904 

oC 	4i)Z4-̀ 4-1-÷12r,' 441  = 8.0144251 

= f4202+114+37-‘1.272  - 441 	7.8913873 

Constants 

fP-T2Isino(rcoshOri-cq00+13'41'2)cosocirsinh$17r 
01(cosh2pr-cos20(v) = -1-7. 992 0518 x 10-  9  sin hrir 



00- +32  

® = oC (0(.24,62-/) +n(ce-124 ) 

10(' 2+ 2+ I - 0(1:10(4+ /32-1)  

= + 7.904 825 8 x10-3  

= + 1.992 504 4 x10-5  

= + 1.030 /69 x /0-6  

U.1 

N. 

-the downward displacement 

EirE2 cosh - COSG6PC0ShfiY-E9 sinG6PsinhOd 

the bending moment in -the ring 

?[? cosh fie +P sino6ilsinhY + coscOcosh 2 	 3 

the torsional moment in The 

A, [2  sin hY'r.  +A ,(5\  sin dtPcos 
RR ci  

-Sr-FQ; sinhtn 

= + 2.103 881 

4 

ring  

55 cosoCY sin h 
= + 2.325 9902 x10-3  

Analysis of the ring girder 	 Lateral load 	Pate N° /5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 /0 II /2 /3 /9 /5 /6 /7 /8 

Cosh rtii  Estoykttoshfitiki5ino6PsiphfirY1  1+2+3 
a 	„ 
w 

(ruches) 
p cosh ryi 
2  

p sinoOsinh 
3 

p COS4Wcosh0 
9 

6+7+8 B. M 
(tin.) 

B. M. 
(tft.) 

e. 
IN4sink/1050"P 

f" 
-5, cDsoNisinhibi 

5 
A(e+ f) 

3 F12Sin hs* 14+1.5 ,T 
( tm.) 

T. 
(tfiJ 

/ t 26 449+ I - 0 ÷ 26 950 + 19 + 	2.899 998 + 	0.000 000 ÷ 	0.000 001 + 2.899999 f 0.0070 + 	0.0006 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 -+- 28 195 _ / - 2 + 28 	192 + 20 + 	3.091 398 + 	0.000 003 - 	0.000 002 4. 3.091 399+ 0.0072 + 	0.0006 + 0000 045 + 0 000 002 o + 	0.775 911 + 	0.775 91/ + 	0.001 805 + 0.000 i50 

3 + 55 649 - 9+ 14 i. 33 649 + 24 + 	3.688 797 - 	0.000 027 - 	0.000 013 + 3.688 757 4- 0.0086 + 	0.0007 - 0.000 403 + 0.000 015 - 	0.000 003 + 	l• 653 861 ÷ 	I. 653 858 + 	0.003 847 + 0.000 32/ 

4 + 43 536 + 146- 2 4- 93 680 4. 31 + 	4.773 397 .. 	0.000 003 4- 	0.000 219 + 4.773 6/9 ÷ 0.01/ I + 	0.0009 + 0 000 045 - 0.000 253 - 	0-000 002 + 	2. 749 352 + 2. 749 350 + 	0.006 395 .1- 0.000 533 - 

S + 59 IQ:. 599 - 893 4- 37 654 t  41 + 	6.484 396 * 	0.001 675 - 	0.000 887 + 6.485 184+  0.0151 * 	0.0013 + 0 024 895 + 0. ow 027 + 	0.000 205 + 	4.20 131 + 4.207 336 + 	0.009 786 ..t. 0.000816 

6 + 82 522 - 4 408 + 7 479 + 85 288 + 60 .1-. 	9.047 994 - 	0.013 462 - 	0.006 586 + 9.027 9461- 0.0210 + 	0.0018 - 0 200  070 + 0.007 628 - 	0. 001 521 + 	6.216 968 + 	6. 2/5 447 ± 	0.014 457 + 0.00/ 205 

7 + 117 065 i- 7/ 949 - 1 468 + /87 546 + 133 + 	12. 835 39/ 4. 	0.002 756 + 	0./07 491 + 12.945 638+ 0.030i + 	0.0025 + 0.040 954 - 0.124 	510 - 	0.000 660 + 	9-098 792 + 	9.048 132 + 	0.021 046 + 0.001 754 
8 + 166 	916 - 296 843- 435 233 - 565 630 - 40o + 	18.249 687 + 	0.816 736 - 	0.443 483 + 18.622 940 + 0.0433 4 	0.0036 + 12.138 314 t 0.513 	7W + 	0.100 012 i. 	/3. 069 309 + 	13. /69 321 + 	0.030 632 -f- 0.002 	553 

9 + 237 965 - 2 423 340 + 3590 076 4 /654 70/ + 1171 + 	26.09/ 282 - 	6.66/ 894 - 	3-172 262 + 16.257 126 + 0.0378 + 	0.0032 - 99.008 936 + 3.674 528 - 	0.753 602 + 	/8 810 800 + 	18.057 198 ...f_ 	0. 042 001 I. O. 003 	500 

10 + 340 826 + 3S 353 7/0 - i 08/ 252 + 346/3 284 + 24 486 + 	37. 369 374 + 	2.029 023 i. 	52.818 309 + 92.216 706 -I- p.2.145 4. 	0.0179 + 30.455 305 - 61.181 	062 - 	0- 245 253 + 	27.028 559 -1. 	26.783 306 4-. 	0.062 298 + 0.005 	/9/ 

11 + 488 599 - /48 688 107 _ 242 528 668 - 360 728 176 - 255 188 + 	53.571 663 + 	398.820 645 - 	222.139 466 + 230.252 842 + 0. 5356 + 	0.0446 + 	5 927'264 513 + 257.310 936 + 48.887 99/ + 38-806 085 +. 87.694 076 + 0.203 976 + 0•016 	998 
/2 + 700 6/7 - 	1 022 073 764 + 	1 756 199 806 t 739 826 6594. 5/9  834  + 	76'818 047  - 3295.596 516 - 	1526.97.9 319 - 4 745.752 788 - 11. 0386 - 	0.9/99 - 48 979. 090 039 . + 	1 49 74)  041 7..._, • . 	. _ 373./89  585  

4. 	55.689 730 -317.499 855 - 0.738 502 - 0.061 	5.11 

13 +0.000000001004 546 +0.000047379867 940 -0.0oo000710 030447 4000016670822 039 4.0-011 793 345 + 	I/O. 141 924 .I-1 332.495 071 +25965.456648 +27 408'408. 043 646 + 	63.7508 + 	5. 3126+ + 	1 9 802' 772 255 -30076.582 336 - 	30. 2/2 19 -- 0 678 4- 79. 884 362 0 

Constants 

n4-1 

___17n-i2.7  • 

Ci(0 24.12)-4- n (c(Y)} 2043.n  
(00-4.i52) 

N(oc'24-)3.1)4-  n (00-  02) 	200.  nC  
(0C2 IP) 

PR oc0' 
VT Q2  sin htir 

r2 +I 

2 0(.01 - (G z-  13'2  ) t7r2  

2 oPP.2,  + °ea  - S.2-1111r2 

= + 707.42 

-11 
+ 2.644 939 6 x10 

5-952 870 9 x10 -4  

= +5•35/ 5407 x10-16  

2.325 990 X  10  3  

2.899 998 

+1.009 2433 x10-6  

+8.893 566 5 x10-'  





Bending moments 

diagram 

/2' 	 /3 1/' 

ma
x  

B.
  M

.  =
  5

-3
8  

If (
  

The infinite beam on elastic founda lion 

1 Ion 

1
1
1
1  

Alf 

Dula: 
13200 1/4,2 

Yz• 13 900 iti 4  
k= 0.1655 Vin 2  

3.875 x /0-3  

Def/exicw curve 
/2' 
	

Yr— 	rk 

_,x, 
y= 2k e 	rcoso(x+sinoc 

scale of ciel/ex/os 

  

 

0.005" 

10 - 

/0' 12 	 11 	/0 

P 
B. M. = 27x-  -e 	(cosokx-sinax) 

 

scale of bent:bog 1710171e/111S 

21f/ 

 

Diagram of shearing forces 



— compression 
+ -tension 

Forces in the supporting struts 

Plate N2  18 



Plate N° 
Deflexions of the ring girder 

in relationship to the rigidity of the ring (El) 

iangeniial 
load  

= 9850 in' 
1.7 = 9700 In 4  

23 = 19900 in4  
(note: 
in each case the area of.  the 
supporting strut A 1.94 ) 

scale of deflexions 

0.10 	 0.20 inch. 0 



27 plate Ao 20 
Bending moments in the ring girder 

due to 1%died 

/2  /3 

• •, 
X N. •••. 

/2 	II 	 /0 	9  

Scales 
bending moment 01 	s 	io tft 

intensity of langentio, i;rce 	  oozo t/ftnIn 0 	 &WO' 

lnlensily of fangenbb/ force in Ihe ring girder 
doe io Podia/ 

/ / 
/ 

.- 
/ 

/ ,/ / 
7 / / 	/0' 	 /1'  /21  7 

13 

-÷ 

21 
7//' 

\ 

// 
rz?/* 

/ / ./ 
•• 

77 / 7 /• 

/0' 



/. 

6 • 7 

/ 
/ 
/ / 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/0' 	/ 	' 	 /2' 	13 

Bending moments in the ring qinier 

due to Ptangenlial '• 	I 

\\ 
\\ 

// /2 
•••••• ••••••• 

".••••• 

2 tft. 
intensity of tafigenlia/ forte 

4.005 	0.0m 0.run 

pith-lot/lion of the intensity of tangential fora 

due to angenbe  

\ \ 	 / 
„ 	 I) 00' 1 

/
/ N,_ 

bending moment 

Plate Me  21 

Scales 



n P=IT  

 

I2 7,;. 4850 in' 

Distribution of the intensity of langeneial force 

and the forces acting upon the fop of the supporting framework due io 

a RADIAL load 

= 9700 in 4  

27 = 19400 in' 

    



Distribution of the intensik of tango/fa/ force 

and the forces acting upon the top of the supporting framework due to 	 Plate N2 23 
a TANGENTIAL load 

1/2  7= 9850 in 4  
Y-Y 3 -r = 9700 in' J  2.7= 19900 i 17 4  

YY 



2 s 

radial 
toad 

Deflexions of the ring girder 
in relationship to the cross-sectional area 

of the supporting bi pods (A) 

Plate NI 24 

It. 

P2A- 0.97m2  
IA= 	1.94 M' 

2A= 389 in' 
3A- 5.82 in= 

( in each case the moment of  
inertia of the ring girder 

3= 9700 in' ) 

scale of deflexions 
4 

0 	 aro 	 0.20 incb. 
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